+ Shibuya Ultima® CPX 365 Carbon Target Sight
- Tri-Lock Sys. Encloses the Windage Slider on 3 Sides, Keeping it Aligned without Play for a Rattle-Free, Zero-Tolerance Environment
- Upgraded X- Lock System is Field-Adjustable and Field Replaceable with No Need for Factory Repairs
- 100% Carbon Composite Extension
- Offers 5.20” of Elevation Adjustment
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage - .002” Per Click, 20 Clicks Per Revolution
- Integrated 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Laser-Etched Sight Scales Compatible with Popular Software
- Extra-Large Release Lever for Smooth, Easy Adjustments
- Includes Soft Carrying Case and Metric Allen Wrenches
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Extension Lengths: 6” (7.65 oz.) 9” (7.90 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black Silver Red Gold Pink
- Black Bow Chic Edition w/ Decal
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage
- Detachable Scope Mount for Easy Traveling
- CBE Laser Engraved Aluminum Yardage Scales
- 2nd Axis Scope Adjustment
- Laser Engraved Sight Scale Markings
- Interchangeable Laser-engraved Yardage Scales
- Black Anodized Finish
- Extension Length: 7.15”/16” (including 3rd axis)
- Mass Weight: 10.55 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Models: Micro-click Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - Elevation Click Adjustment of .002”
- One Elevation turn = .002”/16 Turns x 30 Clicks per Revolution
- Rapid Travel Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - One elevation turn = .250”

$23.99 ea.
$54.99 ea.
$27.99 ea.
$149.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$139.99 ea.
$44.99 ea.
$89.99 ea.
$149.99 ea.
$44.99 ea.
$34.99 ea.
$199.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$139.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$279.99 ea.
$359.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$279.99 ea.
$349.99 ea.
$359.99 ea.
$139.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$149.99 ea.
$44.99 ea.
$89.99 ea.
$199.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$39.99 ea.
$149.99 ea.

+ Shibuya Ultima® CPX 520 Carbon Target Sight
- Tri-Lock Sys. Encloses the Windage Slider on 3 Sides, Keeping it Aligned without Play for a Rattle-Free, Zero-Tolerance Environment
- Upgraded X- Lock System is Field-Adjustable and Field Replaceable with No Need for Factory Repairs
- 100% Carbon Composite Extension
- Offers 5.20” of Elevation Adjustment
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage - .002” Per Click, 20 Clicks Per Revolution
- Integrated 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Laser-Etched Sight Scales Compatible with Popular Software
- Extra-Large Release Lever for Smooth, Easy Adjustments
- Includes Soft Carrying Case and Metric Allen Wrenches
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Extension Lengths: 6” (7.65 oz.) 9” (7.90 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black Silver Red Gold Pink
- Black Bow Chic Edition w/ Decal
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage
- Detachable Scope Mount for Easy Traveling
- CBE Laser Engraved Aluminum Yardage Scales
- 2nd Axis Scope Adjustment
- Laser Engraved Sight Scale Markings
- Interchangeable Laser-engraved Yardage Scales
- Black Anodized Finish
- Extension Length: 7.15”/16” (including 3rd axis)
- Mass Weight: 10.55 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Models: Micro-click Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - Elevation Click Adjustment of .002”
- One Elevation turn = .002”/16 Turns x 30 Clicks per Revolution
- Rapid Travel Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - One elevation turn = .250”

+ Shibuya Ultima® CPX 520 Standard Target Sight
- Tri-Lock Sys. Encloses the Windage Slider on 3 Sides, Keeping it Aligned without Play for a Rattle-Free, Zero-Tolerance Environment
- Upgraded X- Lock System is Field-Adjustable and Field Replaceable with No Need for Factory Repairs
- All Aluminum 6” Extension
- Offers 5.20” of Elevation Adjustment
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage - .002” Per Click, 20 Clicks Per Revolution
- Integrated 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Laser-Etched Sight Scales Compatible with Popular Software
- Extra-Large Release Lever for Smooth, Easy Adjustments
- Includes Soft Carrying Case and Metric Allen Wrenches
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Extension Lengths: 6” (7.65 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black Silver
- Micro Adj. Elevation & Windage
- Detachable Scope Mount for Easy Traveling
- CBE Laser Engraved Aluminum Yardage Scales
- 2nd Axis Scope Adjustment
- Laser Engraved Sight Scale Markings
- Interchangeable Laser-engraved Yardage Scales
- Black Anodized Finish
- Extension Length: 7.15”/16” (including 3rd axis)
- Mass Weight: 10.55 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Models: Micro-click Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - Elevation Click Adjustment of .002”
- One Elevation turn = .002”/16 Turns x 30 Clicks per Revolution
- Rapid Travel Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - One elevation turn = .250”

+ CBE Vertex 3D Competition Sight
- Vertical Travel Adjustment of 3”
- Detachable Scope Mount for Easy Traveling
- Detachable Elevation Gang Adjustment with Visual Laser Engraved Markings
- New Quad-Track™ Stability Alignment System
- Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
- Custom Extension Bar with Multiple Laser Marked Locking Positions
- Elevation and Windage Locking Knobs
- Center-Pivot 1st and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- 2nd Axis Scope Adjustment
- Laser Engraved Sight Scale Markings
- Interchangeable Laser-engraved Yardage Scales
- Black Anodized Finish
- Extension Length: 7.15”/16” (including 3rd axis)
- Mass Weight: 10.55 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Models: Micro-click Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - Elevation Click Adjustment of .002”
- One Elevation turn = .002”/16 Turns x 30 Clicks per Revolution
- Rapid Travel Elevation with Top and Bottom Knobs - One elevation turn = .250”

3910139 $379.00 ea.
+ CBE TEK Target Sight
  - Lightweight, Compact, Moveable Sight featuring Short, Rapid Travel
  - CBE’s Exclusive Rapid-Drive® Elevation System
  - Ergonomic, Four-Arm Adjustment Knob
  - Dovetail Elevation Gang Adjustment
  - Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
  - Elevation and Windage Locking Knobs
  - Custom Extension Bar with Multiple Laser marked Locking Positions
  - Scope-Leveling Unit with Locking Screws
  - Black Anodized Finish
  - Optional 3rd Axis Attachment Available
  - Mass Weight: 8.82 oz.
  - Available in Right or Left Hand
  - Available Models: 400 (4”) Frame
  - Quick Disconnect Aperture Block
  - Quick Adjust Push Button
  - Elevation & Windage Adjustment (.002” Per Click)
  - Armored 3rd Axis Now has Scope Rotation and Added Windage
  - Center Pivot 2nd Axis
  - Scope-leveling Unit with Locking Screws and Indicator Window
  - Micro-Adjustments in Precise & Repeatable .002” Increments
  - Patented Split-Block Design for Easy Scope Swapping
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Elevation Tensioning System
  - Adjustable Pointer
  - Titan Guide Rod
  - 400 (4”) Frame
  - 6” Extension
  - $379.99 ea.
  - 4240155 (400)
  - 4240156 (550)

+ HHA Optimizer Lite King Pin Tournament Edition
  - HHA’s First Ever Bow Sight Aimed at the Target and 3D Crowd
  - Offers a 4” to 8” Dovetail Extension, Yardage Wheel and Magnified Sight Tape
  - Accurate Sight Tape System - Sight in at 20 & 60 Yards and You’re Dailed in "To the Yard" Out to 100
  - Interchangeable Wheels Make Changing Tapes Easy and Allow for Using Multiple Arrow and Draw Weights
  - 1 5/8” Scope Housing and Blue Burst Light (Sold Separately) Allow for Rapid Adjustment Using Multiple Arrow and Draw Weights
  - Fully Integrated 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
  - Machined Brass Rack and Pinion Drivels Silky Smooth Operation
  - 2 1/4” of Vertical Travel Adjustment
  - Mechanical Rhetostat Allows for Brightness Control
  - Optional Lens Kit X, Blue Burst Light and Sun Shade Sold Separately
  - Available Right or Left Hand
  - Available Fiber Diameters: .010” Fiber Optic (5 ft.) .019” Fiber Optic (5 ft.)
  - Mass Weight: 8.82 oz.
  - Black Anodized Finish
  - Scope-leveling Unit with Locking Screws
  - Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
  - Lightweight, Extremely Durable Construction
  - Dependable Vertical Locking Mechanism
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Elevation Tensioning System
  - Adjustable Pointer
  - Titan Guide Rod
  - 400 (4”) Frame
  - 6” Extension
  - $379.99 ea.
  - 4240130 (400)
  - 4240131 (550)

+ HHA’s First Ever Bow Sight Aimed at the Target and 3D Crowd
  - Accurate Sight Tape System - Sight in at 20 & 60 Yards and You’re Dailed in "To the Yard" Out to 100
  - Interchangeable Wheels Make Changing Tapes Easy and Allow for Using Multiple Arrow and Draw Weights
  - 1 5/8” Scope Housing and Blue Burst Light (Sold Separately) Allow for Rapid Adjustment Using Multiple Arrow and Draw Weights
  - Fully Integrated 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
  - Machined Brass Rack and Pinion Drivels Silky Smooth Operation
  - 2 1/4” of Vertical Travel Adjustment
  - Mechanical Rhetostat Allows for Brightness Control
  - Optional Lens Kit X, Blue Burst Light and Sun Shade Sold Separately
  - Available Right or Left Hand
  - Available Fiber Diameters: .010” Fiber Optic (6 ft.) .019” Fiber Optic (6 ft.)
  - Black Anodized Finish
  - Scope-leveling Unit with Locking Screws
  - Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
  - Lightweight, Extremely Durable Construction
  - Dependable Vertical Locking Mechanism
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Elevation Tensioning System
  - Adjustable Pointer
  - Titan Guide Rod
  - 400 (4”) Frame
  - 6” Extension
  - $399.99 ea.
  - 4240038 (400)
  - 4240039 (550)

+ HHA Optimizer Lite Target Sight
  - Available Right or Left Hand
  - Optional Lens Kit X, Blue Burst Light and Sun Shade Sold Separately
  - Fully Integrated 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
  - Scope-Leveling Unit with Locking Screws
  - Black Anodized Finish
  - Optional 3rd Axis Attachment Available
  - Mass Weight: 8.82 oz.
  - Available in Right or Left Hand
  - Available Models: 400 (4”) Frame
  - Quick Disconnect Aperture Block
  - Quick Adjust Push Button
  - Elevation & Windage Adjustment (.002” Per Click)
  - Armored 3rd Axis Now has Scope Rotation and Added Windage
  - Center Pivot 2nd Axis
  - Scope-leveling Unit with Locking Screws and Indicator Window
  - Micro-Adjustments in Precise & Repeatable .002” Increments
  - Patented Split-Block Design for Easy Scope Swapping
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Elevation Tensioning System
  - Adjustable Pointer
  - Titan Guide Rod
  - 400 (4”) Frame
  - 6” Extension
  - $399.99 ea.
  - 4240023 (400)
  - 4240024 (550)

+ Sure-Loc® Supreme Target Sight
  - Innovative No Lock Design
  - Patented Super Accurate Tracking System
  - Exceptionally Lightweight, Ultra-Strong Titanium Guide Rod
  - Cam-Assist 3-Axis Leveling Block
  - Patented Split-Block Design for Easy Scope Swapping
  - Micro-Adjustments in Precise & Repeatable .002” Increments
  - Reliable & Accurate Clicking Elevation/Windage Micro Adjustments (.002” increments)
  - Clicking Cant Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Clicking Third Axis Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Quick Detach Scope
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - 2nd Axis Scope Leveling System
  - Scope Not Included
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available Models:
    - 400 (4”) 6” (11.04 oz.) 9” (11.83 oz.)
    - 550 (5.5”) 6” (11.84 oz.) 9” (12.48 oz.)
  - 4240130 (400) $379.99 ea.
  - 4240131 (550) $379.99 ea.
  - 4240060 (400) $349.99 ea.
  - 4240062 (550) $349.99 ea.
  - 4240091 (400) $249.99 ea.
  - 4240095 (550) $249.99 ea.

+ Sure-Loc® Phoenix QA Target Sight
  - Quick Adjust High Speed Threads Provide Silent Elevation Movement at a Rate of .400 Per Revolution
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Cant Adjustment; Adjust to Your Natural Cant
  - Windage and Elevation Adjustment
  - 3rd Axis Adjustment
  - Elevation Tensioning System
  - Adjustable Pointer
  - Titanium Guide Rod
  - 400 (4”) Frame
  - 6” Extension
  - $379.99 ea.
  - 4240152

+ Sure-Loc® Iconx Target Sight
  - Reliable & Accurate Clicking Elevation/Windage Micro Adjustments (.002” increments)
  - Clicking Cant Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Clicking Third Axis Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Quick Detach Scope
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - 2nd Axis Scope Leveling System
  - Scope Not Included
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available Models:
    - 400 (4”) 6” (11.04 oz.) 9” (11.83 oz.)
    - 550 (5.5”) 6” (11.84 oz.) 9” (12.48 oz.)
  - 4240130 (400) $379.99 ea.
  - 4240131 (550) $379.99 ea.
  - 4240060 (400) $349.99 ea.
  - 4240062 (550) $349.99 ea.
  - 4240091 (400) $249.99 ea.
  - 4240095 (550) $249.99 ea.

+ Sure-Loc® Challenger Target Sight
  - Dependable Vertical Locking Mechanism
  - Lightweight, Extremely Durable Construction
  - Cam-Assist 3-Axis Leveling Block
  - Patented Split-Block Design for Easy Scope Swapping
  - Micro-Adjustments in Precise and Repeatable .002” Increments
  - Reliable & Accurate Clicking Elevation/Windage Micro Adjustments (.002” increments)
  - Clicking Cant Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Clicking Third Axis Micro Adjustment (1/10 degree)
  - Quick Detach Scope
  - Weatherproof Components
  - Reversible Windage Offset
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation Tension
  - 2nd Axis Scope Leveling System
  - Scope Not Included
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available Models:
    - 400 (4”) 6” (8.78 oz.) 9” (8.40 oz.)
    - 550 (5.5”) 6” (9.38 oz.) 9” (10.0 oz.)
  - 4240191 (400) $249.99 ea.
  - 4240055 (550) $249.99 ea.

+ Sure-Loc® Colored Knob & Decal Set
  - Personalize Your Sure-Loc Sight with Colored Knobs and Decals
  - Not Available for Phoenix Sights
  - Available Colors: Gold Black Green Blue Orange
  - $45.99 ea.
  - 4240075
**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Achieve CXL Carbon Compound Sight**
- Lightweight, Durable and Dependable!
- Advanced Carbon Technology, the Achieve Carbon Bar Features a Higher Weight to Strength Ratio as Compared to Similar Aluminum Models
- High Resistance to Wind Due to Creative Machining of Intricate Cubicuts and Chambers, Copied from the Achieve Lightweight Aluminum Recurve Bar
- Features the “VTSL” Variable Tension System w’ Lock
- Provides 2.875” of Elevation Adjustment
- Available Lengths: 6” (7.2 oz.) 9” (7.68 oz.)
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Mount/Elevation Colors:
  - Black Silver Red Blue
  - Gold Pink Orange Green Purple
  - Available Extension/Knob Colors: Black Silver
  - *See Chart Below for Color Options

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Achieve Magnifier Sight Scale with Cover**
- Fits Achieve Sights
- Available in Grey Only

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Achieve Bow Mounting Bracket**
- Replacement Mounting Bracket for the Achieve Sight
- Fits Carbon and Aluminum Models
- Ambidextrous Design
- Includes Knob and Screws
- Available Color Combinations:
  - Black Mount/Black Knob
  - Silver Mount/Black Knob
  - Red Mount/Black Knob
  - Blue Mount/Black Knob
  - Pink Mount/Black Knob
  - Gold Mount/Black Knob
  - Black Mount/Silver Knob
  - Silver Mount/Silver Knob
  - Red Mount/Silver Knob
  - Blue Mount/Silver Knob
  - Pink Mount/Silver Knob
  - Gold Mount/Silver Knob

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Offset Block**
- Designed for 1/16” greater windage adjustment
- Fits AX Series and Achieve sights
- Available Colors: Black Silver

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Target Sight**
- Increased Accuracy with .00156” (per click) Micro Elevation & Windage and More Travel Per Revolution (0.0625”) Rapid Travel Quick Elevation Adjustments
- 2nd & 3rd Axis Removable Quick Change for Easier Leveling
- Automatic GIB Tension System - No Screws to Adjust
- Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel ACME Threaded Rod
- 6” or 9” Extension w’ Mathews Harmonic Dampener
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Black Silver
- Knob Color: Tactical-Knobs
- Available Models:
  - AX2000 (2” Elevation for 280+ lbs.) 10.1 oz.
  - AX3000 (3” of Elevation 3D & Field) 10.5 oz.
  - AX4500 (4.5” of Elevation FITA & Field) 11.2 oz.

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Magnifier Sight Scale**
- Magnifies Sight Scale for Easier Yardage Setting
- Fits all AXCEL AX Series Target Sights, Includes Cover

**Angel MA-CPZ Compound Target Sight**
- Innovative Carbon Extension Design Reduces the Unnecessary Inertia and Uneven Balance Effects of Ordinary Sight Designs
- Greater Stability and Increases Amazing Accuracy due to Superior Balance
- Double Locking Extension System with Incredibly Low Mass and Positive Detent Settings for Total Accuracy
- Precision, Ultra-Smooth Microfine Adjustment System for Fine Adjustment or Easy Quick Adjustment
- Integrated Sight Scale Magnifier
- 3rd Axis Adjustment System w’ Shock Absorber
- Weight: 8.36 oz.; Length: 6.5”
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Black Silver

**Spot Hogg Hogg Father Target Sight**
- Quick Release Knob - Detachable Dovetail Bar
- Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axis
- Course Horizontal & Vertical Adjustments
- No Tool Micro-Adjust Windage & Elevation
- Micro Adjustable Pointer
- H.D.R. Technology, No Bushings, No Stop, No Buzz
- Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob
- Removable Rack for Traveling
- Precision Laser Engraved Sight Scale & Knobs
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Specify Right or Left Hand

**Black Gold Ascent™ Target Sight**
- Full 1st, 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustability
- 6” Dovetail Bar
- Mounted Length of 7.5”
- SpeedDial’s Rapid Travel is Exceptionally Precise
- Large 2.25” Travel Distance
- Lightweight Design – Just 7.7 oz.
- Accepts All Manufacturers’ 10/32 Scope Housings
- Specify Right or Left Hand

**Cartel Alcon Compound Target Sight**
- Durable 6061 Aluminum Body Structure
- Integrated 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment with Laser Engraved Scale Markings
- Additional Locking System Completely Eliminates Rocking and Rattling
- Slide and Lock Mounting Bracket for Quick and Easy Adjustment
- Detachable Scope Mount for Convenient Use
- Available in Black Only
- Converts for RH or LH Archers

**Cartel Spectra Carbon Target Sight**
- Lightweight and Extremely Strong Sight
- Designed to withstand Scope Vibration
- 302” Micro Elevation & Windage Adjustment
- Quick Release Mechanism for Rapid Adjustment
- 5.5” Frame w’ 9” Carbon Extension
- 10-32 Aperture Holder
- Available in Black Only
- Converts for RH or LH Archers

**Sights, Rests & Releases**

**COMPASS SIGHTS & PHOTOCOMPASS**

**NEW**

**Scope, Rests & Releases**

**119**

800-829-7408
Sights, Rests & Releases

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• Allows for Greater Windage Adjustment
• Reduces Vibration of the Sight and Scope by Mounting Between Vertical Bar and Extension
• Provides Additional Space between the Bow and Quiver
• Grayling Universal Spacer Block
  • Provides Additional Space between the Bow and Quiver
  • Fits standard bows
  2360012 $1.99 ea.

• SURE-LOC® Offset Bracket
  • Mounts Between Vertical Bar and Extension
  • Reduces Vibration of the Sight and Scope by Moving Them Closer to Each Other
  • Allows for Greater Windage Adjustment
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  4240028 $19.99 ea.

• Mounts Between Vertical Bar and Extension
• Reduces Vibration of the Sight and Scope by Moving Them Closer to Each Other
• Allows for Greater Windage Adjustment
• Available Colors: Black Silver
4240028 $19.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• 10-32 Aperture Holder
• Quick Release Mechanism for Horizontal and Vertical Micro Adjustment
• Newly Redesigned
• Cartel Midas Max Compound Target Sight
  • Made of High Quality Aluminum for Durability
  • Designed for Compound Bows
  • Cut-Out Extension Drastically Lightens Sight
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • 9" Extension Length
  1760096 $129.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• 6061 Frame
• Adjustable Cams on 2nd and 3rd Axis Make it Easy to Adjust Scope on 3 Axes, Even at Full Draw
• Features Cam Assist for Easy Fingertip Fine Tuning
• + SURE-LOC® Cam-Assist 3-Axis Leveling Block
  • Available Colors: Black Silver (N/A in Challenger)
  • Available Lengths: 6" 9"
  • Available Colors: Black Silver (N/A in Challenger)
  • 10/32 Threads Only
  4240045 (Supreme 6" & 9") $38.99 ea.
  4240035 (Challenger 6" & 9") $29.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• Cut-Out Extension Drastically Lightens Sight
• Detailed for Compound Bows
• Made of High Quality Aluminum for Durability
• + Cartel Midas Hunter Target Sight
  • Aluminum 6061 Frame
  • Shorter Vertical Head and 6" Extension
  • Easy Vertical Adjustment
  • Elevation Calibration Etched onto the Sight Frame
  • Advanced Detachable Windage Block Assembly
  • 10-32 Windage Block
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
  • Available in Black Only
  • Available with 10/32 Threads Only
  1760136 $119.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• Fits Quest X & Contender X Sights
• + SURE-LOC® Standard Mounting Block w/ Knob
  • Mount Features a Detent Locator Notch for Precise Placement of Your Extension
  • Mount can be Used Right or Left Handed
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  4240010 $40.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• Available in 8-32 Only
• Fits Quest X & Contender X Sights
• + SURE-LOC® Recurve Aperture
  • Available in 8-32 Only
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  4240032 $18.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Black Silver
• Fits Any Bow Scope
• Shoot with Both Eyes Open without Double Vision
• No More Reading Glasses Required
• Fits Any Sight with a Wire Indicator
• + Tape-Mag Scale Magnifier
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • 1/4" Wide
  • Length: 4 1/4" (105mm) Blank White Sight Tape - Mark Your Own Settings
  4240008 (Graduated Sight Scale) $4.99 ea.
  42400059 (Blank White Sight Tape) $.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• Fits Any Sight with a Wire Indicator
• Fits Any Sight with a Wire Indicator
• + SURE-LOC® Colored Knob & Decal Set
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240075 $45.99 ea.

• Availability: Black Silver
• SVL Limbsaver, Can Reduce Damaging Vibration to the Sight from Today’s High Performance Bows By Up to 60%
• + SURE-LOC® Sight Saver
  • Mounts Directly to Dovetail Extension Bar
  4240022 $28.99 ea.

• Portable Leveling Device Levels Your Sight on 3 Axes, Even at Full Draw
• Universal, Works with Most Sights
• Fits in Your Quiver, Use it Anywhere
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
  • Adhesive Backing
  • Black Graduations and Numbers in Equal Increments
  • + SURE-LOC® Graduated Sight Scale
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  4240007 $4.99 ea.

• Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
• + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • Available Colors: Gold Red Blue Orange
  • + SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  • 4 7/8" (550)
  • ¼" Wide
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+ Target Sight Laser Trainer
  - Laser with Sight Support
  - A Practical Laser Pointer that Can be Easily and Quickly Applied to all Target Sights
  - Mounting Block Allows You to Aim the Laser Ray in Every Direction so You Can Align it with the Aimed Point or Any other Desired Position
  - Great Tool to Control the Aiming and Release Movements
  - Works for Right or Left Hand

+ Doinker® Sight Eze
  - Screws on the End of Scope Rod to Reduce Vibration and Stop Scope Rod Breakage
  - Available in Right or Left Hand

+ LAS Sight Scales
  - Pre-Tested Scales Makes Set-up a Snap!
  - Adhesive-Back, Waterproof Laminated Paper Applies Directly to Sight Bar
  - Simple Match a 20 & 50 Yard Setting to Choose
  - Adhesive-Back, Waterproof Laminated Paper
  - Pre-Tested Scales Makes Set-Up a Snap!
  - Weighs: 7.86 oz. - 5.2” of Elevation Adjustment

+ Shibuya Ultima® RC Carbon Recurve Sight
  - Carbon Composite 9” Extension with Laser-Etched Scales
  - Serrated Release Lever for Smooth, Easy Adjustments
  - X-Lock System is Field-Adjustable and Field Replaceable
  - Micro Adjustment Elevation & Windage - .002” Per Click
  - Includes Soft Carrying Case, Sight Pin & Metric Allen Wrenches
  - Weights: 7.68 oz. - 5.2” of Elevation Adjustment
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red Gold Pink

+ Shibuya Dual Click Carbon Recurve Sight
  - Polycarbonate Aperture Block; Sight Pin Included
  - Single Lock-Down Knob for Elevation
  - Aluminum Elevation Bar w/ 9” Carbon Extension
  - Weight: 6.73 oz.
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red Gold
  - Special Order: $249.99 ea.

+ Shibuya Dual Click Standard Recurve Sight
  - Same Features as the DC Carbon with an Aluminum Extension
  - Polycarbonate Aperture Block; Sight Pin Included
  - Single Lock-Down Knob for Elevation
  - Aluminum Elevation Bar w/ 9” Aluminum Extension
  - Weight: 6.94 oz.
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red Gold
  - Special Order: $179.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Quest X Recurve Target Sight
  - Exceptionally Lightweight, Ultra-Strong Titanium Guide Rod
  - Patented Split-Block Design w/ 8-32 Aperture Holder
  - Includes Aperture
  - Repeatable Micro (.002” Increments) Elevation Adjustments
  - Innovative No-Lock Design
  - Patented Super-Accurate Tracking System
  - Weights: 8.40 oz.; 9” Isogrid Extension
  - For Recurve Use Only; Not to be Used with Scopes
  - Available in Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - Special Order: $349.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Contender X Recurve Target Sight
  - Dependable Vertical Locking Mechanism
  - Extremely Lightweight; Weighs a Mere 8.20 oz.
  - Patented Split-Block Design w/ 8-32 Aperture Holder
  - Includes Aperture
  - 9” Isogrid Extension; Strength Without Weight
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available in Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - Special Order: $259.99 ea.

+ Angel MA-RCZ Recurve Sight
  - Most of the Sight Mass is Focused on the Riser; Innovative Carbon Extension Design Reduces the Undesirable Inertial and Uneven Balance Effects of Ordinary Sight Designs
  - Ultra-Smooth Microfine Adjustment System for Fine Adjustment or Easy Large-Scale Adjustment
  - Unique Design Creates Greater Stability and Increases Accuracy Due to the Superb Balance
  - Double Locking Extension System with Incredibly Low Mass and Positive Detent Settings for Total Accuracy
  - Integral Scale Magnifier
  - Weight: 9.07 oz.; Length: 10” Carbon Extension
  - Available in Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - Special Order: $249.99 ea.
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**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Achieve RXL Carbon Recurve Sight**

- Lightweight, Durable and Dependable!
- Advanced Carbon Technology, the Achieve Carbon Bar
- Features a Higher Weight to Strength Ratio as Compared to Similar Aluminum Models
- High Resistance to Wind Due to Creative Machining of Intricate Cutouts and Chambers, Copied from the Achieve Lightweight Aluminum Recurve Bar
- Features the “VTSL” Variable Tension System w/Lock
- Provides 4.375” of Elevation Adjustment in Single Distance Tournaments
- Added Lock Feature Most Commonly Used
- Replace the “VTSL” Variable Tension System w/Lock
- Features the “VTSL” Variable Tension System w/Lock
- Provides 4.375” of Elevation Adjustment
- and a 9” Extension Bar
- Weighs: 7.0 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Mount/Elevation Colors: Black, Silver, Red, Blue, Gold
- Available Extension/Knob Colors: Black, Silver

* See Chart Above for Color Options

4530230 $399.99 ea.

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Achieve Bow Mounting Bracket**

- Replacement Mounting Bracket for the Achieve Sight
- Fits Carbon and Aluminum Models
- Ambidextrous Design
- Includes Knob and Screws
- Available Color Combinations:
  - Black Mount/Black Knob
  - Black Mount/Silver Knob
  - Silver Mount/Black Knob
  - Silver Mount/Silver Knob
  - Red Mount/Black Knob
  - Red Mount/Silver Knob
  - Blue Mount/Black Knob
  - Blue Mount/Silver Knob
  - Pink Mount/Black Knob
  - Pink Mount/Silver Knob
  - Gold Mount/Black Knob
  - Gold Mount/Silver Knob

4530211 $44.99 ea.

**T.R.U. Ball™ AXCEL™ Recurve Sight**

- Increased Accuracy with .00156” (per click) Micro Elevation & Windage and More Travel Per Revolution (.0625”)”
- Rapid Travel Quick Elevation Adjustments
- 8-32 Removable Quick Change
- Automatic GIB Tension System, No Screws to Adjust
- Heavy-Duty Stainless Steel ACME Threaded Rod
- 4.5” Elevation, 9” Extension;
- Weights: 11.2 oz.
- Available in Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Black, Silver

4530134 $294.99 ea.

**Win&Win/SF Velocity Pro Recurve Target Sight**

- Lightweight Sight Designed for Intermediate Recurve Archers
- Carbon/Foam Extension is Lightweight and Absorbs Vibration
- Perfect Fluid Movement with the Double Rod Guided Head
- Micro-Adjust Elevation and Windage
- Quick Detach Aperture Block
- 8/32 Threads
- Available in Black or Silver
- Available in RH or LH

4770183 $139.99 ea.

**Win&Win/SF Velocity Recurve Target Sight**

- Lightweight Sight Designed for Beginner to Intermediate Recurve Archers
- Carbon Extension is Lightweight and Absorbs Vibration
- Micro-Adjust Elevation and Windage
- Quick Detach Aperture Block
- 8/32 Threads
- Available in Black or Silver
- Available in RH or LH

4770184 $99.99 ea.

**Win&Win/SF Axiom Recurve Target Sight**

- Aluminum Extension and Sight Head Creates Durability and the Best Quality
- Size: 9.65” Weight: 6.70 oz.
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Silver
  - Blue
  - Red
  - Gold

4770144 $34.99 ea.

**Dynamic Archery Recurve Target Sight**

- Aluminum Frame and Stainless Steel Hardware
- 8” Carbon Extension
- Fast Change System with Dove Tail
- Laser Markings with Adjustable Needle
- 8-32 Thread
- Weight: 9.3 oz.
- Includes Zippered Foam Case and Sight Tunnel
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Red
  - Blue
  - Green
  - Orange
  - Purple

4530210 $139.00ea.

**Infitec Challenger Carbon Target Sight**

- Top End Sight at a Moderate Price
- Lightweight Aluminum Construction
- Horizontal & Vertical Movement and 10 Clicks per Full Revolution for Horizontal Movements
- Major Vertical Adjustments are Made Quickly with Quick Release Lever
- Sight Block has Quick Release Feature
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Blue
  - Red
  - Silver
- Converts for RH or LH

1760282 $29.99 ea.

**Infitec Eagle X1 Target Sight**

- Strong, Lightweight Aluminum Sight for Beginners
- Durable 6” Extension Bar
- Quick Vertical Movement Big Side Locking Bolt
- Micro Windage Adjustment with Dial Type Control System
- 8-32 Aperture Block
- Available in Black Only
- Converts for RH or LH

1760283 $29.99 ea.

**Angel Beginner Target Sight**

- Aluminum Construction
- Dovetail Extension Bar
- 8-32 Threads
- Can Be Used Right or Left Handed
- Available in Black Only

1150035 $34.99 ea.

**Infitec Axiom Junior Recurve Sight**

- Junior Version of the Axiom Sight
- Extension Shortened and Lightened Head
- Size: 5.9” Weight: 6.64 oz.
- Available in Black or Silver
- Available in RH or LH

4770145 $19.99 ea.
+ Fivics FV-100 Recurve Sight
- Exclusive Style, Excellent Accuracy
- Simple System Design
- 9.3/4" Extension
- Weight: 7.1 oz.
- Available in Black Only
- Available in RH or LH

$129.99 ea.

5380085

+ Fivics Scorpion Recurve Sight
- High Quality Recurve Target Sight
- Strong, Lightweight Aluminum Construction
- Ring Pin Aperture Included
- 10" Extension
- Weight: 3.99 oz.
- Available in Black Only
- Reversible from RH to LH

$49.99 ea.

5380036

+ Fivics Black Shark Recurve Sight
- High Impact Polymer and Nylon
- Lightweight & Durable
- 9" Extension
- Weight: 4 oz.
- Available Colors: Black, Silver
- Specify RH or LH

$19.99 ea.

5380011

+ X-Spot Recurve Target Sight
- Fully Micro Click Adjustable for both Elevation and Windage
- Quick Release Elevation Adjustment
- Quick Detach 8/32 Aperture
- Available in Black Only

$89.99 ea.

6820012

+ Cartel Midas Junior II Target Sight
- All Aluminum Construction
- Ideal for Smaller Bows
- Micro Adjust Windage
- 8/32 Aperture Block
- Reversible from RH to LH

$29.99 ea.

1760104

+ Cartel Super Target Sight
- Lightweight and Durable Nylon Construction
- Excellent Beginner Sight
- Smooth Micro Windage Adjustment
- 8/32 Aperture Included
- Quick-Detach Bow Mount
- Calibrated Sight Scale
- Reversible from RH to LH

$19.99 ea.

1760052

+ Cartel Camper Target Sight
- Lightweight and Durable Nylon Construction
- Great Introductory Sight
- Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- 8/32 Aperture Included
- Calibrated Sight Scale
- Reversible from RH to LH

$19.99 ea.

1760075

+ Win&Win/SF Optimo Recurve Sight
- Designed for the Beginning and Intermediate Archer
- Horizontal Adjustment for Accurate Elevation Settings
- Dovetail Extension Bar Allows Removal for Storage
- Available in RH or LH

$17.99 ea.

4770242

+ S.A.F.E. Archery Simplex Sight
- Single-pin Sight is Perfect for Youth and Adults Alike
- Allows Vertical and Lateral Adjustment; Site Tape to Mark Yardage
- Mounts to Standard 10-24 Site Holes
- 8-32 Threaded Brass Sight Pin with Jam Nut to Securely Lock the Lateral Adjustment

$19.99 ea.

9540100

+ E.W. Bateman Tape-On Camp Bow Sight
- Affordable sight for Schools, Camps & Rec Programs
- Brings Durability and Affordability All-In-One
- Easily Adjustable Pin for Windage and Height
- Can be Taped or Screwed onto Fiberglass or Wood Bows
- (No tape or mounting screws included)

$5.99 ea.

1310009

+ Cartel Starter Target Sight
- Great Sight for Classes, Camps, and Beginner Archery Programs
- Rugged Metal Construction
- 8/32 Aperture Included
- Features Calibrated Yardage Tape
- Elevation and Windage Adjustments
- Reversible from RH to LH

$14.99 ea.

1760053

+ AAE Gold Fiber Optic Recurve Aperture
- 0.197.5mm Super Bright Fiber Optic Aiming Dot
- Designed to Help Archers Aim Better
- 8/32 Stainless Steel

$43.49 ea.

1790126

+ Shibuya Fiber Optic Sight Pin
- Bright Fiber Optic Dot Keeps Your Focus on Target Under Dim Light Conditions
- Fits 8-32 Threaded Sight Blocks
- Available in 7mm or 12mm
- 3 1/2" Thread Length; FITA Approved
- Fiber Colors: Red (.040’), Green (.040’)
- Replacement Fibers Available in Red or Green

$34.49 ea. (Red)

3960040

$33.99 ea. (Green)

3960011
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**+ Beiter Framing Kit**
- Interchangeable View Reduction Rings
- Available for 8mm or 12mm Tunnel
- Available Colors: Black, Red
- Sight Tunnel Pin Not Included

1370125 $9.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Large Sight Tunnel**
- 12mm (.476") Insert Diameter
- Interchangeable Inserts
- Includes Tunnel Housing, Sight-Pin Tool,
- #11 Insert (Red), #15 Insert (Black)
- Available Thread Sizes: 8-32, 10-32, M4 (Metric)
- Available Housing Colors: Black, Red, Clear, White

1370089 $19.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Large Sight Tunnel Inserts**
- Interchangeable Inserts for the Large 12mm Beiter Sight Tunnel
- Available Colors: Black, Red, Clear, Green, Orange

1370070 $2.75 ea.

**+ Beiter Small Sight Tunnel**
- 8mm (.310") Insert Diameter
- Most Popular Size FITA Aperture
- Interchangeable Inserts
- Includes Tunnel Housing, Sight-Pin Tool, and
- #2 Insert (Red), #5 Insert (Black)
- Available Thread Sizes: 9/32 M4 (Metric)
- Available Housing Colors: Black, Clear, Red, White

1370071 $17.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Small Sight Tunnel Inserts**
- Interchangeable Inserts for the Small 8mm Beiter Sight Tunnel
- Available Colors: Black, Red, Green, Orange

1370065 $4.49 ea.

**+ Beiter Diameter Sight Tunnel Pins**
- 1.5 Fluorescent Pins for #7, #17, #18, #19 Inserts
- 2.5 Fluorescent Pins for #8 and #13 Inserts
- Available Colors: Orange, Green, Red

1370063 $3.49 ea.

**+ Titan Micro Recurve Aperture**
- Designed and FITA Approved for Competition
- Smaller Bodied Recurve Aperture Developed for Archers
- Wanting a Reduced Target View and Improved Arrow Clearance at Longer Distances
- 10.5mm Surface Area - Half of the Area as the 14mm Recurve Scope
- 0 Power State-of-the-Art Multicoated Lens
- Multi-O" Ring Lens Retention Which Can Vary the Aperture Size from 10.5mm, Down to 7.5mm
- High Strength 8/32 Threaded Rod
- Available in Black Only
- Available Models: .020", .030", .040" Drilled Lens/Fiber Non-Drilled

4430003 $74.99 ea.

**+ Titan Recurve Scope Aperture**
- Designed for FITA and Approved for Composition
- 0 Power State-of-the-Art Multicoated Lens
- Multi-O" Ring Lens Retention - 14mm (.550") Aperture Diameter Can Be Reduced to 13mm (.510")
- 11.6mm (.455"), or 11.2mm (.440")
- Fiber Optic Center-Drilled Lenses or No-Drill Clear Lens
- High Strength 8/32 Threaded Rod
- Available Housing Colors: Black, Blue, Red
- Available Fiber Diameters: .020", .030", .040" No Unit

4430001 $79.99 ea.

**+ Ambo Adjustable Iris Aperture**
- Unique Adjustable Iris Aperture
- Iris Adjusts from 8mm (.310") to 13mm (.510")
- Black Anodized Aluminum Housing
- Available Thread Sizes: 8-32, 10-32 M4 (Metric)
- Cross-Hair, Post, and Dot Inserts Sold Separately

1110001 (Iris) $99.99 ea.
2300002 (Dot Insert Only) $29.99 ea.

**+ Gas Pro Efficient Sight Pins**
- 8/32 Universal Recurve Thread
- 20mm Oul. 15mm In View
- Supplied with Two Reduction View Set
- Available Models:
  - Recurve Efficient Solid Housing
  - Target Efficient - Side Part Opening for a Better Fiber Brightness
- Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue

8760088 (Recurve) $44.99 ea.
8760091 (Target) $49.99 ea.

**+ Mybo Clearview Recurve Aperture**
- Designed for Olympic Style Recurve Bows and is Legal for FITA Competitions
- High End Nikon ® Optics
- Outside Diameter: 22 mm (0.866")
- Housing Width: 15 mm (.591")
- Lens Diameter: 17 mm (.669")

7400019 $69.99 ea.

**+ Fivics Color Sight Pin**
- Allows Archer to Aim More Accurately due to the Colored Edge
- 10mm (.39") Aperture
- Aperture Length is 81mm (3.18")
- Available Models:
  - Square Available in Pink, Red, Blue, Purple
  - Round Available in Gold Only

5380139 (Round) $21.99 ea.
5380140 (Square) $24.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Recurve Sight Aperture**
- Reduce Target View and Improved Arrow Clearance
- Smaller Bodied Recurve Aperture
- 8/32 Threaded Rod

6820025 $29.99 ea.

**+ Shibuya Recurve Sight Pin Aperture**
- 8/32 Threaded Iron Sight Pin with 7mm Circle
- Dot Insert is Easily Removed and Reinstalled

3950004 $12.99 ea.

**+ Infitec Sight Pin**
- Aluminum Housing, Stainless Steel Rod
- Length: 3" (70mm)
- Available Models: Round, Square
- Available Thread Size: 8-32, 10-32

1760220 (Round) $9.99 ea.
1760221 (Square) $12.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Square Head Aperture**
- Sight Aperture with a Unique Square Head; 8-32 Threads
- Black Housing Reduces Glare

1760046 $8.99 ea.

**+ Spigarelli Recurve Aperture**
- Square Acrylic Housing; Available All Black or Clear w/ a Black Face
- Luminous Orange Dot Imbedded in Transparent Film with Fine Cross-Hair
- 8/32 Threads

4090009 (Clear) $19.99 ea.
4090015 (Black) $19.99 ea.

**+ LAS Large Post Sight Aperture**
- Large 1/2 OD Steel Ring w/ Black Finish
- Ideal for FITA Olympic Recurve
- 8-32 or 10-32 Threaded Rod, 3/4" Long

2770001 $11.99 ea.

**+ LAS Small Post Sight Aperture**
- Small 1/4 OD Steel Ring w/ Black Finish
- Ideal for FITA Olympic Recurve
- 8-32 or 10-32 Threaded Rod, 3/4" Long

2770002 $11.99 ea.

800-829-7408
+ CR Apex 3D Scope
- Extra Large 1.660” Field of View
- 1½” Lens w/ Anti-Reflective, Scratch Resistant & Waterproof Armor
- Coatings to Insure a Crystal Clear, Non-Glare View of Your Target
- CNC Machined Aluminum Housing
- Stainless Steel 10-32 Threaded Rod
- Accessory Grooves Around Scope Body to Eliminate Damage to Fiber Optics or Crosshairs
- Versatile Machining Allows Custom Assembly of Components to Accommodate Unlimited Set-Up Possibilities
- Threaded Housing and Lens Retaining Ring
- Lens Options: Verde Glass (Highest Specific Curved Glass) 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, 8x
- Verde Plus Glass (Highest Specific Curved Glass) 0x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, 8x
- Everclear (Poly carbonate, Aspheric) 0x, 2x, 4x, 6x
- Available Fiber Optic Diameters for Glo Lens: 0.19”, 0.22”, 0.40”, 0.60”
- Available Housing Colors: Black, Silver, Silver
- Converts to Either Right or Left Hand
- As Shown $69.99 ea.
1900001 (3D Scope Housing Only) $69.99 ea.
1900109 (Acies® Lens Only) $64.99 ea.
1900110 (Acies Plus® Lens Only) $69.99 ea.
1900028 (Verde® Glass 1.75” Lens Only) $79.99 ea.
19000115 (Verde Plus® Lens Only) $109.99 ea.
1900078 (Everclear 1.75” Lens Only) $59.99 ea.
1900029 (Center-Glo 1.75” Lens Only) $69.99 ea.
1900051 (Fiber Optic Kit) $9.99 ea.
1900054 (RazorFire Pin) $24.99 ea.
1900030 (Crosshair Kit) $10.99 ea.

+ CR Apex Sunshade
- CNC Machined Aluminum Tube to Eliminate Sun Glare
- Threaded for Ease of Assembly
- Available in Black Only
- Available Sizes: Apex 3D (1 3/4”) Apex Target (1 3/8”)
1900091 (3D) $19.99 ea.
1900062 (Target) $19.99 ea.

+ CR Fiber Optic Kit
- Easily Mounted Fiber Optic Kit
- For Use with Drilled Lenses or RazorFire Pin
- Can Be Mounted with Up, Side, or Down Pins
- Available Colors: Red, Green, Yellow
- Available Diameters: 0.19”, 0.22”
- Available Sizes: Apex 3D (1 3/4”) Apex Target (1 3/8”)
1900051 $9.99 ea.
R.F. Pin Sold Separately

+ CR RazorFire Fiber Pin
- Target Fits Scopes up to 1½” Dia. and 3D Up to 1½” Dia.
- Steel Post with 8-32 Threads
- Screws Into Scope Body
- Includes One Fiber of Each Color Per Pack (Red, Green, Yellow)
- Available Fiber Diameters: 0.19”, 0.22”, 0.40”, 0.60”, 0.80”, 1.25” (Red & Green Only)
- Available Sizes: Apex 3D (1 3/4”) Apex Target (1 3/8”)
1900054 $24.99 ea.

+ CR Crosshair Kit
- Crosshair Kit for Either 3D or Target Scope
- Includes Hardware w/ .014” and .018” Crosshair in Both Yellow and Green
- Also Includes .015” Crosshairs (Black)
1900030 $10.99 ea.

+ CR Center-Glo Fiber Optic Pins
- Pre-Cut 1 3/8” Fiber Pin
- One Fiber Of Each Color Per Pack (Red, Green, Yellow)
- Available Diameters: .010”, .019”, .029”, .040”, .060”, .125” (Red & Green Only)
- $2.99 pk.

+ CR Replacement Fiber Optic
- Includes 3 ea. 6” Fibers
- One Fiber Of Each Color Per Pack (Red, Green, Yellow)
- Available Diameters: .010”, .019”, .029”, .040”, .060”
- $8.99 pk.

+ CR Apex Replacement Components
- Replacement Level For Scopes
- 1½” Long .1” Diameter
- Available in Yellow and Red
- $3.99 ea.
1900118 (Yellow) $3.99 ea.
2150049 (Red) $3.99 ea.

+ CR Scope Level
- Replacement Level For Scopes
- .3” Long .1” Diameter
- Available in Yellow and Red

+ CR Sight Scale Magnifier
- Set Your Sight Right Every Time!
- See Clearly with 2.3x Magnification
- Clear, Tough Polycarbonate Material
- Fits Most Target Sights
- Easily Mounts to Sight Pointer Screw
- Includes Stainless Steel Mounting Hardware
- $10.99 ea.

+ CR Sight Scale Hider
- No More Velcro! Look Like a Pro!
- ASA/IBO Legal Sight Scale Cover
- Mounts to CR Sight Scale Magnifier
- Durable, Trimmtame Black ABS Plastic
- Includes Stainless Steel Mounting Hardware
- $5.99 ea.

+ CR Scope Cover
- Waterproof Cover for Your Scope with Added Protection from Dust and Rain
- Easily Attached and Removed
- Black with Red CR Logo
- One Size Fits Most Scopes
- $8.99 ea.
1900050 $8.99 ea.
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+ CBE Scope Housings
- The Ultimate in Precision Accuracy
- Machined Aluminum Housing with Black Anodized Finish
- Available in a Non-Vented Model or with Cut Out Window for More Fiber Visibility
- Available Pin Sizes: .010", .019" or .029"
- Threaded Retainer Ring for Easy Lens Removal
- Stocked with Rhino Pin
- Available Sizes: Large 1-5/8" View
- Large (1.665") - Designed for Large CBE scope housing
- Small (1.415") - Designed for Small CBE scope housing

+ CBE/ Feather Vision™ Verde Plus Scope Lens
- Specific Curve Structure and Lens Design Provides a Clearer Image than Other Flat Lens Designs
- Glass Performs Extremely Well in Most Conditions
- Specific Curve Combined with Glass Minimize Reflections that Often Plague Flatter Designs While Allowing A Sharp View Of The Target
- Zeiss AR Coating Provides Scratch Resistance and a Super Slick Surface which Repels Water Completely
- Available Sizes: Small (.1415") - Designed for Small CBE scope housing
- Large (1.665") - Designed for Large CBE scope housing
- In 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x and 8x

+ CBE Flat Glass Lens Scope Housing
- Designed for Use with CBE’s Small Scope Housing
- Crystal-clear Flat Lens with Limited Distortion
- 99.5% Light Transmission
- Five Layers of Anti-reflective Coating
- Available Sizes: Small Large

+ CBE Scope Sunshield Ring
- Threaded, Lens-Retainer Ring Designed to Reduce Excess Light Entering the Scope Housing
- Available Black Only
- Specify Large or Small

+ CBE Waterproof Scope Cover
- Designed to Protect the CBE Scope and Lens
- Available Black Only

+ T.R.U. Ball™ Axxel™ X-31 & X-41 Scope Housings
- Red Ring Torque Indicator - When You See Red at Full Draw You are Torquing Your Bow
- Fiber-Optic Light Openings Supply Ambient Light to the Fiber, While Stopping Distracting Light
- CCT - Co-Panar Centering Technology - Engraved External Peep Alignment Ring at Same Depth as Sight Pin or Lens Decal to Keep Pin Centered Even When Viewed Slightly Off Angle
- True Center Vision - Supplies a Circular Sight Picture Even When Viewed Slightly Off Center
- Available Sizes: X-31 (fits 1 3/8" or 35 mm lens) X-41 (fits 1 3/4" or 43 mm lens)
- Must Use Lens Frame with Lens (sold separately)
- YCS Yoke Connection System (sold separately)
- Clear Targets Doc’s Choice Archery Lens (sold separately)

+ T.R.U. Ball™ Axxel™ Fiber Optic Ring Pin
- Fits Axxel X-31 and X-41 Scope Housing
- Available Colors: Green Red Yellow Blue
- Available Sizes: .010" .019"

+ SURE-LOC® Icon S2 Scope
- Exclusive Combination of Sure-Loc Quality and Swarovski Clarity
- Double Layer Swarovski Optic Lens Designed Specifically for Archery
- Unmatched Clarity, Special Acromat Lens Features Swarovski Anti-Reflective Coating
- Sims Lens “Shock Collar” Isolates Lens from Housing to Reduce Vibration
- Lightweight Body is Sculpted for Maximum Light Gathering
- Available Sizes: 21mm (1.14") 35mm (1.375") 42mm (1.65")
- Available Diopter Sizes: (29mm Scope) .30 (2x) .55 (4x) .70 (6x) .80 (7x) 1.0 (8x)
- Available Diopter Sizes: (35mm Scope) .30 (2x) .55 (4x) .85 (6x) .90 (7x) 1.0 (8x)
- Available Diopter Sizes: (42mm Scope) .30 (2x) .50 (4x) .80 (6x) 1.0 (8x)

+ SURE-LOC® Falcon Lens
- High Quality, American-Made Lenses Meet Sure-Loc’s Stringent Quality Standards
- Designed for Use in Black Eagle Scope Body
- Requires Retainer Ring for Use (sold separately)
- Available Diopter Sizes: .00 (0x) .30 (2x) .50 (4x) .70 (6x)
- Available Sizes: 29mm 35mm 42mm
- Lethal Weapon Model Fits Non-Retina Lock Only

+ SURE-LOC® S2 Scope Level Carrier Upgrade Kit
- Replacement 6mm level assembly for S2 scope
- Allows quick and easy adjustment of level within scope housing
- Available Kit Sizes: 29mm 35mm 42mm
- For Older S2 Scopes Requires Kit and Pin (Sold Separately)
- Available Pin Sizes: .010" .019" .029"

+ Feather Vision™ Lens Kit for SURE-LOC® Scopes
- Designed for Use in SURE-LOC S2 Scopes
- Includes FV Verde™ Lens, Retainer Ring, Shelf Enhancement Ring and O-Ring
- Verde™ Specific Curve Structure Provides a Clearer Image than a Truly Flat Lens Design, this Glass Performs Extremely Well in Most Conditions. The Specific Curve Combined with Glass Minimize Reflections that often Plague Flatter Designs while Allowing a Sharp View of the Target
- Zeiss AR Coating - Provides Scratch Resistance and a Super Slick Surface which Repels Water Completely
- Available Sizes: 29mm 35mm 42mm
- Available Magnifications: .25 (2x) .37 (3x) .50 (4x) .62 (5x) .75 (6x)

+ SURE-LOC® Colored Levels
- Change Out the Level on Your Scope to Color of Your Choice!
- 7/8" Long 5/16" Diameter
- Available Colors: Red Blue Yellow Green

+ Speciality Scope Level
- Change Out the Level on your Scope
- Available Sizes Small Large
- Available In Blue Only

TARGET & 3D SCOPES
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope Type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feather Vision VerdePlus™ Lens</strong></td>
<td>Hydrophobic (Water Hating) and Oleophobic (Oil Hating) AR Coating that Repels Fingerprints, Dust, Dirt, and Water</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merlin BlackHawk Scope</strong></td>
<td>Precision CNC Machined Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td>$39.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merlin MAC Ten Zone Scope</strong></td>
<td>The Ultimate Scope for Both Target and Field Archers</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spot Hogg Spark Pro Universal Scope</strong></td>
<td>Features an “Industry-First” Lighted Reticle with Rheostat Internally (Lens/Reticle &amp; Light Sold Separately)</td>
<td>Housing Only, .41 oz.</td>
<td>$57.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spot Hogg Double Pin Scope</strong></td>
<td>Single Vertical BulletProof Pin</td>
<td></td>
<td>$74.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X-Spot 40mm 3D Scope</strong></td>
<td>Features an “Industry-First” Lighted Reticle with Rheostat Internally (Lens/Reticle &amp; Light Sold Separately)</td>
<td>Housing only</td>
<td>$89.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avalon Archery 30mm Scope</strong></td>
<td>Features an “Industry-First” Lighted Reticle with Rheostat Internally (Lens/Reticle &amp; Light Sold Separately)</td>
<td>.30, .50, .60</td>
<td>$99.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cartel Triple Scope</strong></td>
<td>Lower Cost Alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+ X-Spot 29mm Complete Scope
- 6x Lens
- .005" Up Pin
- 10-32 Rod
- Available Colors: Black Blue Purple Red Silver

$620023 $39.99 ea.

+ Viper Target & 3D Scope
- Fully CNC Machined from Anodized Quality 6061 T6 Aluminum
- Features a Threaded Retainer Ring for Easy Lens Replacement
- Available Diameters: 1.3/4" (3D) 1 3/8" (Target)
- Available Pin Sizes: .010 .015 .019
- Oversized Level, 100% Guaranteed 10-32 Scope Rod
- 2 Feet of Fiber Optics for Superior Brightness
- Available with 2x, 4x or 6x Power Zeiss Coated Glass Lens
- Available Colors: Black Silver

$5140004 $134.99 ea.

+ Viper Large Scope Cover
- Quality Made Scope Cover
- Water Resistant
- 6" x 6.5"
- Available in Black or Realtree® Camo

$5140011 $14.99 ea.

+ Viper Steel Up Pin
- 2 Feet of Fiber Optic for Superior Brightness
- Available Sizes: .010" .015" .019"
- Available Pin Colors: Red Green Blue
- Specify 1 3/4" or 1 3/8" Diameter Scope

$5140012 $16.99 ea.

+ Extreme™ XIIIID-FP Series Scope
- 1-3/4" Diameter
- Feather Vision ™ Verde™ Lens
- Fire-Lite Up Pin Installed
- Recessed Red Center Ring
- BLACK MAXX Soft Coating
- Available Up Pin Sizes: .010" .015" .019"
- Available Pin Colors: Green or Blue
- Available Magnification: 2x 4x 6x

$2150008 $159.99 ea.

+ Extreme™ XTG-FP Elite Scope
- Fully Machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum
- 1-3/8" Diameter
- Feather Vision ™ Verde™ Lens
- Fire-Lite Up Pin Installed
- Recessed Red Center Ring
- Available in Black Only
- Available Up Pin Sizes: .010" .015" .019"
- Available Pin Colors: Green or Blue
- Available Magnification: 2x 4x 6x

$2150009 $159.99 ea.

+ Extreme™ Fire-Lite Up Pin
- Fire Stainless Steel Tubing - Protects Fiber
- 8-32 Threaded Post
- Fits 1 3/8" to 1 3/4" Scopes
- Available Colors: Red Green Blue
- Available Diameters: .010" .015" .019"

$2150046 $29.99 ea.

+ Extreme™ Scope & Sight Cover
- Fits Most Scopes with Sun Shades
- Protects Lens, and Fiber Optics
- Black with Extreme Archery Logo

$2150039 $14.99 ea.

+ Extreme™ Sight Light
- Provides Exceptional Light to Increase Fiber Visibility
- 7/16x20 Threads Screw into Extreme Scope Housings and Pin Sights
- Adjustable Intensity Purple Light
- (2) #939 Batteries Included

$2150014 $14.99 ea.

+ HHA 3-D Scope Fiber Optic
- Two feet of Wrapped Fiber Optic Allows for Maximum Light Transition through the Fiber
- 10-32 Scope Rod Fits All Standard Sight Brackets
- Available with Black Housing Only
- Available Green .020 Fiber Only
- Accepts HHA Lens Kit B

$2460012 (Fiber Optic) $59.99 ea.  $2460038 (Lens Kit B) $109.99 ea.

+ HHA Pro Series 5019/5519 Scope
- Includes a 10-32 rod and are perfect for your target setup
- 1-5/8" housing
- Available Models: 019 / 5019 (3 ft. of Fiber) 019 / 5519 (5 ft. of Fiber)
- Available RH or LH
- Accepts Lens Kit B and Blue Burst Light

$2460071 (5019) $50.99 ea.  $2460072 (5519) $89.99 ea.

+ HHA Sun Shade
- CNC Machined Aluminum Threaded Design for Easy Installation
- Eliminates Sun Glare on Lenses
- Available Sizes: Small (1 1/8") Large (2")

$2460070 $24.99 ea.

+ HHA Sight Cover
- Protect your Sight with this Neoprene Sight Cover
- Fits All HHA Archery Sights

$2460069 $19.99 ea.

+ Impact Cosmic DX Aperture
- 1.375" I.D.; 1.625" O.D. Aluminum Housing
- Metal Up Pin w/.020" Green Fiber Optic
- 10-32 Threaded Scope Rod
- Adjustable Red Level
- RH Only

$2510005 $44.99 ea.

+ GWS Clear Fiber Optic Aperture
- Clear Molded Polycarbonate Scope Housing
- Cross Hair Holds the Fiber Optic Pin
- Red Fiber Optic Pin
- 10-32 Thread Size
- Scope Does Not Accept Lens

$2260014 $11.99 ea.

+ Specialty Sun Shade
- Flexible Sun Shade for Your Scope
- Helps Reduce Glare on Lens
- Fits Any Scope
- Velcro Attachment
- Available In Black Only

$4080186 $9.99 ea.

+ LP Pro Light DX Light Kit
- Includes Blue LED Light, Digital Power Pack
- (2) 2032 Batteries, Instructions & Mounting Kit
- Weather Resistant Technology
- 10+ Brightness Level at Dual Outputs
- 8+ Hours Battery Life Max
- Pre-Set 20 and 40 Min. Auto Shut-off
- 3-Stage Low Battery Warning
- User Programmable Auto Shut-off
- (10-60 Sec., 2-50 Min., Always-on)
- Weighs 1.4 oz. with Batteries
- 10/32 Kit - Extra Set of Batteries, No Fiber
- 8/32 Kit - (24") .010" & .019" Blue Fiber & Tubing with High Output Lights
- 3/8-32 Kit - Adaptors 1/4-28, 3/8-24, 7/16-20, No Fiber
- 3-Stage Low Battery Warning
- Pre-Set 20 and 40 Min. Auto Shut-off
- 8+ Hours Battery Life Max
- (2) 2032 Batteries, Instructions & Mounting Kit

$2980001 (Kt) $124.99 ea.  $2980003 (Replacement Sight Pin Light) $22.99 ea.

+ LAS Scope Cover
- Protects Your Scope from Dust and Rain
- Easily Attach and Remove
- Available Colors: Black w/ LAS Logo Pink

$7600005 (Lancaster Archery) $9.99 ea.  $7600006 (Pink) $8.99 ea.

+ Sight Gripper Scope Cover
- Constructed Using Spring Steel which Opens and Closes Tight
- Shell is Made of Waterproof Material
- Available Styles: Black with Mathews Logo

$7600002 (Black) $8.99 ea.  $7600004 (Black w/ Mathews Logo) $12.99 ea.
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**Zbros Pro-Optic Target Edition Sight Light**
- Allows for Full Scale Brightness Adjustment for Any Kind of Lighting
- Small Steel Design with Integrated Strap System Allows You to Fasten the Light to Your Sight
- 8 Programmable User-Friendly Settings Allows the Unit to Be Set to a Desired Time Setting for Optimal Balance of Lighting and Battery Life
- Durable LED Module with Built-in Connector System for Easy Installation
- Includes Adapters to Fit Most Sights
- -3/8-32, 8/32, 1/4-28, 7/16-20 and Non Threaded
- Lithium-Polymer Rechargeable Battery Charges in Less than 3 Hours and Lasts Up to 6 Hours on the Brightest Setting

**Zbros Pro-Optic Replacement Intermediate Ring**
- Replacement Intermediate Ring for the Pro Optic Target Edition Sight Light
- Available Colors:
  - Orange
  - Blac
  - Blue
  - Pink
  - White
  - Black
  - Red

**Zbros Pro-Optic Replacement Replacement Label**
- Replacement Label for the Pro Optic Target Edition Sight Light
- Available Colors:
  - Green
  - Orange
  - Yellow
  - Purple
  - Blue
  - Pink
  - White
  - Black
  - Red

**Specialty Versa Scope Housing**
- Dual Ledge Lens Pocket Accepts Specialty Archery 1 5/8” Lenses (1.345” Diameter), True Spot Target Size Lenses (1.275” Diameter) and Double Vision Target Size Lenses (1.108” Diameter)
- Includes the Double Vision Lens Retaining Ring for Use with the Double Vision Lens System
- Scope Outside Diameter of 1.480”, Inside Diameter (Viewing Area) of 1.00”
- Easily Convertible from RH to LH
- Easily Interchangeable Level
- Accepts the Specialty Archery Glow Pin (GP1)
- Available in Black Only

**Specialty Lens Caddy**
- Provides a Safe Place to Store Your Lenses
- Accepts Lenses up to 1.750” in Diameter
- Does Not Work for Super D Lenses
- Available Models: Lens Caddy 3 (3 Padded Envelopes) Lens Caddy 6 (6 Padded Envelopes)

**Specialty Super Hood**
- Waterproof Cover for Your Scope
- Protection From Dust and Rain
- Easily Attached and Removed
- Available in Black Only

**LAS Sight & Scope Cover**
- Protects Your Scope from Outside Elements
- Reduces Glare on Lens
- Easily Attached and Removed
- Available in Black Only

**Specialty Super Scope Black**
- Same Great Features as the Original, but in a Glare-Reducing Black Finish
- Black Space Age Polycarbonate Housing (the same material used in bullet proof glass)
- Heated Treated 10-32 Rod
- Available Sizes:
  - 1 3/8” (1.125” Lens) 1 5/8” (1.345” Lens)

**Specialty Glow Ring**
- Easily Replaceable Fiber and Glow Pin, Allowing the Archer to Customize both Fiber Color and Pin Diameter
- Glow Pin protects Fiber from Damage in the Field
- Fiber Colors are Easily Interchangeable without the Use of Tools
- Includes 8” of Red, Green, and Blue Fiber Optic
- Glow Pins are also Interchangeable
- Available Sizes: .010” .020” .030”

**Specialty Glow Pin**
- Easily Change the Pin Size and Fiber Color
- Glow Pin protects Fiber from Damage in the Field
- Includes 8” of Red, Green, and Blue Fiber Optic
- Available Sizes: .010” .020” .030”

**Specialty Super Scope 1 3/8”**
- 1 3/8” Housing Uses 1.125” Lens Diameter
- Heat Treated 10-32 Rod
- Accepts Glow Ring
- Available Tuff Glass Lenses: 2x 3x 4x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Glow Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 3990085 (Housing Only) $59.99 ea.
- 4080094 (1.125” Lens Only) $79.99 ea.

**Specialty Super Scope 1 5/8”**
- 1 5/8” Housing Uses 1.345” Lens Diameter
- Heat Treated 10-32 Rod
- Accepts Glow Ring
- Available Tuff Glass Lenses: 2x 3x 4x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Glow Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 4080102 (Housing Only) $59.99 ea.
- 4080034 (1.345” Lens Only) $79.99 ea.

**Shrewd Nomad 42mm Scope Housing**
- CNC Machined from 6061 Aluminum
- Sight Pin, Machined from 10-18 Steel for Durability
- Machined to a Small .012” Threat for Minimal Target Obstruction
- Pins may be Shot in Any One of Eight Positions
- Allows for Sun Shades on Front or Back
- Six Locations for Light System
- Integrated Channel Fiber Tubing
- Right or Left Hand
- Available Magnifications: 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Fiber Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 3990062 (Housing) $84.99 ea.
- 3990003 (Lens Only) $89.99 ea.

**Shrewd Nomad 35mm Scope Housing**
- CNC Machined from 6061 Aluminum
- Sight Pin, Machined from 10-18 Steel for Durability
- Machined to a Small .012” Threat for Minimal Target Obstruction
- Pins may be Shot in Any One of Eight Positions
- Allows for Sun Shades on Front or Back
- Six Locations for Light System
- Integrated Channel Fiber Tubing
- Right or Left Hand
- Available Magnifications: 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Fiber Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 3990076 (Housing) $84.99 ea.
- 3990005 (Zeiss Lens Only) $89.99 ea.
- 3990001 (35mm Up Pin) $12.99 ea.

**Shrewd Mini Magnum 29mm Scope Housing**
- CNC Machined from 6061 Aluminum
- Sight Pin, Machined from 10-18 Steel for Durability
- Machined to a Small .012” Threat for Minimal Target Obstruction
- Pins may be Shot in Any One of Eight Positions
- Allows for Sun Shades on Front or Back
- Six Locations for Light System
- Integrated Channel Fiber Tubing
- Right or Left Hand
- Available Magnifications: 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Fiber Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 3990075 (Housing) $69.99 ea.
- 3990004 (Shrewd Lens Only) $89.99 ea.
- 3990003 (Zeiss Lens Only) $129.99 ea.
- 3990002 (29mm Up Pin) $12.99 ea.

**Shrewd The Essential 29mm Scope Housing**
- Scaled Down, Simplified Version of the Mini-Mag Scope
- Specifically Designed for Field and Indoor Shooters
- Small, 29mm ID while still Allowing Four Options for Razor Pin Placement and Two Different Options for Integrated Sight Pins
- Textured Interior Cuts Down on Glare
- Widened Mouth of the Scope Allows for the Placement of Colored Decals
- Multifaceted Scope Weighting in at Under Half of an Ounce
- Right or Left Hand
- Available Magnifications: 2x 3x 4x 5x 6x 7x 8x
- Available Fiber Optic Diameters: .010” .015” .019” .029” .039”
- 3990008 $59.99 ea.
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**+ Shrewd Long Lens Sun Shade**
- Screws directly into your lens
- Ideal for cutting down glare, protecting the lens from the elements, and helps to amplify a shooter’s pin
- Available for the 42mm Nomad, 35mm Nomad and 29mm Mini-Mag scopes

3990095 $15.99 ea.

**+ Shrewd Long Scope Sun Shade**
- Made for shooters who don’t use a lens
- Screws directly into the scope body
- Added length cuts down on distractions while strengthening pin visibility
- Available for the 42mm Nomad, 35mm Nomad and 29mm Mini-Mag scopes

3990094 $15.99 ea.

**+ Shrewd Stepped Sun Shade**
- Designed to draw a shooter into their pin and keep them focused on the target
- Available in 1 step, 2 step, and 3 step
- Helps to maximize a shooter’s potential and can decrease the inside dimensions of the scope
- Available in Black Only

3990096 $15.99 ea.

**+ Shrewd Centering Rings**
- Keep a shooter shooting straight down the center
- Available for the 42mm Nomad, 35mm Nomad and 29mm Mini-Mag scopes
- Available in Black Only

3990097 $15.99 ea.

**+ Shrewd Scope Levels**
- Available for the 42mm Nomad, 35mm Nomad and 29mm Mini-Mag scopes
- Available colors: Green, Blue, Red

3990099 $4.99 ea.

**+ Beiter 39mm Scope**
- 39mm (1.53") larger field of view
- Lightweight polycarbonate body and accessories
- Original Zeiss K-Lens made in Germany
- Available in 10-32 thread size only
- Available body colors: Black, Clear
- Available magnifications: +0.25 (2x) +0.50 (4x) +0.75 (6x) +1.00 (8x)
- Specify right or left hand

1370021 $184.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Weathershield**
- Sun and rain guard, prevents glare and keeps lens dry
- Mounts easily with included O-rings
- Available for 29mm & 39mm scopes
- Available colors: Black, Clear, Red

1370079 $10.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Scope Pins**
- Interchangeable, variable size scope pins
- For use with K-Lens (1.5mm center hole)
- Six dot sizes: 1.8mm, 2.1mm, 2.5mm, 3.0mm, 3.5mm, 4.0mm
- Available colors: Black, Red

1370022 $14.99 pkg.

**+ Feather Vision™ 1 3/8" Lens**
- 1 3/8" outside diameter lens
- Aces & AcesPlus™ made from advanced composite material and utilize the advantages of an atmospheric design
- Verde™ & VerdePlus™ our specific curved structure and lens design provides a clearer image than other flat lens designs. This glass performs extremely well in most conditions. The specific curve combined with glass minimize reflections that often plague flat lens designs while allowing a sharp view of the target.
- Zeiss AR coating - provides scratch resistance and a super slick surface which repels water completely
- Original™ highest quality optical grade polycarbonate material
- Original™ Center Glo™ center drilled to .019", .029", .040", .060"
- Proprietary AR coating - provides scratch resistance and a super slick surface which repels water completely

1900109 (Aces™ Lens Only) $64.99 ea.
1900110 (AcesPlus™ Lens Only) $69.99 ea.
1900114 (AcesPlus™ Drilled Lens Only) $59.99 ea.
1900028 (Verde™ Glass 1.375" Lens Only) $79.99 ea.
1900115 (VerdePlus™ Lens Only) $109.99 ea.
1900080 (EverSight 1.375" Lens Only) $59.99 ea.
1900049 (Center-Glo 1.375" Lens Only) $69.99 ea.

**+ Feather Vision™ 1 3/4" Lens**
- 1 3/4" outside diameter lens
- Aces & AcesPlus™ made from advanced composite material and utilize the advantages of an atmospheric design
- Verde™ our specific curved structure and lens design provides a clearer image than other flat lens designs. This glass performs extremely well in most conditions. The specific curve combined with glass minimize reflections that often plague flat lens designs while allowing a sharp view of the target.
- Zeiss AR coating - provides scratch resistance and a super slick surface which repels water completely
- Original™ highest quality optical grade polycarbonate material
- Original™ Center Glo™ center drilled to .019", .029", .040", .060"
- Proprietary AR coating - provides scratch resistance and a super slick surface which repels water completely

1900109 (Aces™ Lens Only) $64.99 ea.
1900110 (AcesPlus™ Lens Only) $69.99 ea.
1900114 (AcesPlus™ Drilled Lens Only) $59.99 ea.
1900028 (Verde™ Glass 1.375" Lens Only) $79.99 ea.
1900115 (VerdePlus™ Lens Only) $109.99 ea.
1900029 (1 3/4" Original - Center-Glo) $69.99 ea.

**Feather Vision™ Verde Lens**
- Available magnifications: .25 (2x) .50 (4x) .75 (6x) 1.00 (8x)
- .37 (3x) .62 (5x) .82 (7x)

**Feather Vision™ Verde Plus Lens**
- Available magnifications: .00 (0x) .25 (2x) .50 (4x) .75 (6x) 1.00 (8x)
- .37 (3x) .62 (5x) .82 (7x)

**Feather Vision™ Original Lens**
- Available magnifications: .25 (2x) .50 (4x) .75 (6x) 1.00 (8x)
- Available fiber optic diameters: .019" .029" .040" .060"

**Feather Vision™ Original Drilled Lens**
- Available magnifications: .25 (2x) .50 (4x) .75 (6x) 1.00 (8x)
- Available fiber optic diameters: .019" .029" .040" .060"

**Small Scope Level**
- Replacement level for scopes
- 7/8" long, 5/16" diameter
- Available in yellow or red

1900018 (Yellow) $3.99 ea.
2150049 (Red) $3.99 ea.

**Large Scope Level**
- Replacement level for scopes
- Large 1 3/8" long, 3/8" diameter
- Available in yellow or red

2870049 (Yellow) $4.50 ea.
4080064 (Red) $4.50 ea.

**Cir-Cut Bow Sight Level**
- Self adhesive backing
- Extra tape included
- 1" long 3/8" diameter

1800013 $6.99 ea.
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**Vanguard PLC Power Lens Cleaner**
- Triple Function Cleaner
- Doubles as an Air Blower and Brush to Remove Dust and Dirt from Lenses and Hard-to-Reach Crevices
- Includes a Soft Tip and a Microfiber Cleaning Cloth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4620032</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Crooked Horn “Spudz” Ultimate Lens Cloth**
- Microfiber Cloth
- Conveniently Comes in its Own Stuff Sack with Hook and Attaches Anywhere
- Pulls Out of Sack When Needed, Tucks Neatly Back in
- Available in Camo “Spudz” or Black with LAS logo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0606005</td>
<td>(Camo Spudz)</td>
<td>$4.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0606011</td>
<td>(LAS Spudz)</td>
<td>$5.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nikon® Lens Cleaning Cloth**
- Microfiber Lens Cloth is Perfect for Glass and Plastic Lenses
- Works Quickly and Safely, Stows Away for Storage or Clip to Gear for Easy Access
- Use Cloth to Lightly Brush Away Dust and Grit
- Easily Wipe Surface Clean of Hand Oils and Fingerprints

**Specialty Lens Cleaner Swab**
- Great for Cleaning Clarifiers or Verifiers
- 15 per pack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4080193</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nikon® Lens Cleaning Pen**
- Lens Cleaner for All Types Of Optics
- Works On Both Glass and Plastic Lenses
- Soft Retractable Brush on One End and Soft Felt Tip on the Other
- Removes Dirt and Fingerprints
- Works Well on Any Coated Lens

**Portland Outdoors Cleaning Kit**
- Fog Free Treatment and Cleaning Kit for Scopes, Binoculars and Rangefinders
- 100+ Treatments per Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3100003</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.97 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Precision Archery Reticles Scope Dots**
- Universal Aiming Dots for Any Lens
- 12 Dots Total, 6 Different Sizes
- Includes Installation Template

**Precision Archery Reticles Scope Masks**
- Designed to Fit your Scope Ring for Easier Scope Acquisition in your Peep
- Available Styles:
  - Classic Archery Large - Axcel 31
  - Classic Archery Large - Axcel 41
  - CR Apex 3D
  - CR Apex Target - CBE Large or Small
  - Specialty Archery Pro Series - CBE Tek/Spiner
  - Sure Loc 35 mm Black Eagle - Shibuya Combo Scope Mask Set
  - Specialty Archery Super Scope 1-3/8” (1) Custom Cut (1) Round
  - Specialty Archery Super Scope 1-5/8”
  - Spot Hogg Large or Small
- Available Colors:
  - Flo. Orange Flo. Green Black (Shibuya Only)

**Gunstar Eye Blinder**
- Blocks Peripheral Vision and Light Glare
- Clip to Side of Hat Bill
- Hat Clip Fastener Provides Positive Up/Down Flip Position
- Available in Two Sizes
- Mini is available in Transparent or Black Plastic to Allow Natural Light in
- Standard is opaque Black, Complete Blocked Sight
- RH Covers Left Eye, LH Covers Right Eye
- Specify Right or Left Handed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010010</td>
<td>(Std. Right Hand)</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010011</td>
<td>(Left Hand)</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010202</td>
<td>(Mini Transparent)</td>
<td>$11.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010205</td>
<td>(Mini Black)</td>
<td>$11.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**True Spot The Judge Magnifier**
- Powerful Magnifying Glass Small enough to fit into Tight Places
- Works Great for Calling Arrows
- Fits in Your Quiver
- Great for Inspecting Nocks and Arrows for Hairline Cracks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4080197</td>
<td></td>
<td>$24.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Carson VisorMag™ Magnifier**
- Clip-on, Flip-up Magnifying Glasses that Attach to the Brim of Most Caps and Hats
- Crystal Clear Acrylic Lenses
- Comes with Protective Soft pouch
- Available Magnifications:
  - 1.75x / +3.00 Diopter
  - 2.0x / +4.00 Diopter
  - 2.25x / +5.00 Diopter

**Merlin Lens Decals**
- Selection of Different Size Stick on Aiming Dots and Circles
  - 1 Strip of Orange, 1 Strip of Black

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7400006</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speciality Super Circles and Dots**
- Different Size Dots and Circles
- Self-Stick Backing Will Stick on All Scope Lenses
- 3 Strips Per Pack
- Available Colors: Yellow Black Orange Mixed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4080055</td>
<td>(Orange, Black)</td>
<td>$11.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4080081</td>
<td>(Mixed)</td>
<td>$11.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Precision Archery Reticles Lens Reticles**
- Designed to Create Better Target Focus by Allowing the Shooter to See the Target without Obstruction; Can Reduce Target Panic
- 6 Reticles of Various Sizes to Allow the Shooter to Find the Perfect Size
- Frost Color gives Appearance Similar to Etched Glass and Can Alleviate Eye Strain
- Various Other Colors Provide the Shooter with Contrast for Various Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9590010</td>
<td>(CBE)</td>
<td>$9.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9590011</td>
<td>(CBE)</td>
<td>$9.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9590012</td>
<td>(Shibuya)</td>
<td>$14.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9590013</td>
<td>(Shibuya)</td>
<td>$7.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9590014</td>
<td>(Spot Hogg)</td>
<td>$9.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Precision Archery Reticles Lens Mask**
- Designed to Create Better Target Focus by Allowing the Shooter to See the Target without Obstruction; Can Reduce Target Panic
- Mask Covers All of Lens Except for Center Field of View of 23/64”
- Frost Color gives Appearance Similar to Etched Glass and Can Alleviate Eye Strain
- Various Other Colors Provide the Shooter with Contrast for Various Targets

**Precision Archery Reticles Lens Reducer**
- Designed to Fit your Scope Ring for Easier Scope Acquisition in your Peep
- Available Styles:
  - Classic Archery Large - Axcel 31
  - Classic Archery Large - Axcel 41
  - CR Apex 3D
  - CR Apex Target - CBE Large or Small
  - Specialty Archery Pro Series - CBE Tek/Spiner
  - Sure Loc 35 mm Black Eagle - Shibuya Combo Scope Mask Set
  - Specialty Archery Super Scope 1-3/8” (1) Custom Cut (1) Round
  - Specialty Archery Super Scope 1-5/8”
  - Spot Hogg Large or Small
- Available Colors:
  - Flo. Orange Flo. Green Black (Shibuya Only)

**Merlin Lens Decals**
- Selection of Different Size Stick on Aiming Dots and Circles
- 1 Strip of Orange, 1 Strip of Black

**True Spot The Judge Magnifier**
- Powerful Magnifying Glass Small enough to fit into Tight Places
- Works Great for Calling Arrows
- Fits in Your Quiver
- Great for Inspecting Nocks and Arrows for Hairline Cracks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4080197</td>
<td></td>
<td>$24.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**+ Dragon Spit Scope Decals**
- Ultra fine vinyl circles
- Width only 0.75mm - from 2mm to 12.5mm
- Pack Includes:
  - (3) Flo. Orange
  - (3) Flo. Yellow
  - (3) Black
  - (1) Template
  - 9670005 $14.99 pk.

**+ Dragon Spit Outer Scope Decals**
- Ultra fine vinyl circles
- Width only 0.75mm - from 23mm to 58mm
- Pack Includes:
  - (1) Flo. Orange
  - (1) Flo. Yellow
  - (2) White
  - (1) Template
  - 9670006 $14.99 pk.

**+ Gunstar Scope Edge Mask**
- Outlines the Scope Housing for Quicker Acquisition
- Through Your Peep Sight
- 2 of Each Size Per Pack
- Available Sizes (Specify):
  - CR I/D: 1.6 OD: 1.9 ID: 1.25 OD: 1.5
  - Classic I/D: 1.6 OD: 2.0 ID: 1.3 OD: 1.6 ID: 1.0 OD: 1.25 OD: 1.5
  - Super Scope I/D: 1.45 OD: 1.6 ID: 1.3 OD: 1.9 OD: 1.375
  - CBE Large I/D: 1.8 ID: 1.8 OD
  - CBE Small I/D: 1.4 I/D: 1.55 OD
  - Shrewd I/D: 1.9 ID: 1.9 OD and 1.34 ID: 1.74 OD
- Available Colors: Black, White, Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Green Flo. Pink Flo. Orange
  - 2010022 (Small) $7.99 pk.
  - 2010021 (Large) $7.99 pk.

**+ Gunstar Funnel Sight**
- Developed for Indoor Spot Shooting and has been Used
  by Some of the Top Ranked Target Shooters
- Reticle is Clear; however when Viewed thru the Scope
  Appears as Frosted or Etched
- Incorporates the Circle only Method of Aiming and the Pie
  Shaped Areas Allow for Orientation on the Target and a Feed
  Funnel to the Main Aiming Circle
- Any of these Pie Shaped Areas May be Removed for Customization
- Available Sizes:
  - Small (lower power scopes 3-5x)
  - Large (higher power scopes 6-8x)
- Available Colors: Black, Orange, Green
- 2 Sheets Per Pack
  - 2010015 $7.99 pk.

**+ Gunstar Colossal Aiming Dots**
- Extremely Large Dot Set for Outdoor or Extremely
  High Power Lens Combinations
- I/D: .25-.30
- Available Colors: Black, Orange, Green
  - 2010025 $4.99 pk.

**+ Gunstar Chubby Circle Aiming Rings**
- Thick Wall Circles for Target Spots Indoor and Outdoor
- ID: .20-.375
- Available Colors: Black, Orange, Green
  - 2010026 $4.99 pk.

**+ Bi-Spectral Dots**
- Two Colored Aiming Dot - Base Color: White, Orange, Green, Yellow, Pink
- Gives an Aiming Solution to Opposite Ends of the Light Spectrum Simultaneously
- 5 Different Sizes Per Sheet
- 2 Sheets Per Pack
  - 2010015 $7.99 pk.

**+ Tactical 3D Reticles**
- 2 Per Pack
  - 2010009 $5.99 pk.

**+ Rifle Crosshair**
- Four-Plex Rifle Style Crosshair with Thin Center-Lines
- 2 Per Pack
- Available Colors: Flo. Orange, Flo. Green, Black
  - 2010012 $7.99 pk.

**+ Standard Crosshair**
- The Tried and True Standard
- 2 Per Pack
- Available Colors: Flo. Orange, Flo. Green, Black
  - 2010004 $7.99 pk.

**+ Ultra Super Flex Fiber Optic**
- USF “Ultra Super Flex” Fiber Optic
- Super Bright and Very Flexible. Can Be Tied into a Knot
- Not Recommended for Use in Drilled Lenses or Any
  Application Requiring Less than 4" of Fiber
- Available Colors:
  - Green, Red, Yellow, Blue, Hunter Orange
  - 5600005 3D I $3.99 fl.
  - 5600006 3D II $4.99 ea.
  - 5600007 3D III $5.99 ea.

**+ Flexible Fiber Optic**
- Available as (3) 6.5" Pieces (1 Fiber of Each Color)
- Available as (1) 13" Piece (Choice of Color)
- Available as (1) 60" Piece (Choice of Color)
  - Available Colors: Red, Green, Yellow, Blue
  - 5600003 (Large) $7.99 fl.
  - 5600002 (13" Piece) $5.99 ea.
  - 5600004 (60" Piece) $19.99 ea.

**+ CR Center-Glo Fiber Optic Pins**
- Pre-Cut 1.25" Fibers
- One Fiber Of Each Color Per Pack (Red, Green, Yellow)
  - 1900092 $2.99 pk.

**+ CR Replacement Fiber Optic**
- Includes 3 ea. 6" Fibers
- One Fiber of Each Color Per Pack (Red, Green, Yellow)
  - 1900061 $8.99 pk.

**+ TruGlo® Replacement Fibers**
- 5.5" Replacement Fibers
- Includes 4 Pieces - Green, Yellow, Ruby Red, Orange
- Available Diameters: .010", .020", .040", .060"
HUNTING SIGHTS

+ T.R.U. Ball™ AccuTouch HD Sight
• Direct Mount Version Features a Mathews® Harmonic Damper Paired with a X-41 Scope and .019” Or .010” Green Fiber Optic Ring Pin, Measuring 1 ½” Diameter for a Wide Field of View
• Patent pending Accu-Clicks make this State-of-the-Art Single Pin Slider Function Like a Multi-Pin Sight
• Accu-Clicks can be set at a Specific Distance (i.e. 20 Yards, 30 Yards, etc.) so that the Slider Will Stop where You Want It. Simply “Pick” Your Distance, “Click” it into Place, and “Stick” Your Target!
• 45 Degree Rear-Facing Sight Scale Allows Easy Recognition of Where the Sight Pointer is Set. Which is teamed with Accu-Clicks that allow the Archer to Easily Set their Sight from an Arm’s Length Away!
• Patent Pending, Adjustable Red Elevation Tension Lever Provides the Archer with their Own Personal Choice of How Easily the Sight Slides Along the Elevation Bar
• All Axis Leveling Capabilities from the First Axis Adjustment where NO Shims are Needed to the Ever Popular, Separate 2nd and 3rd Axis Leveling on the Head of the Scope Attachment!
• Windage Lock Button, when Engaged, Does Not Allow the Micro-Adjustable Windage Knob to Turn
• Superior Windage Dovetail Guide System provides ZeroBacklash
• Available Sizes: .019” .010”

4530237 (.019”) $279.99 ea.
4530238 (.010”) $284.99 ea.

• 3 Brightness Settings
• Rheostat LED Light for All Color Fibers
• Fits All AccuTouch and ArmorTech Models
• Available LED Light Colors: White Blue

4530191 (White) $24.99 ea.
4530248 (Blue) $24.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball™ Clear Targets Doc’s Choice Archery Lenses
• Superior Line of Lenses Developed by an Optometrist for Axcel
• Each Lens Treated With Crizal® a Special Polycarbonate Coating that Eliminates Glare, Resists Scratches, and Repels Dirt and Oil; the Same Used in Professional Eyewear
• Clear Targets Lenses Offer the Most Enduring Clarity of Vision
• Each Shatter-Proof Lens is Cut in an Optometrist’s Lab and Guaranteed to a True Optical Center for Exact Visual Clarity with no Distortions
• Available Sizes: 31mm 41mm
• Available Magnifications: 2x 4x 6x

4530225 $104.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball™ Set
• Installs around Lens
• Set Includes Standard and Metric Frames
• Available Sizes: X-31 X-41

4530227 $14.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball™ ArmorTech Vision HD Sight
• 2” Housing for Optimal View of Your Target
• Innovative T.C.V. (True Center Vision), a Perfect Circular Picture, even when Viewed Slightly Off Center
• A.F.T. Armor Fiber Technology
• 100% Fiber Protection
• 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
• Interchangeable for RHLH Shooters
• Available Sizes: 5 Pin - .010” 5 Pin - .019”

4530187 (5 Pin - .010”) $214.99 ea.
4530186 (5 Pin - .019”) $204.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball™ ArmorTech Vision HD Pro Sight
• 2” Housing for Optimal View of Your Target
• Micro Adjustable Dovetail Bracket and Universal Quiver Mount
• Innovative T.C.V. (True Center Vision), a Perfect Circular Picture, even when Viewed Slightly Off Center
• A.F.T. Armor Fiber Technology
• 100% Fiber Protection
• 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
• Interchangeable for RHLH Shooters
• Available Sizes: 5 Pin - .010” 5 Pin - .019” 7 Pin - .010” 7 Pin - .019”

4530196 (5 Pin - .010”) $264.99 ea.
4530189 (5 Pin - .019”) $254.99 ea.
4530195 (7 Pin - .010”) $279.99 ea.
4530188 (7 Pin - .019”) $269.99 ea.

+ Spot-Hogg Hogg-It Sight w/ Hogg Wrap
• Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
• Complete Micro-Adjustability, No Clamp Camg Adjment
• 5 Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
• Available LED Light Colors: White Blue
• Available Pin Diameters: .010” .019” .029”
• Available Options: Small Guard (2”) Large Guard (2 1/2”)
• Specify RH or LH

1920031 (2”) Guard $249.99 ea.
1920032 (2 1/2”) Guard $249.99 ea.
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+ **Spot-Hogg Hunter Sight w/ Hogg Wrap**
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Complete Micro-Adjustability, No Clamp Gang Adjustment
- 5 Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
- 2nd & 3rd Axis Leveling
- Round Pin Guard with White Alignment Ring
- Precision Installed Bubble & Fixed Plate Hard Mount
- Wrap Kit - Brighter More Durable Fiber Optic Pin System
- Wrap Kit Doubles as a Lens Retainer
- Wrapped Weight: 8.3 oz.
- Available Pin Diameters: .010" .019" .029"
- Available Options: Small Guard (2") Large Guard (2 3/8")
- Specify RH or LH

  **1920004** $9.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Knurled Knob**
- Branded Knob Used For Quick Release of Sight
- Great Addition to Your Hogg-it Sight

  **1920095**

+ **Spot-Hogg Real Deal 7 Pin Sight w/ Hogg Wrap**
- BulletProof Technology - Indestructible, Aluminum Pin Design
- S&F + Seven Deadly Pins
- Real Deal Sight with 7 Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Micro-Adjust Knobs & Precision Installed Bubble
- Round Pin Guard with White-Alignment Ring
- Wrap Kit Doubles as a Lens Retainer
- Wrapped Weight: 7.8 oz.
- Available Pin Diameters: .010" .019" .029"
- Available Options: Small Guard (2") Large Guard (2 3/8")
- Specify RH or LH

  **1920035** $184.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Real Deal Right On Sight w/ Hogg Wrap**
- Real Deal Sight Minus Gang Micro Adjustments
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- 5 Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
- Heavy Duty Clamping Screws
- Micro Adjust Knobs & Precision Installed Bubble
- Round Pin Guard with White Alignment Ring
- Wrap Kit Doubles as a Lens Retainer
- Wrapped Weight: 7.3 oz.
- Available Pin Diameters: .010" .019" .029"
- Available Options: Small Guard (2") Large Guard (2 3/8")
- Specify RH or LH

  **1920039** $164.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Fast Eddie Sight**
- Double Pin scope, with BulletProof pin technology
- Rugged Light Weight Hard Mount
- Micro Adjustable 2nd & 3rd Axis
- Coarse Horizontal & Vertical Adjustments
- Toolless Adjustment
- Silent Quick Release Lock for Yardage Knob
- HOG Technology, No Bushings, No Stop, No Buzz
- Spreads Out Sight Marks
- Large Easy To Use Yardage Knob
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Available Pin Diameters: .010" .019" .029"
- Specify RH or LH

  **1920060** $224.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Hogg Wrap Kit**
- BulletProof Technology - Indestructible, Aluminum Pin Design
- Available to Retrofit All Spot-Hogg Sights (except Bulletproof)
- 5 Individually Micro-Adjustable Pins
- Brightest and Most Durable Wrapped Fiber Optic System
- Available Pin Diameters: .010" .019" .029"
- Available Options: Small Guard (2") Large Guard (2 3/8")
- Doubles as a Lens Retainer

  **1920030** $97.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Bullet Proof Pins**
- Bullet Proof Technology - Indestructible, Aluminum Pin Design
- Fits All Spot-Hogg Sights
- Includes 11’ of Fiber
- Pin Only, No Screws or Mounting Hardware
- Available Sizes: .010" .019" .029" .039"
- Available Colors: Red Green Yellow

  **1920043** $7.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Rheostat Sight Light**
- The Perfect Fix for Poor Lighting
- Three Settings Provide Optimum Brightness in any Situation
- Screws Directly Into Hogg Wrap and Bulletproof Sight
- Operates on (3) 392 (L736) Batteries Included

  **1920027** $14.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Lens Adapter / Lenses**
- Lens System for Spot Hogg Sights (except Bulletproof)
- Adapter and Lens Sold Separately
- Not Compatible with Wrapped Sights
- Available Sizes: Small Guard (2") Long Guard (2 3/8")
- Available Lens Magnifications: 2x 4x 6x (6x SG Only)


+ **Spot-Hogg Bullet Proof Lens Kit**
- Lens for use with Sights Having Bullet Proof Pins
- Includes "C" Adapter
- Works with Wrap Kit or Lens Adapter
- Available Magnifications: 2x, 4x, 6x (Small Only)

  **1920047** $69.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Option 6 Sight**
- Combine the Best Elements of Fixed and Moveable Pin Sights into a Sleek, Tough and Lightweight Package
- Transform from a Hybrid Fixed and Moveable Pin Sight into a True Single Pin Mover with the Flick of a Wrist
- Moveable and Fixed Pins can All be in View at the Same Time, or the Fixed Pins Can Easily be Rotated Out of View for Maximum Single Pin Visibility
- Protected Fiber Optics Light the Ultra-Bright, Perfectly Aligned Stainless Steel Pins
- 8.8 Ounces
- 2 inch Diameter Round Housing
- Micro Adjust Windage and Elevation
- 4 inch Extension Bar
- Specify RH or LH

  **4250147** $349.99 ea.

+ **AXION Soul Hunter Sight**
- Laser Etched, CNC Machined
- Extra-long, Protected Fiber Optics
- Precision Pin Alignment
- Includes Light and Level
- 2" Pin Guard (inside measurement)
- Available Camo: Lost Camo® Realtree Xtra® Pink
- Available Models: 3 Pin (.019") 5 Pin (.019")


+ **AXION Shift Single Pin Driver Sight**
- Engineered using Axion’s, Patented Fiber Wrap Technology
- Houses Two Feet Of Wrapped Fiber for the Brightest Sight Picture Possible
- Single Pin can be Orientated Up, Down, Left or Right and is Lens Adjustable
- Features End-Of-Travel Stops for Low Light Conditions and a Third Axis Adjustment
- Can be Used with Most One-Piece Quivers and Can be Directly Mounted to the Sight Bracket
- Includes an Adjustable Light and Level
- Available in Black Only
- Specify RH or LH

  **7570044** $139.99 ea.

---

**800-829-7408**
+ HHA Optimizer Lite King Pin 5510/5519 Sight
• The 3rd Generation of Archery’s #1 Selling Single Pin Sight
• Industry’s Most Accurate Sight Tape System - Sight in at 20 & 60 Yards and You’re Dialed in “To the Yard” Out to 100
• Interchangeable Wheels Make Changing Tapes Easier than Ever Before and Allow for Using Multiple Arrow and Draw Weights
• 1 5/8” Scope Housing and Blue Burst Light (Sold Separately) Allow for Rapid Adjustment in the Darkest of Blinds and for the Oldest of Eyes
• Fully Integrated 2nd & 3rd Axis Adjustment
• Precision Machined Brass Rack and Pinion Delivers Silky Smooth Operation
• “Blind 20” Feature Allows for Fast, No Look Return to Your Most Common Predetermined Distance
• Wheel-Forward Design is Ideal for Mounting One-Piece Quivers
• 2,1” of Vertical Travel Adjustment
• 1 5/8” Sight Housing
• 2.1” of Vertical Travel Adjustment
• Wheel-Forward Design is Ideal for Mounting One-Piece Quivers
• 3 Feet of Wrapped Fiber Optic
• Exclusive Rheostat Adjusts Pin Brightness in Seconds
• Weighs: 8 oz. / Uses Lens Kit B
• Available Fiber Diameters: .010” .019”
• Specify RH or LH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2460041</td>
<td>(5510)</td>
<td>$349.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2460041</td>
<td>(5519)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ HHA Optimizer Lite Ultra DS-XL5500/5519 Sight
• Exclusive Yardage Wheel Allows for Rapid Yardage Settings
• Single Pin, Pivot Sight with 1 5/8” Sight Housing
• Totally Tooless Sight w/ Mathews Harmonic Damper
• 3 Feet of Wrapped Fiber Optic
• Compatible with Blue Burst Light (Sold Separately)
• Weighs: 10 oz. / Uses Lens Kit B
• Available Fiber Diameters: .019” .029”
• Specify RH or LH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2460041</td>
<td>(Blue Burst Light)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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+ HHA SP-50 Bracket
- Slotted Extension Bracket Allows Infinite Aperture Placement
- 2460057 $11.99 ea.

+ HHA Lens Kit
- Feather Vision Lens
- Available in L, 2, 4 and 6 Power
- Lens Kit B Fits all 2.5" Sightings
- 2460038 (Lens Kit B) $109.99 ea.
- 2460024 (Lens Kit X) $109.99 ea.

+ HHA LK500 Leveling Kit
- Independent 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment Bracket
- Extends Sight Housing Out 1.5" and Fits all Optimizer LiteLite Ultra and FX Series HHA Sights
- Specify RH or LH
- 2460053 $19.99 ea.

+ HHA SM-2 Shim Plate Spacer
- 1/4" Machined Aluminum Shim
- Mounts Sight 3/8" Higher or Lower from Factory Settings to Allow for High-Aperture Points

+ SURE-LOC® Lethal Weapon Red w/ Retina Lock Sight
- Retina Lock™ Technology - A Glance, Assures You are Perfectly Aligned and not Torquing Your Bow
- Five-Axis Micro Adjustability
- 2.25" Frame
- 6" Extension with Quiver Compatible Mount
- .019" Stack Tight, Microlock Pins™
- Pins Enclosed in Stainless Steel Tubes
- Gravity Drop Adjustment
- Reversible Windage Offset
- No Batteries, Legal in All States
- Hardware/Hex Keys Included
- Includes SURE-LOC Sight Light
- Accepts Optional Black Eagle or Falcon 42mm lens (Sold Separately)
- Specifying RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 5Pin 7Pin
- 4240148 (5Pin) $399.99 ea.
- 4240150 (7Pin) $419.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Lethal Weapon Red Sight
- Five-Axis Micro Adjustability
- 2.25" Frame
- 6" Extension with Quiver Compatible Mount
- .019" Stack Tight, Microlock Pins™
- Pins Enclosed in Stainless Steel Tubes
- Gravity Drop Adjustment
- Reversible Windage Offset
- No Batteries, Legal in All States
- Hardware/Hex Keys Included
- Includes SURE-LOC Sight Light
- Accepts Optional Black Eagle or Falcon 42mm lens (Sold Separately)
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 5 Pin 7 Pin
- 4240149 (5Pin) $399.99 ea.
- 4240150 (7Pin) $419.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Lethal Weapon Red Red SLDR Sight
- Adjustable Slider Offset, Adjustable Slider Tension
- Zero Stop for Repeatability
- Adjustable Elevation and Windage Tension
- Gravity Drop and 3rd Axis Adjustment Built into the Extension
- 2 Sight Tapes with Adjustable Pointers
- Pins Enclosed in Stainless Steel Tubes
- Stack Tight Pins (.019"
- Micro Adjustable Pins
- Hardware/Hex Keys Included
- No Quiver Adapter Needed
- Increased Elevation Adjustment
- NFAA, IBO, and ASA Competition Legal
- Accepts SURE-LOC Black Eagle Lens (Sold Separately)
- Specify LH or RH
- Available Sizes: 3Pin 5Pin
- 4240153 (3Pin) $329.99 ea.
- 4240154 (5Pin) $349.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Sight Light
- Works on the Icon and Lethal Weapon sights
- Rheostat-Controllable Variable Intensity Light
- 8/32 Threads
- 4240123 $25.99 ea.

+ IQ® Bowsight with Retina Lock
- Retina Lock Alignment Technology - Provides Instant Feedback that will Identify even the Slightest Torque or Anchor Point Change
- Light Trap Technology - stores Light, releasing it to the Pins (and Retina Lock) for Exceptionally Bright, Low Light Pins
- Pin Pocket Design - Fiber runs through a Cavity inside the Cast Aluminum Pins for Unprecedented Fiber Protection
- Stack Tight Pins - Pins "nest" letting you adjust them Closer together to Accommodate Tight Pin Gaps of High Speed Bows
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 5 Pin 7 Pin
- 2200080 (5Pin) $149.99 ea.
- 2200081 (7Pin) $159.99 ea.

+ IQ® Ultra Light Bowsight with Retina Lock
- Engineered with Lightweight Fiber Polymer Construction that Helps Keep the Weight Down on Your Bow
- Silent Coated Finish Helps keep the Sight Lighter and Quieter without Compromising Strength
- Retina Lock Technology
- Adjustable Windage and Elevation
- Stack Tight Pins - Pins "nest" letting you adjust them Closer together to Accommodate Tight Pin Gaps of High Speed Bows
- Dual Position Mounting Allows the Sight to be Mounted to Your Particular Shooting Style
- Built-In Sight Level
- .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- No Batteries, Legal in All States
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 3 Pin 5 Pin
- 4240147 (3Pin) $89.99 ea.
- 4240148 (5Pin) $99.99 ea.

+ IQ® Pro Bowsight with Retina Lock
- 50% Smaller Retina Lock Alignment for Twice the Sensitivity which will Increase Downrange Accuracy
- Micro Adjust Knobs Allow for Quick and Simple Adjustment of the Windage and Elevation
- Tool-Free Locking Knobs Allows the Windage and Elevation to be Locked in Place without the Use of Tools
- Stack Tight Pins - Pins “nest” letting you adjust them Closer together to Accommodate Tight Pin Gaps of High Speed Bows
- Dual Position Mounting Allows the Sight to be Mounted to Your Particular Shooting Style
- Built-In Sight Level
- Adjustable 2nd Axis
- .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 5 Pin 7 Pin
- 4240143 (5Pin) $189.99 ea.
- 4240144 (7Pin) $199.99 ea.

+ IQ® Pro XT Bowsight with Retina Lock
- XT Model Features a Dovetail Extension for Quick Detachment from the Bow
- 50% Smaller Retina Lock Alignment for Twice the Sensitivity which will Increase Downrange Accuracy
- Micro Adjust Knobs Allow for Quick and Simple Adjustment of the Windage and Elevation
- Tool-Free Locking Knobs Allows the Windage and Elevation to be Locked in Place without the Use of Tools
- Stack Tight Pins - Pins “nest” letting you adjust them Closer together to Accommodate Tight Pin Gaps of High Speed Bows
- Built-In Sight Level
- Adjustable 2nd Axis
- .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Sizes: 5 Pin 7 Pin
- 4240145 (5Pin) $239.99 ea.
- 4240146 (7Pin) $249.99 ea.

+ IQ® Sight Lock
- Works on the Icon and Lethal Weapon sights
- Rheostat-Controllable Variable Intensity Light
- 8/32 Threads
- 4240123 $25.99 ea.

800-829-7408

HUNTING SIGHTS
**CBE TEK Hybrid Pro Sight**
- Fully Machined Aluminum Construction
- 4" Dovetail Mount
- Armed Guard™ Fiber Management System for even Brighter Pins and Better Protection; Now with 12" of Fiber, 2" ID Scope Housing
- Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings (Right and Left) and Indicator Window
- Re-designed Ergonomic, Oversized 4-point Rapid Drive™ Knob
- Fully Micro-adjustable – Super Precise To-the-Yard adjustment
- Stay Tight™ Design – Delrin® Tracks Assure Sight stays Tight, Quiet, and Rattle Free, Even over Time; Adjustable Tension
- 3rd Axis Leveling
- Tool-less Adjustment (Other than Dovetail Gang Adjustment)
- Stainless Steel Bolts – No More Rumbing
- Rear-facing Sight Tape – No Need to Rotate Bow
- .019" Fiber Optic Pins
- Weighs: 5.5 oz.
- Available in RH/LH
- Available in Black Only
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Reliable Knob Locking System
- Glow in the Dark Tape Illuminates the Level in Low Light
- Laser Engraved Lines for Sight Adjustment
- Pre-Drilled to Accept AfterBurner Light
- 3rd Axis Adjustable Bubble Level
- Speed Gap Technology™ - Zero Pin Gap
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- RH/LH Convertible

**CBE TEK Hybrid Direct Mount Sight**
- Fully Machined Aluminum Construction
- Armed Guard™ Fiber Management System for even Brighter Pins and Better Protection; Now with 12" of Fiber, 2" ID Scope Housing
- Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings (Right and Left) and Indicator Window
- Re-designed Ergonomic, Oversized 4-point Rapid Drive™ Knob
- Fully Micro-adjustable – Super Precise To-the-Yard adjustment
- Stay Tight™ Design – Delrin® Tracks Assure Sight stays Tight, Quiet, and Rattle Free, Even over Time; Adjustable Tension
- 3rd Axis Leveling
- Tool-less Adjustment (Other than Dovetail Gang Adjustment)
- Stainless Steel Bolts – No More Rumbing
- Rear-facing Sight Tape – No Need to Rotate Bow
- .019" Fiber Optic Pins
- Weighs: 4.3 oz.
- Available in 3 or 5 Pin Model

**CBE Offset 3rd Axis Attachment**
- Optional Offset 3rd Axis Adjustment Enables Quick and Easy Leveling of Tek Hybrid Pro, Tek Hybrid, and Tek Target Sights with Additional Windage Adjustment

**CBE Sniper Pro XD Sight**
- Ultra-light, Compact Design
- Fully Machined Aluminum Construction
- 3.5" Dovetail Extension Bar
- Armed Guard™ Fiber Management System for even Brighter Pins and Better Protection; Now with 12" of Fiber, 2" ID Scope Housing
- Dovetail Elevation Gang Adjustment with Visual Laser Engraved Markings
- Improved Smart-Mount™ Multi-positioning Mounting Holes, Direct Mount Design
- Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
- 3rd Axis Leveling
- Stainless Steel Bolts – No More Rumbing
- Available in RH or LH

**CBE Sniper Pro X Sight**
- Ultra-light, Compact Design
- Fully Machined Aluminum Construction
- Armed Guard™ Fiber Management System for even Brighter Pins and Better Protection; Now with 12" of Fiber, 2" ID Scope Housing
- Dovetail Elevation Gang Adjustment with Visual Laser Engraved Markings
- Improved Smart-Mount™ Multi-positioning Mounting Holes, Direct Mount Design
- Micro Adjust Windage Unit with Laser Engraved Markings and Indicator Window
- 3rd Axis Leveling
- Stainless Steel Bolts – No More Rumbing
- Available Models: 3 Pin 5 Pin
- Available in RH or LH

**CBE Rheostat Sight Light**
- Three-Setting, Rheostat Light
- Adjustable Pin Brightness Settings for the Sniper LC and Sniper Pro
- 14 - 28 thread size

**Copper John Rut Wrecker Sight**
- Advanced Composite Construction
- Features Over 60% More Fiber, More Clamping Surface and the Addition of a Precision Level
- Easy Glide Technology - Force Spreading Pin and Washer Design Ensures Pin Adjustments are Always Smooth
- .019" Fiber Optic Pins
- Weights: 4.3 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible

**Copper John BigShow 3 Lens**
- Designed to Add a Lens to the Dead Nuts 3 Sights
- High Quality Glass Lens
- Bezel Sold Separately
- Available Magnifications: 2x 4x 6x
- Available Sizes: 1.625" 1.825"

**Copper John DN3 Lens Bezel Kit**
- Designed to Add a Lens to the Dead Nuts 3 Sights
- Lens Sold Separately
- Available Sizes: 1.625" 1.825"

**Copper John Mark III Professional Sight**
- 100% CNC 6061 T6 Aluminum Sight
- Micro Kit installed - Micro Adjust Windage & Elevation
- 5-Pin .019" Extra Long and Super Protected Fibers
- Glow in the Dark Tape Illuminates the Level in Low Light
- Dual Mount Windage Bracket for Super Wide Adjustment Window
- Laser Engraved Lines for Sight Adjustment
- Pre-Drilled to Accept AfterBurner Light
- 3rd Axis Adjustable Bubble Level
- Speed Gap Technology™ - Zero Pin Gap
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Weighs: 11 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible

**Copper John Mark IV 5 Pin Sight**
- 100% CNC 6061 T6 Aluminum Sight
- (5) .019" Extra Long and Super Protected Fiber for Ultra Bright Aiming Points
- IronDad™ Fibers with MicDot™ Technology for Extreme Durability and Brightness
- Glow in the Dark Tape Illuminates the Level
- Adjustment Tape that Glows in the Dark
- Reliable Knob Locking System
- Brass Pin Offers a Fine Tip for Adjusting Yardage
- Laser Engraved Lines for Easy Sight Adjustment
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Available in Black Only
- Weights: 5.5 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible

**Copper John Mark IV 5 Pin Sight**
- 100% CNC 6061 T6 Aluminum Sight
- (1) .019" Extra Long and Super Protected Fiber for Ultra Bright Aiming Points
- IronDad™ Fibers with MicDot™ Technology for Extreme Durability and Brightness
- Glow in the Dark Tape Illuminates the Level
- Adjustment Tape that Glows in the Dark
- Reliable Knob Locking System
- Brass Pin Offers a Fine Tip for Adjusting Yardage
- Laser Engraved Lines for Easy Sight Adjustment
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Available in Lost Camo® or Realtree® APG
- Weights: 5.5 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible

**Copper John Mark IV X Sight**
- 100% CNC 6061 T6 Aluminum Sight
- (1) .019” Extra Long and Super Protected Fiber for Ultra Bright Aiming Points
- IronDad™ Fibers with MicDot™ Technology for Extreme Durability and Brightness
- Glow in the Dark Tape Illuminates the Level
- Adjustment Tape that Glows in the Dark
- Reliable Knob Locking System
- Brass Pin Offers a Fine Tip for Adjusting Yardage
- Laser Engraved Lines for Easy Sight Adjustment
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Available in Black Only
- Weights: 5.5 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible

**CBE Custom Bow Equipment**

**Sights, Rests & Releases**
**Copper John Mark I Sight**
- Precision CNC Machined Aircraft Aluminum Components
- Rough Composite Pin Guard
- Extra Long and Super Protected Fibers
- Patented Bright Orange Pin Guard Highlight
- Dual Mount Windage Bracket
- Laser Engraved Components
- Pre-Drilled to Accept AfterBurner Light
- 3rd Axis Adjustable Bubble Level
- Speed Gap Technology - Zero Pin Gap
- Includes AfterBurner Light
- Weighs: 5.5 oz.
- RH/LH Convertible
- Available Sizes: .019", .020", .029" (each)
- $149.99 ea.
- $159.99 ea.

**Copper John Bull’s Eye Saxon Sight**
- Better Material Engagement Reduces Point Source Failures
- Patented Bright Orange Pin Guard Highlight
- Speed Gap Technology - Zero Pin Gap
- (3) .029” Extra Long, Ultra Protected Fibers
- Reversible Windage Bracket for Greater Windage Adjustment
- Weighs: 3.5 oz.
- Ambidextrous for RH/LH
- Available Sizes: .019", .020", .029" (each)
- $24.95 ea.

**Copper John Universal Rheostat Light**
- A True Rheostat Light, not a Multi-Position Circuit
- 1890145
- $24.95 ea.

**Copper John Afterburner Rheostat Light**
- A True Rheostat Light, not a Multi-Position Circuit
- Fits the entire Dead Nuts 3 Sight Line
- 38x32 Thread will fit Most Standard Sights
- Bracket is Required on Most Models and is Included with the Sight
- 1890138
- $14.95 ea.

**Trophy Ridge React Trio Sight**
- 3-Pins Allow You to Have a Set 20, 30 and 40 Yards, then Dial Precise Yardage at Extended Range
- Sight Level with 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustability
- Accurate, Fast, and Quiet Movement Up and Down to Set the Sight for the Shot with the Drive Shaft-Knob
- Lock Down Feature for Single Distance Shooting
- Positive Stop Design at the 40 Yard Indicator
- Position for Fast 40 Yard Target Acquisition
- Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510120
- $249.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge React Pro Sight**
- React Technology Accurately Predicts What Each Pin Gap Will be Based on the Distance Between Your 20 Yard Pin and Any Other Yardage
- Solid 6061 Aluminum Construction
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- Tool-Less Adjustments
- Micro-Click Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- 2nd and 3rd Axis Leveling
- No-Stop Windage and Elevation Brackets
- (5) Impact-Armored Ultra-Bright Fiber Optic Pins
- Glow-Ring Superior In Low Light
- Precision Installed Bubble Level
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Weighs just 9.5 oz.
- Available Sizes: .010", .019”
- Specify RH or LH
- 4510111 (.010”)
- $249.99 ea.
- 4510111 (.019”)
- $249.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® React-One Sight**
- Exclusive Smart Pin Technology - Accurately Predicts what each Pin Gap will be Based on the Distance between your 20 yard Pin and Any other Yardage
- 100% Aluminum Construction
- Positive Stop at 20 yards for Fast Target Acquisition while Hunting
- Multiple Mounting Holes for More Versatility
- 2nd/3rd Axis Adjustability
- .019 Fiber Optic Pin
- Includes Rheostat Light and Sight Level
- 4510100
- $199.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® Hit-Man® 5 Sight**
- Precision, Stealth and Lethal Accuracy
- 16’ of .019” Fiber Optic for Each MM Steel Pin
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- 100% Aluminum Construction
- Sight Level With Third Axis Adjustability
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Reversible Sight Mount - Designed for Use with Left and Right Hand Bows
- 4510076
- $64.99 ea.

**Copper John Afterburner Rheostat Light**
- Available Sizes: .010" (.010"
- $159.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge Clutch Sight**
- Crossover Sight Delivering Target Range Performance with the Ability to Quickly Acquire Yardages in the Field While Hunting
- Friction Drive System Creates Smooth and Repeatable Movement for Precise Pin Placement
- 100% Machined Aluminum Construction
- Premium Stainless Steel Hardware
- Laser Engraved Tool-Free Micro Windage and Elevation Adjustments
- 2nd Axis Adjustment
- Single Ultra Bright Fiber Optic Pin
- Rheostat Sight Light
- Fine-Point Needle Indicator on Both Sides of Sight Tape
- 10 Custom Sight Tapes Included
- Threaded Housing Accepts Optional 1.75” Lens (Not included)
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Available Sizes: .010” .019”
- 4510115 (.010”)
- $159.99 ea.
- 4510112 (.019”)
- $159.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® Micro Cypher 5 Sight**
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Reversible sight mount and sight level
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- 5 Ultra Bright .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Designed to Allow Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Available in Black
- Specify RH or LH
- 4510094
- $99.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge Cypher 5 Sight**
- Same Strength as Aluminum but 25% Lighter
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Sight Level
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510083
- $79.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge Micro Cypher 7 Sight**
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Ultra Precise Micro Adjustment Reduces Time Sighting In Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Reversible sight mount and sight level
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- 7 Ultra Bright .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Designed to Allow Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Sight Level Included
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510119
- $99.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge Cypher 7 Sight**
- Same Strength as Aluminum but 25% Lighter
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Sight Level
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510083
- $79.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® Clutch Sight**
- Crossover Sight Delivering Target Range Performance with the Ability to Quickly Acquire Yardages in the Field While Hunting
- Friction Drive System Creates Smooth and Repeatable Movement for Precise Pin Placement
- 100% Machined Aluminum Construction
- Premium Stainless Steel Hardware
- Laser Engraved Tool-Free Micro Windage and Elevation Adjustments
- 2nd Axis Adjustment
- Single Ultra Bright Fiber Optic Pin
- Rheostat Sight Light
- Fine-Point Needle Indicator on Both Sides of Sight Tape
- 10 Custom Sight Tapes Included
- Threaded Housing Accepts Optional 1.75” Lens (Not included)
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Available Sizes: .010” .019”
- 4510115 (.010”)
- $159.99 ea.
- 4510112 (.019”)
- $159.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge Micro Cypher 5 Sight**
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Reversible sight mount and sight level
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- 5 Ultra Bright .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Designed to Allow Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Available in Black
- Specify RH or LH
- 4510094
- $99.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® Micro Cypher 7 Sight**
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Sight Level
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510083
- $79.99 ea.

**Trophy Ridge® Micro Cypher 7 Sight**
- Ballistic Coating is Soft to the Touch and Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Tool-less Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- 7 Ultra Bright .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Designed to Allow Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- Sight Level Included
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- 4510119
- $99.99 ea.
+ Trophy Ridge® Hit-Man® 3 Sight
- Precision, Stealth and Lethal Accuracy
- 18” x .019 Fiber Optic for Each MIM Steel Pin
- Rheostat Sight Light Included
- 100% Aluminum Construction
- Adjustable Indicator Pin - Allows for Ultra-Precise Adjustments to Compensate for Various Conditions
- Delrin® Bushings - Smooth, Quiet Movement
- Sight Level With Third Axis Adjustability
- Zero Pin Gap Spacing
- Reversible Sight Mount - Designed for Use with Left and Right Hand Bows
- 3 Pin .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Includes LED Sight Light
- Available in RH or LH

+ Trophy Ridge® Pursuit™ Sight
- Delivers Smooth, Silent Adjustments and Limitless Pin Settings
- 100% Aluminum Construction
- Single, Pin with 14” x .019 Fiber Optic
- Adjustable Indicator Pin - Allows for Ultra-Precise Adjustments to Compensate for Various Conditions
- Delrin® Bushings - Smooth, Quiet Movement with No Metal-to-Metal Contact
- Low-Light Glo Indicator Tape
- Single Ultra Bright .029 Fiber Optic Pin
- Sight Light Included
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Lightweight Design with Precise Components
- Available Sizes: 3 Pin

+ Trophy Ridge Drive Slider Sight
- Delivers Smooth, Silent Adjustments and Limitless Pin Settings
- Adjustable Indicator Pin - Allows for Ultra-Precise Adjustments to Compensate for Various Conditions
- Nylon Bushings Provide Smooth, Quiet Movement with No Metal-to-Metal Contact
- Low-Light Glo Indicator Tape
- Single Ultra Bright .029 Fiber Optic Pin
- Sight Light Included
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Lightweight Design with Precise Components
- Available in RH or LH

+ Trophy Ridge® Volt Sight
- Ballistic Copolymer Sight Hood Gives You the Protection You Demand, while the Extra Length of Fiber Creates the Brightest Pins Available
- Soft Touch Ballistic Coating Delivers Added Vibration Reduction
- Green Hood Accent Eases Sight Acquisition
- Fiber Wrapped Pin Guard
- (5) Ultra Bright .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Laser Etched Aluminum Windage Elevation and Pin Adjustments
- Aluminum Bracket with Multiple Mounting Holes
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Sight Level and Sight Light Included

+ Trophy Ridge® Joker Sight
- Delivers Superb Accuracy on a Reliable Frame, at an Incredible Price
- Green Hood Accent Eases Sight Acquisition
- .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- Aluminum Bracket with Multiple Mounting Holes
- Laser Etched Aluminum Windage Adjustments
- Sight Level Included
- Reversible Sight Mount, Designed for Use with Left or Right Hand Bows
- Available Sizes: 3 Pin

+ Trophy Ridge® Sight Light
- 3-Position Rheostat Sight Light
- All Metal Construction for Increased Durability
- Operates on (3) 592 (L736) Batteries Included

+ Sword Maximus Pro Sight
- Constructed from 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum
- .025” Inside Diameter Round Aperture
- Micro-Adjust Elevation and Windage with Tool-Less Adjustment
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- 6” Dovetail Bar with 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High/Low Mounting System with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- 5-.019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Includes LED Sight Light
- Available in RH or LH

+ Sword Apex 3rd Plane Sight
- 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum Construction
- Large 2” Inside Diameter Round Aperture
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- LED Light Included
- 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High and Low Sight Mounting System with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- Anodized Matte Black Finish
- 5 Pins Available in .019 or .029
- Available in RH or LH

+ Sword Twilight Hunter Sight
- 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum Construction
- Large 2” Inside Diameter Round Aperture
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- LED Light Included
- 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High and Low Sight Mounting System with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- Anodized Matte Black Finish
- Weight: 6 oz.
- 4 Pins Available in .010 or .019
- Available in RH or LH

+ Sword Apex Hunter Sight
- 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum Construction
- 2” Round Aperture
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- LED Light Included
- 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High and Low Sight Mounting Bar with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- Anodized Matte Black Finish
- Weight: 6 oz.
- 4 Pins Available in .010 or .019
- Available in RH or LH

+ Sword Twilight Hunter Sight
- 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum Construction
- Large 2” Inside Diameter Round Aperture
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- LED Light Included
- 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High and Low Sight Mounting System with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- Anodized Matte Black Finish
- Weight: 6 oz.
- 4 Pins Available in .010 or .019
- Available in RH or LH

+ Sword Apex Hunter Sight
- 100% CNC T6061 Aluminum Construction
- 2” Round Aperture
- Laser Etched Elevation and Windage Scales
- LED Light Included
- 3rd Axis Adjustment
- High and Low Sight Mounting System with Built in Offset for Extended Sight Window
- Anodized Matte Black Finish
- Weight: 6 oz.
- 4 Pins Available in .010 or .019
- Available in RH or LH

+ AXT™ Rogue 5 Pin Sight
- Performance and Accuracy Redefined
- 2nd Axis Radial Lock System
- Taper Core Sight Bracket Allows for Increased Strength in Key Areas and Allows for a Lighter Overall Bracket
- Fully Machined not Cast like other Sights, enabling it to Perform in Any Condition
- 2” HD Sight Ring
- Precision Micro-Adjust
- 3rd Axis Bubble
- Micro LED
- 5 - .019” Center Core Pin Technology
- Blackout Anodized
- Convertible to Left Hand Use

+ AXT™ Ronin 5 Pin Sight
- Fully Machined - Lighter, Stronger, More Accurate
- Rail Locking System, Increases Surface Area for Unmatched Rigidity in Key Areas
- Stainless Steel Hardware
- 2” HD Fiber Guard Sight Ring
- Micro-Adjustable for Quick, Easy Windage and Elevation Micro-adjusting
- 5 - .019” Center Core Pin Technology
- Micro LED
- Tapered 5-Axis Machining
- Blackout Anodized
- Convertible to Left Hand Use

800-829-7408
+ AXT™ Headhunter Micro Xtreme Sight
- Next Level in Precision and Accuracy
- Fast and Easy Overall Set Up with Black Pin Design
- Lightweight Rugged Design
- 2” HD Sight Ring
- Micro LED
- 5 .019” Center Core Pin Technology
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Left and Right-Handed Shooters
- 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level with Two Vertical Bars
- Laser Marks for Windage, Elevation and Pin Adjustments
- Reversible Bracket - Increased Vertical Adjustment Range
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- RH/LH Adjustable
7830018 $99.99 ea.

+ AXT™ Lady Xtreme 40 Sight
- Lightweight Design with Superior Quality and Accuracy
- Fully Machined 6061T6 Aluminum
- Constructed from Solid Billet for Precision and Strength
- 2” HD Sight Ring
- Micro LED
- 4 .019” Center Core Pin Technology
- Micro Adjust Vertical and Horizontal Bars
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Reversible Bracket - Increased Vertical Adjustment Range
- RH/LH Adjustable
7830020 $99.99 ea.

+ AXT™ A.X. Driver 1 Pin Sight
- Offers the Ability to Dial Your Sight into a Specific Distance in the Field or on the 3D Range
- 2” HD Sight Ring
- Micro Adjust Windage
- 2nd & 3rd Axis
- Indicator Pin & Lock
- Convertible to Left Hand Use
7830014 (1 Pin) $179.99 ea.

+ AXT™ A.X. Driver 4 Pin Sight
- Edge Gear System Allows you to Sight in your First
- Four Pins and then Adjust for Longer Yardages
- 2” HD Sight Ring
- Micro Adjust Windage
- 2nd & 3rd Axis
- Indicator Pin & Lock
- Convertible to Left Hand Use
7830015 (4 Pin) $199.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Rival FX™ Sight
- TRU-FUSION 3.0 Interchangeable Fiber Design Allows for Quick and Easy Fiber Replacement
- Unique Stainless Steel Tube Pin Design for Increased Durability and Exposure to UV Light
- CNC-Machined Lightweight Design
- Micro-Adjustable Tool-Less Design
- Ultra-Fine Click Adjustment for Windage and Elevation
- Large 2” Field of View with Glow-in-The-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level with Two Vertical Bars
- Laser Marks for Windage, Elevation and Pin Adjustments
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- TRU-TOUCH Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Left and Right Handed Shooters
- 5 .019” Fiber Optic Pins
- Removable Push-Button Light Included
- Available in Black
4570112 $119.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Carbon Hybrid Sight
- TRU-FUSION™ Hybrid Technology - Constructed with the Optimum Combination of Lightweight Carbon Composites and Aluminum
- Hybrid Construction Transfers Less Vibration, Providing an Excellent Strength-to-Weight Ratio and Unparalleled Durability
- (5) .019” PRO•BRIGHT™ Pins, Unique Metal Pin Design for Increased Durability and Brightness
- Extra-Long Fibers for Maximum Brightness
- Extra-Long Bracket Increases Sight Radius
- Reversible Bracket - Increased Vertical Adjustment Range
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- RH/LH Adjustable
4570151 $59.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Carbon Hybrid Micro Sight
- TRU-FUSION™ Hybrid Technology - Constructed with the Optimum Combination of Lightweight Carbon Composites and Aluminum
- Hybrid Construction Transfers Less Vibration, Providing an Excellent Strength-to-Weight Ratio and Unparalleled Durability
- Micro-adjustable Windage and Elevation
- (5) .019” PRO•BRIGHT™ Pins, Unique Metal Pin Design for Increased Durability and Brightness
- Extra-Long Fibers for Maximum Brightness
- Extra-Long Bracket Increases Sight Radius
- Reversible Bracket - Increased Vertical Adjustment Range
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- RH/LH Adjustable
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Lost Camo
  - Realtree Xtra
4570152 (Black) $79.99 ea.
4570153 (Camo) $89.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® TSX™ Pro Micro Adjust Sight
- CNC-Machined, Ultra-Strong, Lightweight Construction
- Ultra-Fine Micro Click Adjustment for Windage and Elevation
- 2” Aperture with Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Level with Two Vertical Bars
- TRU-TOUCH Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- 5 .019” Stainless Steel Tube Pins
- Includes Rheostat Light
- RH/LH Adjustable
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Lost Camo
  - Realtree Xtra
4570102 (Black) $89.99 ea.
4570103 (Camo) $99.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® TSX™ Pro Tool-Less Sight
- Tool-Less Design
- CNC-Machined, Ultra-Strong, Lightweight Construction
- 2” Aperture with Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Level with Two Vertical Bars
- TRU-TOUCH Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- 5 .019” Stainless Steel Tube Pins
- Includes Rheostat Light
- RH/LH Adjustable
4570111 $69.99 ea.
HUNTING SIGHTS

+ **TruGlo® TSX™ Pro Standard Sight**
  - CNC-Machined; Ultra-strong, Lightweight Construction
  - 2’ Aperture with Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
  - Adjustable and 3rd Axis Level with Two Vertical Bars
  - TRU-TOUCH Soft-feel Technical Coating
  - Reversible bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
  - .029” Stainless Steel Tube Pins
  - Includes Rheostat Light
  - RH/LH Adjustable
  - Fits 3/16” Slotted Sights
  - Available Colors: Red Green Yellow
  - Included: Micro Push-Button Light
  - 3 Pin $29.99 ea. 5 Pin $34.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Rite Site XS™ Sight**
  - Unique Pin Design Increases Brightness
  - Large 2” Circular Field of View
  - Ultra-Strong, Lightweight Pin Guard
  - Large, 1.8” Circular Field of View
  - Level with Two Vertical Bars
  - CNC Machined
  - Adjustable for Left and Right Handed Shooters
  - Markings for Elevation and Windage
  - Includes Adjustable Rheostat Light
  - .019” Fiber Optic Pins
  - Available in 3 or 5 Pin Model
  - Available in Black Only
  - Fits 3/16” Slotted Sights
  - Available Colors: Black Pink Camo
  - 3 Pin $34.99 ea. 5 Pin $44.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Carbon XS™ Sight**
  - Ultra Lightweight Carbon-Composite Construction
  - Micro Push-Button Light
  - Tru-Flo™ Fiber Design
  - Extra, Extra Long Fully-Protected Fibers
  - Large, 1.8” Circular Field of View
  - Level with Two Vertical Bars
  - Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
  - Glow-In-The-Dark Shooter’s Ring Helps Align Peep Sight
  - Adjustable for Left and Right Handed Shooters
  - Available Colors: Black Pink Camo
  - 3 Pin $34.99 ea. 5 Pin $44.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Storm™ Sight**
  - Lightweight and compact
  - CNC-machined aluminum construction
  - Enlarged 2” circular field of view
  - Adjustable for Left and Right Handed Shooters
  - Available Sizes: 3 Pin 5 Pin
  - Available In Black Only
  - 3 Pin $24.99 ea. 5 Pin $27.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Brite Site™ Xtreme Sight**
  - Large, 2” Circular Field of View
  - Lightweight Composite Pin Guard
  - Glow-In-The-Dark Shooter’s Ring Helps Align Peep Sight
  - Level with Two Vertical Bars
  - CNC Machined
  - Adjustable for Left and Right Handed Shooters
  - Markings for Elevation and Windage
  - .029” Fiber Optic Pins
  - Available in a 3 Pin Model or 5 Pin Model w/ Light
  - 3 Pin $24.99 ea. 5 Pin w/ Light $29.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Pendulum Adjustable Sight with Light**
  - Extremely Quiet and Lightweight
  - CNC-Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Pendulum Can be Locked in Place for Ground Shooting
  - Automatically Compensates for Distances of up to 30 Yards
  - 1.8” Circular Field of View
  - .029” Extra-long Protected Wrapped Fiber
  - Adjustable for Left and Right-Handed Shooters
  - Available in Black
  - Fits 3/16” Slotted Sights
  - Available Colors: Black Realtree Xtra
  - Fits 3/16” Slotted Sights
  - 5 Pin $94.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Archer’s Choice® Range Rover™ Sight**
  - 1.8” Aperture with Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
  - All-Metal .019” Pin with a Extra-Long, Fully Protected Wrapped Fiber
  - CNC-Machined; Precision Linkage System
  - Micro-Adjust Windage Precision Click Design
  - Too-Less Yardage Lock, Tool-Less Windage Lock
  - Ultra-Smooth Bracket for Easy One-Hand Adjustment
  - Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
  - Laser Marks for Windage and Elevation Adjustments
  - Quiver Can be Mounted Directly to Bracket (Mounting Plate Included)
  - Includes Adjustable Rheostat Light
  - Includes Over 40 Pre-Marked Yardage Tapes
  - Specify RH or LH
  - Accepts Range Rover Lens Kit, 1.87” Lens (Not Included)
  - Fits TruGlo 2013 and later Archer’s Choice® Range Rover Sights
  - 4570114 (RH) $84.99 ea. 4570150 (LH) $94.99 ea.

+ **TruGlo® Range Rover™ Lens Kit**
  - Optical Grade Polymer - Stronger / Lighter than Glass
  - Anti-Reflective Lens Coating
  - Abrasion, Scratch-Resistant
  - +0.5 Diopter, Approx. 2x Magnification
  - 1.87” Diameter
  - Includes Lens, O Rings, Anodized Aluminum Retaining Ring and Cleaning Cloth
  - Fits TruGlo 2013 and later Archer’s Choice® Range Rover Sights
  - 4570048 $69.99 ea.

+ **Apex Gear™ Covert™ Pro Sight**
  - PW-DOT™ Illuminated Center-Dot Technology - single adjustable green LED Center Dot with 11 Brightness Settings Providing Superior Long-Distance Accuracy
  - Precision Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Ultra Smooth Easy One-Hand Adjustments
  - Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
  - 1.8” Aperture Housing Allows for Easy Vertical and Horizontal Tilt Adjustment for Fine-Tuning
  - Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
  - Micro-Adjustable Windage / Elevation
  - Includes Over 60 Pre-Marked Yardage Tapes to Simply Setup
  - Rear-Facing, Easy-to-See Yardage Tape Location and Adjustable Yardage Pointer
  - Bracket Incorporates Dampened End-of-Travel Stops
  - Glow-In-The-Dark Shooter’s Ring
  - Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users
  - Includes Neoprene Aperture Cover
  - 5470036 $179.99 ea.

+ **Apex Gear™ Covert™ 4 Pin Sight**
  - Precision Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Equipped with a Roving Bracket, Helping Make it the Ultimate Multi-Pin Hunting Sight
  - Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
  - Pro-Brite™ Pin Technology That Minimizes Pin Gap and Maximizes Pin Brightness
  - Versa-Pin™ Allows the Pin Color to be Changed in Seconds by Sliding Pin in Fiber Versa-Track™
  - (4) .019” Fiber Optic Pins
  - 1.8” Aperture Diameter
  - Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
  - Micro-Adjustable Windage / Elevation
  - Glow-In-The-Dark Shooter’s Ring
  - Includes Micro Push-Button Light
  - Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users
  - Includes Neoprene Aperture Cover
  - Available Colors: Black Realtree Xtra
  - 5470037 (Black) $124.99 ea. 5470038 (Realtree Xtra) $134.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com

Sights, Rests & Releases
+ Apex Gear™ Covert™ Sight
- Quick-Change Pin Technology
- Includes .010" and .018″ Quick-Change Pins with Extra Long, Fully protected Green, Red and Yellow Fibers
- Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
- Precision Machined Aluminum Construction with Stainless Steel Hardware
- Ultra-Smooth, Easy One-hand Adjustment
- 1.8″ (i.d.) Aperture Housing also includes Vertical and Horizontal Thrust Adjustments
- Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring Aligns Scope Housing to Peep
- Micro-adjust Windage and Elevation
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
- Rear-facing, Easy-to-See Yardage Tape Location and Adjustable Yardage pointer
- Bracket IncorporatesDampered End-of-Travel Stops
- Adjustable Long-range Yardage Stop Customizes Max-yardage Setting
- Quiver can be Mounted Directly to the Bracket
- For Left and Right-handed Shooters
- Compact / Lightweight Design - Weighs Approximately 8.5 oz.
- Includes over 60 Pre-marked Yardage Tapes
- Adjustable Micro Push-button Light Included
- Compatible with Apex Gear™ Covert™ Sights
- Universal Kit Contains Four Converters to Easily Fit Most Sights
- Machined Aluminum Construction
- Positive Click Knob Quickly and Easily Adjusts to Your Lighting Needs
- NEW G5® Universal Rheostat Sight Light
- Operates on (3) 373 Batteries Included

+ Apex Gear™ Covert™ Sight Lens Kit
- Compatible with Covert™ Series Sights
- Includes a 2x (.050 diopter) Lens and Retainer Ring

+ Apex Gear™ Attitude Opti-Choice™ Sight
- Features the Opti-Choice™ Pin Selector Allowing You to Select which Pin to Illuminate
- Precision Machined Aluminum Construction
- Pro-Brite™ Pin Technology that Minimizes Pin Gap and Maximizes Pin Brightness
- (5) - .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- 2″ Aperture Diameter
- Micro-adjust Windage/Elevation
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
- Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Tu-Touch™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users

+ Apex Gear™ Attitude Micro-Adjust Sight
- Precision Machined Aluminum Construction
- Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- Pro-Brite™ Pin Technology that Minimizes Pin Gap and Maximizes Pin Brightness
- (5) - .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- 2″ Aperture Diameter
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
- Micro-adjust Windage / Elevation
- Markings for Elevation / Pin Adjustments
- Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Tu-Touch™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users

+ Apex Gear™ Attitude Sight
- Precision Machined Aluminum Construction
- Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- Pro-Brite™ Pin Technology that Minimizes Pin Gap and Maximizes Pin Brightness
- (5) - .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- 2″ Aperture Diameter
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
- Markings for Elevation / Pin Adjustments
- Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Tu-Touch™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users

+ Apex Gear™ ACCU-STRIKE™ Sight
- Lightweight / Compact Design - Weighs 5 Ounces
- TRU-FLO™ Fiber Design
- Extra Long Fibers Routed through Bracket for Increased Durability and Exposure to UV Light
- TRU-TOUCH™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Quick and Easy Fiber Replacement
- Adjustable Micro Push-button Light Included
- Special Light Location Allows for More Effective Light Distribution to Fibers
- CNC-Machined
- Aperture has 1.8″ Inner Diameter
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- Adjustable for Left and Right Hand Users
- Available Colors: Lost Camo®, Realtree AP®

+ Apex Gear™ ACCU-STRIKE™ Sight Lens Kit
- Available Camo Colors: Lost Camo®, Realtree AP®, Realtree Xtra®

+ G5® Optix XR™ Sight
- 100% Lightweight Magnesium Alloy Construction Provides High Strength at 35% Less Weight than Aluminum Sights
- Features Include Harmonic Damper, Built-In Visor Arrow Bumper, Third Axis Tuning & Bubble Level
- Three Generation 2.0 Smart-Pins in .019″
- One Hybrid Floating Smart-Pin
- 3X Micro-Adjustments
- Corrosion-Resistant Components
- Weighs Only 6 oz.
- Right or Left Hand
- Available in Realtree AP®, and Lost Camo®

+ G5® Optix XR2 Camo Sight
- 1 Fixed Pin Plus 1 Hybrid - Floating Pin Design
- Improved Functionality and Additional Pin Travel Increases Shootability
- Larger Adjustment Knob with Vinyl Yardage Tape
- 3X Micro-Adjustments
- Third Axis Tuning
- Dual Riser Mounting Locations
- Magnesium Alloy Construction
- Harmonic Damper
- Built-in visor and Rubber Arrow bumper
- .019 Smart Pin
- Available Camo Colors: Lost Camo®, Realtree AP®

+ G5® G5 Optix XR2 Camo Sight
- AVAILABLE for 2024
- Gravity-Line™ Rotational Adjustment Aligns Pin Movement with Gravity
- Reversible Bracket for Greater Vertical Adjustability
- Pro-Brite™ Pin Technology that Minimizes Pin Gap and Maximizes Pin Brightness
- (5) - .019 Fiber Optic Pins
- 2″ Aperture Diameter
- Adjustable 2nd and 3rd Axis Illuminated Level
- Markings for Elevation / Pin Adjustments
- Glow-in-the-Dark Shooter’s Ring
- Tu-Touch™ Soft-feel Technical Coating
- Adjustable for Right and Left Hand Users

Price:
- $84.99 ea.
- $94.99 ea.
- $99.99 ea.
- $119.99 ea.
- $169.95 ea.
- $199.95 ea.
**Hunting Sights**

**+ Black Gold Pure Gold 75 Sight**
- Made from 7075 Billet Aluminum
- 5 All-Metal, Machined BombProof Micro-groove Pin
- Micro Adjustable Windage and Elevation for Quick Sighting In
- Metal Guard over Fiber Optics and Photocromatic Shell
- Angled Sight Tape for Better Visibility
- Exclusive Dry Coating
- True 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Oversized Level
- Zero Stop Feature so You can Set to Default Distance just by Feel
- 54 Sight Tapes Included
- Interchangeable Fluorescent Guard Rings for Fast Sight Acquisition
- Dial of Death Adjustment System gives Target Sight Accuracy to Bowhunters
- More Range and Adjustability than Traditional Hunting Slider Sights
- Works Great with One Piece Quivers
- Quick, Smooth and Quiet Adjustment
- RH or LH Model Available

3200020 \( \text{Price: } \$349.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Pure Adrenaline 75 Sight**
- 7075 Aluminum Alloy Construction
- PhotoChromatic Technology Automatically Darkens in Bright Light to Prevent Pin Haze
- SkyCoil Technology Gathers Light from Above for Unmatched Pin Brightness
- MVD (Metal Vertical Drive), All-Metal Vertical Drive Mechanism
- Horizontal and Vertical 8-Click-Per-Inch Gang Micro-Adjustment
- Inch Wheel Adjustment, Floating Pin Bushings for Smooth, Easy Fine-Tuning
- Zero-Stop Feature Allows You to Move Your Sight to a Default Distance without Looking
- 3RD Axis Adjustability, Angled Sight Tape, Oversized Level and Fluorescent Guard Rings
- 5-.019" Machined Micro Groove Pins
- RH or LH Model Available

3200022 \( \text{Price: } \$299.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Pure Driven 75 Sight**
- Made from 7075 Billet Aluminum
- 1 All-Metal, Machined BombProof Micro-groove Pin
- Micro Adjustable Windage and Elevation for Quick Sighting In
- Metal Guard over Fiber Optics and Photocromatic Shell
- Angled Sight Tape for Better Visibility
- Exclusive Dry Coating
- True 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Oversized Level
- Zero Stop Feature
- 54 Sight Tapes Included
- Interchangeable Fluorescent Guard Rings
- Dial of Death Adjustment System
- More Range and Adjustability
- Works Great with One Piece Quivers
- Quick, Smooth and Quiet Adjustment
- RH or LH Model Available

3200021 \( \text{Price: } \$259.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Backdraft Sight**
- High-performance PhotoChromatic shell: 30% Tougher, Turns Color Faster!
- Floating Pin Bushings
- Oversized Second Axis Adjustable Level
- Wide Detrin™ Hush Wheels for Smooth Adjustment and Quiet Operation
- Gang Horizontal and Vertical Calibrated Adjustment
- Inch Wheel Micro-Adjustable Pins
- Interchangeable Fluorescent Guard Ring
- Standard Pin Guard, 1-3/4" Housing Diameter
  - 5-.019" Microgroove Pins; Weighs 7.3 oz.
  - 2X or 4X Lens Adaptable (Optional) Makes Targets Easier to See
- RH or LH Model Available

3200026 \( \text{Price: } \$174.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Revenge Sight**
- High-performance PhotoChromatic Shell
- Wide Detrin™ Hush Wheels
- Floating Pin Bushings
- Lockable Thirt Axis Prevents Movement when You Tighten Screws
- Full 2nd And 3rd Axis Adjustability, 3rd Axis Adjustability Accurate
- Uphill/Dowhill Shooting
- Oversized Second Axis Adjustable Level
- Inch Wheel Micro-Adjustable Pins
- Interchangeable Fluorescent Guard Ring
- Standard Pin Guard, 1-3/4" Housing Diameter
  - 5-.019" Microgroove Pins; Weighs 8.8 oz.
  - Direct Mount Sculpted Base
  - 2X or 4X Lens Adaptable (Optional) Makes Targets Easier to See
  - RH or LH Model Available

3200027 \( \text{Price: } \$239.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Blind Man’s Light Kit**
- Great for Indoor Target Shooting or the Last Few Minutes of Shooting Hours from Inside a Blind
- Adjustable Intensity which is Operated by Simply Twisting the Head of the Light
- Operates Over 30 Hours on Three 392 Batteries (included)
- Fits All Black Gold Sights

3200024 \( \text{Price: } \$22.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Widow Maker™ Sight**
- 2" Machined Aluminum Guard
- Sculpted Base with Oversized Clamping Dowel
- Inch Wheel Adjustment, One Full Turn Equals One Full Inch at 20 Yards
- 1st and 2nd Axis Adjustability
- Larger 2nd Axis Adjustable Level
- Photochromatic Technology
- Revolutionary Sycoil
  - 5-.019", Weighs 6.8 oz.
  - RH or LH Model Available

3200018 \( \text{Price: } \$149.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Ascent™ Sight**
- 1-3/4" Machined Aluminum Guard
- Sculpted Base with Oversized Clamping Dowel
- "Dial-of-Death" Adjustment System gives Target Sight Accuracy to Bowhunters
- Zero-Out Feature Lets You Instantly Dial to Pre-Determined Yardage Without Looking
- Quick, Smooth And Quiet Adjustment
- Photocromatic Technology
- Revolutionary Sycoil
- 3-.019" BombProof Machined Pins
- Weighs 9.2 oz.
- 54 Different Sight Tapes Included
- RH or LH Model Available

3200014 \( \text{Price: } \$189.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Lens Kit**
- Designed to Mount to the Single Pin Ascent Ambush Head or Any 1-3/4" Sight Head
- Magnified Lens Helps Bring Your Target Up Close
- Built-in Sun Shade Minimizes Glare
- Easy to Install Using Only Two Screws

3200025 \( \text{Price: } \$99.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Ascent™ Ambush Sight**
- 1-3/4" Machined Aluminum Guard
- Sculpted Base with Oversized Clamping Dowel
- "Dial-of-Death" Adjustment System gives Target Sight Accuracy to Bowhunters
- Zero-Out Feature Lets You Instantly Dial To Pre-Determined Yardage Without Looking
- Quick, Smooth And Quiet Adjustment
- Photocromatic Technology
- Revolutionary Sycoil Gathers Light from Above for Unmatched Pin Brightness
- Single .019" BombProof Machined Pin
- Weighs 8.8 oz.
- 54 Different Sight Tapes Included
- RH or LH Model Available

3200013 \( \text{Price: } \$179.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Pure Gold 95 Sight**
- Made from 7075 Billet Aluminum
- 9 All-Metal, Machined BombProof Micro-groove Pin
- Micro Adjustable Windage and Elevation for Quick Sighting In
- Metal Guard over Fiber Optics and Photocromatic Shell
- Angled Sight Tape for Better Visibility
- Exclusive Dry Coating
- True 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustment
- Oversized Level
- Zero Stop Feature so You can Set to Default Distance just by Feel
- 54 Sight Tapes Included
- Interchangeable Fluorescent Guard Rings for Fast Sight Acquisition
- Dial of Death Adjustment System gives Target Sight Accuracy to Bowhunters
- More Range and Adjustability than Traditional Hunting Slider Sights
- Works Great with One Piece Quivers
- Quick, Smooth and Quiet Adjustment
- RH or LH Model Available

3200020 \( \text{Price: } \$349.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Black Gold Ascent™ Ambush Sight**
- 1-3/4" Machined Aluminum Guard
- Sculpted Base with Oversized Clamping Dowel
- "Dial-of-Death" Adjustment System gives Target Sight Accuracy to Bowhunters
- Zero-Out Feature Lets You Instantly Dial To Pre-Determined Yardage Without Looking
- Quick, Smooth And Quiet Adjustment
- Photocromatic Technology
- Revolutionary Sycoil Gathers Light from Above for Unmatched Pin Brightness
- Single .019" BombProof Machined Pin
- Weighs 8.8 oz.
- 54 Different Sight Tapes Included
- RH or LH Model Available

3200013 \( \text{Price: } \$179.95 \text{ ea.} \)

**+ Cobra Venom G2 Sight**
- Compact All-metal Sight Body and Extension
- Precision-machined, Dowel Vent and Elevation
- 5 TKO™ Fiber Optic Pins
- Dual Angled Tracks for Zero Gap Pin
- Spacing on a Single Plane
- Black, Round Sight Guard with Gla-orange Ring for Quick Target Acquisition
- Laser Etched Lines for Windage and Elevation
- Built-in Bubble Level
- Right Hand Only

1850062 \( \text{Price: } \$24.99 \text{ ea.} \)
+ **Extreme EXR Series 2000 Sniper Sight**
- Integrated Sun Shade with Laser Engraved Logo Installed
- 1-3/4" Advanced Wire Frame Housing that will Accept Lenses and Sun Shade
- (6) .015" Lightning Fire Fiber Optic Stainless Steel Tube Pins
- 2nd & 3rd Axis Level Adjustments for Long Range Accuracy
- Tool-Less & Micro Drive Adjustments for Both Windage and Elevation
- Ultra Smooth Individual Pin Adjustments on (2) Stainless Steel Rods
- Bushing System Eliminates Rattle and Makes Adjustments Silky Smooth
- Precise Laser Engraved Marks with Stainless Steel Pin Indicators
- Pins are Mounted on a Single Vertical Plane for No Misaligned Pins
- All Parts are CNC Machined and Hand Fit to Exact Tolerances
- Dovetail Mount Extends from 4" to 8-3/4"
- Purple Haze Adjustable Rheostat Light Included
- RH or LH Model Available

$139.99 ea.

2150087 (Realtree AP®)

800-829-7408

Brandon “Buddy Boy” Austin - Showroom Lead

with PA Buck

w/ PA Buck
### Covers / Batteries / Sight Lights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viper Large Sight Cover</strong></td>
<td>- Quality Made Sight &amp; Scope Cover</td>
<td>$14.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Water Resistant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 8” x 6.5”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available in Black or Realtree® Camo</td>
<td>$14.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAS Sight &amp; Scope Cover</strong></td>
<td>- Protects Your Scope from Outside Elements</td>
<td>$9.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reduces Glare on Lens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easily Attached and Removed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available in Black Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GamePlan Gear Sight 2 Skin Cover</strong></td>
<td>- Neoprene Sight Cover</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Can be Stretched Over Any Sight to Add Valuable Protection to Your Pins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Innovative “Cupped” Shape and Elastic Strap Combination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Allows for Quick and Easy On-and-Off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available in Black Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HME Sight Pin Cover</strong></td>
<td>- Protects Sight Pins During Travel</td>
<td>$9.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Made of a Heavy-Duty, Puncture-Resistant Polyester Material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- One Size Fits All</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cinches Tight with Cord/Cordlock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G5® Universal Rheostat Sight Light</strong></td>
<td>- Blue LED Rheostat Light Offers Seven Different Levels of Brightness</td>
<td>$34.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Positive Click Knob Quickly and Easily Adjusts to Your Lighting Needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sealed Electronics Eliminate Damage from Moisture and Cold Weather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Machined Aluminum Construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Universal Kit Contains Four Converters to Easily Fit Most Sights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 7/16”-20 3/8”-32 3/8”-32 1/4”-28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 373 Batteries Included</td>
<td>$5.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HHA Blue Burst 2500 Light</strong></td>
<td>- Fits all HHA Fiber Optic Sights (excluding 3000 Series)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Mounting Bracket Attaches to Exterior of Sight and Illuminates Fiber Wrap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rheostat Feature Controls the Brightness of Light for Any Shooting Conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trophy Ridge® Sight Light</strong></td>
<td>- 3-Position Rheostat Sight Light</td>
<td>$14.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- All Metal Construction for Increased Durability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (L736) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Features 3 Levels of Brightness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 7/16-20 Threads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AXION Adjustable Blue Sight Light</strong></td>
<td>- Increases Lighting to Pins in Low Light Areas</td>
<td>$15.00 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easy to Control and Adjust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 3/8” x 32 Threads with Adaptor for 7/16” x 40 Threads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (2) 392 Batteries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copper John Universal Rheostat Light</strong></td>
<td>- A True Rheostat Light, not a Multi-position Circuit</td>
<td>$24.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fits 1/4-28 and Includes Adapters for 3/8-32, 3/8-36, 7/16-20 and Trophy Ridge Offset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copper John Afterburner Rheostat Light</strong></td>
<td>- A True Rheostat Light, not a Multi-position Circuit</td>
<td>$14.95 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Fits the entire Dead Nuts 3 Sight Line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 3/8x32 Thread will Fit Most Standard Sights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bracket is Required on Most Models and is Included with the Sight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Screws Directly Into Hogg Wrap and Bulletproof Sight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Provides Exceptional Light to Increase Fiber Visibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TruGlo® Tru-Lite™</strong></td>
<td>- Easy to Operate Violet LED</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Included Adapters to Fit 3/8”-32, 3/8”-36 and 7/16”-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Compatible with Copper John, PSE, Spot-Hogg, Trophy Ridge, TruGlo, and Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Violet LED - Replaceable Batteries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Included Adapters to Fit 3/8”-32, 3/8”-36 and 7/16”-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Compatible with Copper John, PSE, Spot-Hogg, Trophy Ridge, TruGlo, and Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Operates on (3) 392 (LR41) Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TruGlo® Hunter’s Lite™</strong></td>
<td>- Great for Illuminating Fiber Optic Pins; Hands Free Operation</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Dual Position On/Off Switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexible Neck Retains Desired Position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Super-Bright Blue LED, Operates on (2) 2016 Batteries Included</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Includes Removable Clip &amp; Velcro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sight Light Batteries (373)</strong></td>
<td>- Replacement Batteries, Fits Axcel Sights (Thinner Version)</td>
<td>$5.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 3 Per Pack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sight Light Batteries (392)</strong></td>
<td>- Replacement Batteries (Thinner Version)</td>
<td>$4.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 3 Per Pack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sight Light Batteries (393)</strong></td>
<td>- Replacement Batteries (Thicker Version)</td>
<td>$3.99 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2 Per Pack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Sold Individually</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lithium Batteries (CR2016)</strong></td>
<td>- Replacement Batteries (Larger Diameter)</td>
<td>$4.49 pk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2 Per Pack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TARGET ARROW RESTS

+ **Ripcord® X-Factor Rest**
  - Easy and Easy Micro-Adjustability: Up/Down, Left/Right and Blade Angle!
  - Locks Down Rock-Solid
  - Two Interchangeable Arms Included (Long Arm Allows for Torque Tuning)
  - The "Best" Launcher, .080 Tempered Spring Steel Blade for Optimal Strength, Feel, Consistency
  - All Precision-Machined Components
  - Specify Right or Left Hand

  3700008
  $144.95 ea.

+ **AAE Freak Show Rest**
  - Jesse Broadway's Mount Design
  - Scorching System for Changing Out the Launcher Blade without Having to Re-Adjust Your Tune
  - Launcher Arm Rotates for Blade Angle
  - Laser-Etched Adjustment Lines and Oversized Lock-Down Screws
  - Comes Standard with .009", .010", .012" Wide and Narrow Blades
  - Available Models: Standard Extended
  - Replacement Launcher Sizes Include Freak, Standard and Wide (.008", .010", .012"
  - Specify Right or Left Hand

  1790125
  $149.99 ea.
  1790112 (Replacement Launchers) $11.49 ea.

+ **AAE Pro Blade Rest**
  - Toughest Micro-Adjustable Target Rest on the Market Today
  - Features AAE's Own Design in Launcher Blades with a Unique Indexing System for Changing Out the Launcher Blade without Having to Re-Adjust
  - Launcher Arm Rotates for Blade Angle
  - Laser-Etched Adjustment Lines and Oversized Lock-Down Screws
  - Micro-Adjustable Elevation & Windage
  - Rest Comes Standard with .008" and .010" Standard Blades
  - Available Models: Standard Extended
  - Replacement Launcher Sizes Include Freak, Standard and Wide (.008", .010", .012"
  - Available Colors Standard Model Only:
    - Black
    - Blue
    - Silver
    - Red
    - Pink
  - Specify Right or Left Hand

  1790116
  $121.99 ea.
  1790136 (Colors, Std. Model Only) $131.99 ea.
  1790112 (Replacement Launchers) $11.49 ea.

+ **AAE Lil' Freakshow Rest**
  - Full Capture Blade Rest Designed to Help Advance the Beginning Target Shooter to The Next Level
  - The Capture Bar is a Safety Addition to Keep the Archer's Arrow in a Safe Place while Drawing Back, Aiming and Executing the Shot. It is Easily Removed as the Archer Advances
  - Comes with a Standard .10" Blade
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - Available Colors: Black, Pink

  1790140 (Black)
  $42.99 ea.
  1790159 (Pink)
  $42.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Spring Steel 2 Rest**
  - Includes Your Choice of SS Launcher
  - One Allen Wrench for All Adjustments
  - Available Launchers: .008", .010", .012" Wide or Narrow V
  - Available Mounts: Short Mount, Long Mount
  - Available Colors: Black, Silver
  - Specify RH or LH

  4520007 (Slide Adjust)
  $49.50 ea.
  4520005 (Micro Adjust)
  $66.50 ea.
  2870936 (Launcher Only) $8.49 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Stainless Steel Launcher Blade**
  - Stainless Spring Steel Tempered Replacement Blades
  - Resists Corrosion and Provides Stiffer Spring Feel
  - Available Thickness: .008" (For Arrows Under 325 Grains)
    - .010" (For Arrows 325 to 425 Grains)
    - .012" (For Arrows Over 425 Grains)
  - Available Models: 1 Hole Wide V for (>=24/64" Arrows)
    - 1 Hole Narrow V for (<23/64" Arrows)
  - Fits Trophy Taker Spring Steel 1 Rests

  4520015
  $8.49 ea.

+ **LAS Black Spring Steel Launcher Blade**
  - Black Spring Steel Tempered Replacement Blades
  - Accepts 2 Hole SS or Best Launchers
  - Available Colors: Black, Silver
  - Specify RH or LH

  2870103
  $8.49 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Spring Steel Pro Rest with Baldur’s Blade**
  - All Metal Construction
  - Features Fully Adjustable Blade Angle
  - Micro Adjustable Windage and Elevation
  - Large Bold Markings Allow for Easier Adjustment
  - Includes .010" Baldur’s Launcher
  - Available Colors: Black, Silver
  - Specify RH or LH

  4520061 (Rest)
  $76.00 ea.
  4520062 (Replacement Blade) $8.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Spring Steel 2 Pro Rest**
  - Includes Your Choice of SS Launcher
  - One Allen Wrench for All Adjustments
  - Available Launchers: .008", .010", .012" Wide or Narrow V
  - Available Mounts: Short Mount, Long Mount
  - Available Colors: Black, Silver
  - Specify RH or LH

  4520025 (Slide Adjust)
  $49.50 ea.
  4520014 (Micro Adjust)
  $66.50 ea.
  4520119 (Launcher Only) $8.49 ea.

+ **The "SuperSteel" SS Launcher**
  - Stainless Spring Steel Tempered Replacement Blades
  - Resists Corrosion and Provides Stiffer Spring Feel
  - Sizes to Fit Most Launcher Rests
  - Available Thickness: .008" (For Arrows Under 325 Grains)
    - .010" (For Arrows 325 to 425 Grains)
    - .012" (For Arrows Over 425 Grains)
  - Wide V for >=24/64" Arrows, Narrow V for <23/64" Arrows
  - Specify Launcher Style When Ordering
  - Note: 1 Hole Blade Will Not Fit Trophy Taker; Use Item Above

  2870036
  $8.49 ea.

+ **Infitec Compound Rest**
  - Micro Adjustable Compound Rest Reinforced at the Outer Housing End of Blade Shaft Rotation
  - Accepts Universal Size of Launcher Blade
  - Fully Adjustable Spring Tension
  - Laser-Etched Lines for Micro Adjustment
  - Includes 0.2T, 0.25T, 0.3T Launcher Blades & Allen Wrench Set
  - Specify RH or LH

  1760287
  $69.99 ea.

+ **Cartel Midas II Launcher Rest**
  - Micro Adjustable Rest with a Two Hole Launcher Blade
  - Micro-Adjusted Windage and Elevation Adjustments
  - Includes .010" Launcher
  - Available in Black Only
  - Specify RH or LH

  1780142
  $64.99 ea.

+ **Vapor Trail Blade X Rest**
  - Fully-Micro-Adjustable Spring Steel Stationary Rest
  - Nearly Limitless Adjustment Options
  - Main Mounting System is Micro-Adjustable in Both Windage and Elevation, Both Having 3 Separate “Pin-Home” Locations and Two Separate Bolt Locations. 6 Positions to Micro-Adjust
  - "Exact Fit" Slot-To- Accommodate 8 Different Blade Configurations
  - Blade Angle is Completely Micro-Adjustable
  - Transforms to and From the Limb Driver Micro Elite
  - Specify RH or LH

  5530010
  $139.99 ea.
Sights, Rests & Releases

+ **Hamskea Full Capture Versa Rest with MicroTune**
  - Micro-tune Feature for Both Vertical and Horizontal Adjustments
  - Removable Containment Bracket Made of 30% Glass-Filled Nylon
  - Includes a Wide-Blade Launcher
  - Side Gate Rubber Torsion
  - End-2-End (E2E) Sealed Stainless Bearing Containment System
  - Can be Configured in Multiple Ways to Accommodate Shooting Styles
  - Top Limb Actuated (standard) - Bottom Limb Actuated
  - Cable Actuated - Fixed Position/Blade
  - Octagon Shaped Launcher Shaft Allows for Repeatable Non-slip Attachment of the Compression Lever Arm
  - 3 Launcher Blade Options Included
  - Specify RH or LH
  - $219.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Versa Level**
  - Conveniently Check and Adjust 1st & 2nd Axis Relationship on Your Sight
  - Universal for Right or Left Handed Shooters by Reversing the Catch Plate
  - $54.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Versa Overdraw**
  - Designed as an Extension of the VersaRest system
  - $199.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Versa Rest Level**
  - Conveniently Check and Adjust 1st & 2nd Axis Relationship on your Sight
  - When Mounted to a Versa Rest, Assess 3rd Axis Setting at Full Draw Accounting for the Effects of Static to Full Draw Shift
  - Maximize Up/Down Hill Accuracy
  - $29.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Full Capture Versa Rest**
  - Full Containment Bracket is Made of 30% Glass-Filled Nylon
  - Includes a Wide-Blade Launcher that Picks Up the Arrow in Every Position
  - “Torsol” Side Gate Ensures Easy Arrow Loading and Accommodates All Arrow Sizes
  - Most Versatile and Configurable Rest on the Market Today
  - iBeam Design is Proven to be the Strongest and Lightest
  - End-2-End (E2E) sealed stainless bearing containment system
  - EDE Design Captures the Outboard End of the Shaft, Driving the Effects of Bearing Wear to Almost Zero
  - Stainless Steel Bearings Ensure a Smooth “Swiss Watch” Type Action and the Full Capture Design of the Outer Bearing Results in ZT2
  - The “C” Clamp Compression Lever Arm Design and the Octagon Shaft Allow for Repeatable Attachment with Zero Slip
  - Employs a Patent Pending In-Line Spring Mounted to the Limb Clamp that Minimizes Launcher Bounce
  - Can be Configured in Multiple Ways to Accommodate Shooting Style
  - Top Limb Actuated - Bottom Limb Actuated
  - Cable Actuated - Fixed Position/Blade
  - Adjustable Spring Tension Mode - Fixed Position/Blade
  - 3 Launcher Blade Options Included
  - Specify RH or LH
  - $199.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Limb Clamp Assembly Kit**
  - This Kit will Retro Fit for Most Limb Actuated Arrow Rests
  - Patent Pending Inline Spring Buffers the Shock and Reduces the Launcher Bounce Back Helping to Eliminate Laucherner’s Contact
  - Kit includes: Limb Clamps and Anti-Skid Pads
  - Available Sizes: Standard 5/8” 3/4”

+ **Belter Compound Rest**
  - Horizontal and Vertical Movement Without Loosening or Tightening Any Screw!
  - Highest Precision, Rest Allows Precision Adjustments of 0.02mm
  - Both Vertical and Horizontal Blocks have Vernier Scales (like a caliper); Settings can be Reproduced, Resulting in Zero Play
  - Launcher Can Be Set at Two Different Angles - 30° or 35°
  - Guide Plates: Minimizes Oscillation After the Shot and Changes the Stiffness of the Launcher
  - Note: Does Not Fit Hoyt Carbon Matrix/Element without Sight Modification to the Mounting Plate
  - $79.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Infinity Rest**
  - Top of the Line Micro-Adjustable Arrow Rest
  - M.A.S. Maximum Arrow Support Technology
  - Includes .008 & .010 Narrow Best Launchers
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - $104.99 ea.

+ **Spot-Hogg Premier Rest**
  - Well Over a Decade Later, the Premiere Rest is Still the #1 Choice
  - M.A.S. Maximum Arrow Support Technology
  - Micro-Adjustable Windage and Elevation
  - Spring Loaded Launcher with Adjustable Tension
  - Includes .008 & .010 Narrow Best Launchers
  - Specify Right or Left Hand
  - $74.99 ea.

+ **Hamskea Limb Clamp**
  - End-2-End (E2E) Sealed Stainless Bearing Containment System
  - Top Limb Actuated (standard) - Bottom Limb Actuated
  - Cable Actuated - Fixed Position/Blade
  - 3 Launcher Blade Options Included
  - Specify RH or LH
  - $174.99 ea.
**DROP AWAY HUNTING ARROW RESTS**

**+ QAD Ultra-Rest™ HDX™ Arrow Rest**
- Precision CNC Aluminum, Sleek, Curved Capture Bar for More Versatility
- Redesigned Vertical for More Versatility
- AVT™ Advanced Vibration Technology™
- LDT™ Lock Down Technology™
- VDT™ Velocity Drop-Away Technology™
- Total Arrow Containment
- Easy Adjust Timing Cord with Clamp or Cord Lock
- Full Draw Indicator - Insures Proper Launcher Position at Full Draw
- Noise Reducing Laser Cut Felt
- Break Away Safety Feature
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Models: Black Red Realtree AP Tactical
- Specify RH or LH

![QAD Ultra-Rest™ HDX™ Arrow Rest](image1)

**Price:**
- 3560021 (Lost Camo) $144.95 ea.
- 3560022 (Realtree AP) $144.95 ea.
- 3560023 (Black) $129.95 ea.
- 3560024 (Red) $144.95 ea.
- 3560025 (Mossy Oak Infinity) $144.95 ea.
- 3560026 (PSE) $159.95 ea.

**+ AAE Hawkeye Arrow Rest**
- Full Capture, Limb Driven Fall-Away Rest
- Features a Flexible Launcher Arm and External Spring
- Nylon Activation Cord Can Be Attached to Top or Bottom Limb Depending on Desired Application
- Includes with an AAE Standard Limb Sandwich and Launch Pad
- Specify RH or LH

**Price:**
- 1790139 $56.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Taker XFC Rest**
- Lock and Feel of the Pro Series Rest Without the Price
- Pro Series Containment Ring is Combined with the Proven Launcher System from our X-Treme FC
- This Combination, Wrapped with a New Feel and Sleek Lock
- Available in Black
- Specify RH or LH

**Price:**
- 4520073 $119.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Taker SmackDown Pro Rest**
- Activated by Limb or Up Cable
- Quick Loading Full Containment
- Rubber Flap Gate Loading Slot
- Pivot Lever Design for Fast and Easy Cord Length Adjustment
- Built in Silencing
- Available in Black
- Specify RH or LH

**Price:**
- 4520056 $129.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Taker Pronghorn SL Rest**
- Economical Drop-Away Arrow Rest Designed for the Serious Hunter
- Provides Complete Fletching Clearance
- Rope Attachments to Downward Cable
- Simple Side Lock Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Pronghorn Features a Narrower Launcher for Bows with a Narrow Centershot
- Available in Black Only
- Specify RH or LH

**Price:**
- 4520031 (Pink) $59.99 ea.
- 4520023 (Shakey Hunter Black) $59.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Taker XFC Rest**
- Available Models: Pronghorn Shakey Hunter
- Specify RH or LH

**Price:**
- 1790139 $56.99 ea.

**+ AXT™ Titanium Recon Rest**
- Blend of Titanium and Carbon Components Provide Superior Strength and Durability
- So Light Arrows will Never at its Weight
- AAE's DOA Trigger Technology has Also Been Incorporated into this Game-Changer, Tightening Tolerances and Increasing Accuracy
- Internal Trigger System Allows the Archer to Microfine the Rest to the Arrow for Longer Arrow Contact through the Second Paradox
- Un-Matched System Reaction, 30% Increase in Speed and Arrow Contact
- Available in RH Only

**Price:**
- 7620016 $140.99 ea.

**+ Ripcord Code Red Arrow Rest**
- Exclusive Arrow Containment System
- Drop Dead Internal Brake System Eliminates Bounce Back
- Slimline Launcher for Optimal Tuning
- Lightning Fast Fall-Away Time for Today's Ultra Fast Bows
- Unique Offset Cord Will Not Interfere with Arrow
- Large Windage Adjustment - Fine Tuned to Fit All Bows
- Quiet Operation & Easy Installation
- Red Oven-Molding - Prevents the Need for Moleskin
- Two Position Containment Arm - Up / Down Position
- Sold Separately: Cord Clamp Limb Bracket
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Black Pink Camo

**Price:**
- 3700002 (Black) $59.95 ea.
- 3700001 (Camo) $104.95 ea.
- 3700004 (Pink) $99.95 ea.
- 3700005 (Cord Clamp) $6.99 ea.
- 3700006 (Limb Bracket) $5.99 ea.

**800-829-7408**

**+ AAE DOA Full Capture Drop-Away Rest**
- DOA is The Fastest and Smoothest Fall-Away Rest Available
- Utilizes Rapid Drop Technology
- Simple Finger Cocking Lever Resets the Rest After Each Shot
- Launcher Only Falls Down When You Shoot
- Ball Bearings for Smooth Action
- 100% Arrow Containment
- Easy, Torque-free Setup
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Colors: Black Pink Camo
- Available Models (Black Only):
  - Universal Hoyt Tec Mathews

**Price:**
- 1790118 $149.99 ea.

**+ AAE Pro Drop Limb Activated Fall-Away Rest**
- Limb Activated Fall-Away Rest, Ideal for Both Target and Hunting
- Zero Stretch, Stainless Steel Launcher Cord
- Upon Release, the Arm Stays Up Longer and Gets out of the Way Faster. Resulting in No Cable Torque, No Cam Synchronization Issues, No Variance in Let-off, and No Tuning Hassle
- Micro Adjustabe, Launcher Axle Rides on Ball Bearings for Smoothness
- Specify RH or LH
- Available Models: Universal Hoyt Tec Mathews

**Price:**
- 1790110 $149.99 ea.
Sights, Rests & Releases

**+ Ripcord Ace Arrow Rest**
- Full Containment Drop Away Arrow Rest
- Slimline Launcher for Increased Vane Clearance
- Rubber Overmolding for Quiet Operation
- Firefall Design Means the Launcher Falls Only on the Shot, Not When You Let Down
- Outboard Cord is Adjustable
- Fully Micro-Adjustable Windage and Elevation
- Includes FlexFit Launch Pad and Easy Installation Football Clip
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Black Red Pink
3700007 $144.95 ea.

**+ GS® CMAX Full Containment Rest**
- Quiet, Dropaway, Full 360 Degree Arrow Containment
- Arm Activated by Either Push Button Activation System or Drawing Bow String
- Long Life (1 Million + Cycles for Internals)
- All Metal Frame - Weight: 2.7oz
- Rock Solid Box Ways
- Top or Bottom Limb Activated
- Naturally No Bounce Back
- Any Fletching Orientation will Clear
- T’s Adjustment for Height and Windage
- Easy to Setup (5 Minutes from Open Package)
- Rubber Parts Easily Replaceable
- Field Serviceable
- Available Colors: Blue Black Red Purple Green
2240107 $129.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Ridge® HX Rest**
- Exclusive Vertical Drop Technology Supports the Arrow for the Maximum Amount of Time, while Completely Clearing at the Exact Moment by Simply Dropping Straight Down
- Rugged Machined Aluminum Construction
- Quick-Cocking Button for Easy Loading
- 100% Arrow Containment
- Removable Containment Arm for Larger Diameter Arrows
- Total Clearance for Perfect Release
- Rubber Inserts Eliminate Noise
- Specify RH or LH
451011 $99.99 ea.

**+ Trophy Ridge® Revolution 2.0 Rest**
- 100% Containment Drop Away Rest with Total Clearance at the Shot
- Rock Solid Windage And Elevation Adjustment on a 100% Aluminum Construction Assembly
- Laser Engraved Reference Marks for Fine Windage and Elevation Adjustments
- Multiple Windage Mounting Holes for more Center-Shot Adjustment
- Indicator Pointer and Mark for Easier Rest Set-Up
- Stronger Replaceable Polycarbonate Launcher Arms
- Available Models: Black Black w/ Black & Teal Containment
- Specify RH or LH
4510101 $59.99 ea.

**+ Vapor Trail Limbdriver Micro Elite Arrow Rest**
- Utilizes a Dual-Bushing Design, Minute Micro-Adjustability and Top or Bottom Limb Activated Option
- Dual-Bearing Design Allows Zero Room for Stop
- Micro-Adjustment Allows the Ability to Fine-Tune Your Rest Down to the Tiniest Degree
- Specify RH or LH
5530009 $169.99 ea.

**+ Vapor Trail Limb Driver Pro V Capture Rest**
- Designed Specifically for the Bowhunter whether a Novice or the Most Hardcore
- Combines Accuracy of the Original Limb Driver with a Full Arrow Containment Cage Hunters Demand
- Free Floating Arm has an Adjustable Spring Tension Offering Unmatched Hunting Rest Accuracy
- Limb Driven Speed Allows Arm to Stay Up 50% Longer Than Cable Driven Rests for Maximum Stability
- Specify RH or LH
5530005 $129.99 ea.

**+ Vapor Trail Limb Driver Arrow Rest**
- Free Floating Launcher Blade at Full Draw Allows Initial Arrow Shock to be Absorbed, Resulting in Truer Arrow Flight
- Simply Attach Cord to Upper Limb
- Provides Full Fletching Clearance
- Available Colors: Black Silver
- Specify RH or LH
5530002 (Rest) $99.99 ea.
5530008 (Launcher Blade Only) $6.99 ea.

**+ TruGlo® DownDraft™ Arrow Rest**
- High Strength Torsion Spring Increases Launcher Arm Performance
- Sealed Bushings Increase Downward Speed at Launch
- Quick and Easy Installation – No Bow Press Required
- Technical Rubber Dampeners Silence Arrow Loading
- Full Windage/Elevation Adjustments with Laser Engraved Reference Marks
- For Left and Right Handed Bows
4570117 $59.99 ea.

**+ TruGlo® Up-Draft™ Arrow Rest**
- High Speed Stainless Steel Launcher Arm
- Maximum Vane Clearance
- Specified Bushings Increase Downward Speed at Launch, No Unwanted Bounce Back
- Technical Rubber Dampeners Silence Arrow Loading
- No Unwanted Bounce Back When Firing
- Quick Change Colored Inserts
- attaches to Either Top or Bottom Limb
- For Left and Right Handed Bows
4570115 $59.99 ea.

**+ TruGlo® Carbon XS™ Arrow Rest**
- Full Containment Arrow Rest
- Ultra-lightweight Carbon-Composite Containment Ring and CNC Machined Aluminum Mounting Bracket
- Piston-Acuated Launcher Arms Increase Accuracy and Improve Arrow Flight
- Fast and Quiet Arrow Release with Optimal Vane Clearance
- Full Windage/Elevation Adjustments with Laser Engraved Reference Marks
- For Left and Right Handed Bows
4570116 $39.99 ea.

**+ TruGlo® Storm™ Arrow Rest**
- Capture-Style Arrow Rest
- Adjustable Brushes Hold Arrow at Almost Any Angle
- Dual-Coil Launcher is Adjustable / Replaceable
- Reduced Arrow Contact Increases Speed And Accuracy
- Fast and Quiet Arrow Release
- Ultra-Tough and All-Weather Design
- Great for target shooting, 3D and Hunting
- Quick and Easy Installation
- For Left and Right Handed Bows
4570158 $39.99 ea.

**+ Octane® Double Droptine™ Arrow Rest**
- Simple Setup
- Timing - Drops at the Right Time, Every Time
- Dead Silence - No Bounce-Back
- Set-Up Marks - Easy Set-Up/Install
- Containment Channel - Contains Arrows at All Times, Even When Not at Full Draw
- Compact Size
- Specify RH or LH
1530160 $69.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
+ **GWS Strike Force V-Drop Arrow Rest**  
  - One of the Most Silent Drop-Away Arrow Rests Developed  
  - Rest Features a Rotary Vertical Adjustment and a Side Horizontal Adjustment  
  - CNC Machined Aluminum  
  - Right Hand Only  
  - Available in Black Only  
  2260018  $29.99 ea.

+ **Speciality Cable Ball Clamp**  
  - Use with Any Drop-Away Rest  
  - Attach Rope to the Cable with the Ball Clamp and Position the Rest So It Rises at Full Draw  
  - Completely Adjustable  
  - Available in Black Only  
  1970031  $11.99 ea.

+ **NAP Apache™ Carbon Rest**  
  - Offers the Same Full Containment as the Original Apache Drop Away with a New Carbon Arrow Containment Housing which is a Dramatic Reduction in Weight  
  - Features a New Side Loading Slot making it Faster and Easier to Load and on Arrow  
  - Weights only 4 oz.  
  - Available in RH Only  
  3320115  $59.99 ea.

+ **NAP Apache™ Carbon Rest**  
  - Rugged All Metal Construction for Flawless Performance  
  - Sound Dampening Applied to the Full Containment for Bombproof Reliability and Stealth in the Field  
  - No Tools Required to Make Adjustments  
  - Laser-Indexed Horizontal and Vertical Marks for Fine Tuning and Tack-Driving Accuracy  
  - Self Centering Launcher comes with Felt Pre-Installed  
  - Specify RH or LH  
  3320153  $109.99 ea.

+ **NAP Nighthawk™ Arrow Rest**  
  - Sound-dampening Santoprene for Whisper-quiet Operation  
  - Laser Graduations Make Fine Tuning Quick and Easy  
  - Ultra-light Magnesium Housing Keeps Weight Down  
  - Weights only 4 oz.  
  - Available in RH Only  
  3320153  $49.99 ea.

+ **Vapor Trail Shelf Pad**  
  - Silences Launcher Blade while Protecting the Shelf Finish  
  - Vibration Dampening Material  
  - Available Colors: Green, Blue, Purple, Black, Orange, Red  
  5530006  $9.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Ridge® Arrow Rac**  
  - Ensures Arrow Remains in Place Prior to Full Draw  
  - Ultra Quiet, No More Clank  
  - Black Foam Pad Sticks on Riser  
  4510028  $7.99 ea.

+ **AAE Launch Pad**  
  - Deads the Launch Impact of All Fall-Away Rests  
  - Designed to Provide Security and Help to Locate Your Arrow before Draw  
  1010032  $4.99 ea.

+ **AAE EZ Clamp**  
  - Installs Quickly and Securely to Your Up or Down Cable  
  - Uses 2 Plastic Screws to Ensure a Firm and Safe Grip on the Cord  
  - Unique Set Screw Provides Easy Timing Adjustment for All Fall-Away Rests  
  1010033  $7.49 ea.

+ **AAE Limb Sandwich**  
  - Easy to Install  
  - Unique Set Screw Design Allowing for Easy Timing Adjustment of All Fall-Away Rests  
  1010031  $9.49 ea.

+ **NAP Arrow Holder**  
  - Mounts Directly on Bow Shelf  
  - Designed to Keep Your Arrow Quiet While at Rest  
  3320078  $9.99 ea.

+ **RAM Arrow Holder**  
  - Designed to Keep Your Arrow Quiet While at Rest  
  - Arrow “Clips” Into Holder  
  - Available in Black Only  
  3610003  $5.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Arrow Holder**  
  - Molded Arrow Guide  
  - Provides Holder for Arrow While on Bow Shelf  
  - Includes: Double-Sided Tape & Felt Pad  
  - Available in Black Only  
  4520016  $4.99 ea.

+ **Bodoodle Pro Lite II Arrow Rest**  
  - Over 1” of Laser-Etched Windage and Elevation Adjustments for Easy Tuning  
  - Made of Rugged 6061 T-6 Aluminum  
  - Zero Play Frictionless Yoke Assembly and Jewel-Like Bearings for Quiet, Worry Free Shooting  
  - Comes Standard with 2 Stainless Steel .015” Speed Fins  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  5480006 (Black)  $89.99 ea.

+ **Bodoodle Pro Lite Arrow Rest**  
  - Compensates for All Forces Exerted on an Arrow at Launch and Speeds the Arrow on its Way without Interference of Any Kind  
  - Made of Rugged 6061 T-6 Aluminum  
  - Adjustable Windage and Elevation for Perfect Arrow Flight  
  - Zero Play Frictionless Yoke Assembly and Jewel-like Bearings  
  - Mounts on Any Compound Bow, and will Accommodate all Arrow Sizes and Materials  
  - Comes Standard with 2 Stainless Steel .015” Speed Fins  
  - Lightweight at 2.9 oz.  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  1970256 (Black)  $79.99 ea.  
  1970241 (Replacement Fins)  $4.49 pr.

+ **Bodoodle Pro Lite II Arrow Rest**  
  - Specifically Designed for Finger Shooters  
  - Lightweight and Made of Rugged 6061 T-6 Aluminum  
  - Features a Zero Play Pivoting Yoke Assembly  
  - Will Accommodate All Arrow Sizes and Materials  
  - Comes Standard with 1 Hunter Fin (on bottom) and 1 Speed Fin (on the side) for Perfect Arrow Flight with a Finger Release  
  - Includes 4 Strips of “Smoke Quiet” Silencing Tape to Ensure a Quiet Draw  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  5480007  $79.99 ea.

+ **Bodoodle Timberdoodle II Arrow Rest**  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  - Made of Rugged 6061 T-6 Aluminum  
  - Adjustments for Easy Tuning  
  - Over 1” of Laser-Etched Windage and Elevation  
  - Lightweight and Made of Rugged 6061 T-6 Aluminum  
  - Features a Zero Play Pivoting Yoke Assembly  
  - Will Accommodate All Arrow Sizes and Materials  
  - Comes Standard with 1 Hunter Fin (on bottom) and 1 Speed Fin (on the side) for Perfect Arrow Flight with a Finger Release  
  - Includes 4 Strips of “Smoke Quiet” Silencing Tape to Ensure a Quiet Draw  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  5480007  $79.99 ea.

+ **NAP 360° Capture Rest**  
  - Full Arrow Containment and Complete Vane Clearance  
  - Individually Adjustable Brushes and Launcher  
  - Laser Engraved Vertical and Horizontal Markings  
  - Specify Right or Left Hand  
  - Available In Black Only  
  3320001 (LH)  $39.99 ea.

+ **G5 Halo Full Containment Rest**  
  - Independent Adjustable Launcher Arms  
  - Adjusts to Any Size Arrow Shaft Including Micro Diameter Arrows  
  - Forward Flexing Rest Prongs for Maximum Forgiveness and Accuracy  
  - Ambidextrous Design  
  2240098  $49.99 ea.

800-829-7408
+ Trophy Ridge® Sure Shot Pro Whisker Biscuit® Rest
- Micro Windage and Elevation Adjustment with Nylon Bushings to Ease Adjustments and Prevent Binding Over Time from Dust and Dirt
- Aluminum-Encased Biscuit – 300% Stronger than Previous Models
- Laser-Engraved Reference Marks
- Custom Rubber Boots Silence Arrow Loading
- Specify RH or LH
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
  1740039 (Black) $84.99 ea.
  1740040 (Camo) $89.99 ea.

+ Trophy Ridge® Power Shot Whisker Biscuit® Rest
- Features the NEW Ballistix CoPolymer System
- Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Reference Marks
- Custom Rubber Boots Silence Arrow Loading
- Designed for Use with Left and Right Hand Bows
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
  1740042 (Black Only) $59.99 ea.

+ Trophy Ridge® Kill Shot Whisker Biscuit® Rest
- Windage and Elevation Adjustment
- Composite-Encased Biscuit – 150% Stronger than Previous Models
- Reference Marks
- Custom Rubber Boots Silence Arrow Loading
- Designed for Use with Left and Right Hand Bows
- Available Colors: Black, Pink, Yellow, Red, Orange, Green, Purple
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
  1740041 (Black) $49.99 ea.
  1740040 (Camo) $49.99 ea.
  1740044 (Pink) $46.99 ea.
  1740037 (Biscuit Only) $19.99 ea.

+ Trophy Ridge® Quick Shot Whisker Biscuit® Rest
- Windage Adjustment
- Composite-Encased Biscuit – 150% Stronger than Previous Models
- Reference Marks
- Custom Rubber Boots Silence Arrow Loading
- Designed for Use with Left and Right Hand Bows
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
  1740036 $39.99 ea.
  1740037 (Biscuit Only) $19.99 ea.

+ Trophy Ridge® Original Quick Shot Whisker Biscuit® Rest
- The "Original" Whisker Biscuit
- Windage Adjustment
- Specify Right or Left Hand
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
  1740014 $39.99 ea.

+ Trophy Ridge® Replacement Biscuit
- Works with All Whisker Biscuit Rests
- Will Fit Right or Left Hand Rests
- Specify Small, Medium or Large
- Includes Replacement Rubber Boots
  1740037 $19.99 ea.

+ Scorpion Venom™ Biscuit Spray
- Specifically Formulated with the Most Innovative Technology
- Will Not Leave a Residue Film on Your Arrows
- Reduces Noise and Friction for Increased Arrow Speed
- Odor Free, Waterproofing

+ S.A.F.E. Archery Simplex Arrow Hook Rest
- Durable and simple with an ambidextrous design
- allows you to confidently return your arrow on the rest as you prepare to shoot
- Made from a polymer composite
- can be mounted on compound or traditional bows that have 5/16-24 threaded plunger-hole options
  9540006 $15.99 ea.

+ Cir-Cut Rest Tape
- Minimizes Arrow Rest Friction
- Reduces Arrow Noise
- Ensures Smooth Draw
- 1 Piece Per Pack
  1840012 $4.49 pk.

+ NAP QuikTune 1000 Rest
- Launcher Tension Adjusted Independently from Windage and Elevation
- Quiet-Tuff Arm Silencers
- One Size Wrench for All Screws
- Specify RH or LH

+ NAP QuikTune 800 Rest
- Quality at an Economical Price
- Easy High, Medium, Low Tension Adjustment
- Easy 1 Wrench Adjustment
- Vibration Resistant Screws Won't Back Out
- Specify RH or LH
  3320059 (RH) $29.99 ea.
  3320034 (LH) $29.99 ea.

+ AAE Stinger Rest
- Designed to be an Economical, Precision Rest
- Dual Bushing System with Precision Ground Axles and Sliding Prong System for Ease of Adjustment
- Specify RH or LH
  1790040 (RH) $23.99 ea.
  1790025 (LH) $23.99 ea.

+ X-Spot TM Hunter Prong Rest
- Economical Prong Style Launcher Rest
- Quiet Shooting with Coated Prongs
- Includes Wrenches & Mounting Bolt
- Available in RH Only
  756002 $12.99 ea.

+ Fork Tamers
- Slide Over Teflon Tips for Any Prong Style Rest
- Excellent for Both Target and Hunting, Ensures Smooth, Quiet Draw
- Available Colors: Black, White
  2620001 $6.99 pr.

+ AAE Free Flyte™ Elite Rest
- CNC Machined Version of the Popular Free Flyte Rest
- Can Be Mounted with Conventional Side Plate or the Riser Can be Drilled and Tapped for the Ultimate in Stability
- Dual Magnet System Allows for Both Inward or Outward Movement of the Support Arm
- Two Positive Locking Vertical and Horizontal Adjustments
- Must Be Used with Plunger (Not Included)
- Available Colors: Black
  1790021 (RH Black) $85.99 ea.
  1790043 (LH Black) $85.99 ea.
  1790071 (Replacement Wire Arm) $4.99 ea.

+ AAE Free Flyte™ Rest
- Two Rests in One!
- Position the Magnetic One Way for a Flipper Style Rest
- Reverse the Magnetic and the Support Arm Folds Away
- Can Be Used with Spring Side Plate or Plunger
- Designed for Finger Shooters but can be Used with a Release
- Available in Black Only
  1790047 (RH) $37.99 ea.
  1790033 (LH) $37.99 ea.
  1790138 (Support Arm) $4.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
+ Spigarelli Super Magnetic Rest
  • Precision CNC Machined Magnetic Rest
  • Support Arm Can Be Adjusted for Either
    Inward or Outward Position
  • Micro Vertical and Horizontal Adjustment
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4090006 $89.99 ea.

+ Spigarelli Zero Tolerance (ZT) Rest
  • Precision Made Magnetic Arrow Rest
  • Zero Play, Zero Vibration, Absolute Accuracy
  • Adjustable Arm Height for Different Shaft Diameters
  • Adjustable Magnetic Strength
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4090003 $29.99 ea.

+ Cartel CR-301 Hunter Recurve Rest
  • Bolt on Style Rest
  • Magnetic Support Arm
  • Available in Black Only
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
1760186 $17.99 ea.

+ Cartel Magnetic Bolt-On Rest
  • Magnetic Fold-Away Rest
  • Mounts to Bow with a Plunger
  • Adjustable Magnetized Flipper Arm
  • Absolute Fletching Clearance
  • Works Great for Both Recurve and Compound Bows
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
1760037 $17.99 ea.

+ Terry T-3 Rest
  • Magnetically Retained Wire Rest
  • Designed for Cut Out Risers
  • Rest Automatically Returns for Next Shot
4310006 (RH) $8.99 ea.
4310001 (LH) $8.99 ea.

+ Shibuya Ultima Magnetic Rest
  • Precision CNC Machined Parts
  • DLC (Diamond-Like Carbon) Coated Offset Support Arm
  • Dual Adjust System - Horizontal/Vertical
  • Dual Magnets for Consistent Positioning
  • Reversible for Right or Left Hand
  • Available Colors: Black Silver Red Blue Pink
3960055 (Rest) $29.99 ea.
3960065 (Replacement Arm) $7.99 ea.
3960066 (Replacement Tape) $3.99 ea.

+ Mybo Hot Wire Recurve Rest
  • Anodized Aluminum Body
  • Stainless Steel Arm
  • Smooth and Positive Twin Magnet Flip Action
  • 3M Sticky Pad for Powerful Adhesion to Different Riser Finishes
  • Left to Right Hand Reversible with Allen Key Provided
  • Fully Adjustable Arm
  • Available Colors: Blue Black Orange Red
7400017 $39.99 ea.

+ Infitec TES 300 Recurve Rest
  • Large Plunger Hole Positions the Arrow with the Center of the Plunger
  • Small Arm Length for Better Arrow Clearance
  • Stainless Steel
  • Silver Only
  • Specify RH or LH
1760288 $12.99 ea.

+ ARE Asahi Magnetic Hex Recurve Rest
  • Precision Rare-Earth Magnet and Polished Plate Provide Low Friction
  • Precise Fit for Smooth Repeatability Arrow Launch
  • Low Profile, Stainless Steel Construction for Rust-Free Performance
  • AM-110 Wire
  • Available in Right Hand or Left Hand
1280016 $32.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Velocity Arrow Rest
  • Precision CNC Machined Magnetic Recurve Rest
  • Mounts to Bow with a Separate Screw and/or Plunger Button
  • Fully Adjustable Vertical and Horizontal Arrow Positioning
  • Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4770243 $19.99 ea.

+ Win&Win Bearing Arrow Rest
  • Incorporates a Bearing, Providing Smoothness & Superb Clearance
  • Minimizes Upper and Lower Movement Providing Clear Arrow Flight
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4770084 $34.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Ultimate Recurve Arrow Rest
  • Open Plunger Hole Design
  • Magnetic Support Arm
  • Fully Adjustable Arrow Positioning
  • Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4770141 $17.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Elite Recurve Arrow Rest
  • High Quality, Easy to Setup
  • Magnetic Support Arm
  • Fully Adjustable Arrow Positioning
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4770142 $15.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Premium Recurve Rest
  • Adjustable Arm Height for Different Shaft Diameters
  • Firm Support Arm with Magnetic Return
  • Smooth, Consistent Movement
  • Available Colors: Black
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4770113 $11.99 ea.

+ Fivics Butterfly Arrow Rest
  • Dual Adjust System - Horizontal/Vertical
  • Dual Magnets for Consistent Positioning
  • Available Colors: Red Black Blue Pink Silver Yellow
  • Reversible for Right or Left Hand
5380203 $24.99 ea.

+ Fivics TC Recurve Arrow Rest
  • Stainless Steel Construction
  • Magnetic Arrow Support Arm
  • Adjustable Elevation
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
5380066 $19.99 ea.

+ Fivics MR Rest
  • Stainless Steel Reduces Friction
  • Durable and High End
  • Available in Silver Only
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
5380048 $17.99 ea.

+ Spigarelli Evolution 2 Rest
  • Machine Laser Cut Inox Steel
  • Magnetic Fold-Away Arrow Rest
  • 3 mm Adjustable Height
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4090043 $19.99 ea.

+ Spigarelli Spiga Rest 2
  • Fold-Away Magnetic Arrow Rest
  • Made Completely of Inox Steel
  • 3M 8 mm Self Adhesive Foam Tape
  • Available in Silver Only
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
4090041 $13.99 ea.

+ Cartel X-Pert Magnetic Rest
  • Stick On Magnetic Rest
  • Firm Support Arm with Magnetic Return
  • Available Colors: Black Silver Red Blue
  • Specify Right or Left Hand
1760038 $9.99 ea.
### RECURVE ARROW RESTS / FINGER RESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Cartel Midas MX Recurve Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Stainless Steel Construction</td>
<td>$14.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Well-Designed Magnetic Stick-On Rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specially Designed to Minimize the Side Movement of Wire for Dependable Performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reduced Arm Length for Better Arrow Clearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: Blue, Black, Red, Gold, Silver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Cartel Metal Recurve Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Metal Back Plate</td>
<td>$4.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flipper Style Support Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Easily Adjustable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Stainless Steel Plate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hard and Smooth Polished Wire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: Black, Red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ AAE Super T-300™ Target Rest</strong></td>
<td>- White Lexan® Back</td>
<td>$8.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Stainless Steel Cover Plate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Replaceable Support Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: RH, LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ AAE T-300™ Target Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Silver Metal Back</td>
<td>$7.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Replaceable Support Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: RH, LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ AAE Super T-300™ Hunter Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Black Lexan® Back</td>
<td>$8.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Stainless Steel Spine Point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coated Replaceable Support Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: RH, LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ AAE T-300™ Hunter Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Silver Metal Back</td>
<td>$7.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coated Replaceable Support Arm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available Colors: RH, LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Infitec Strong Arm Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Works Well on Wood Risers</td>
<td>$1.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tight to the Sight Window</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Raised Pivot Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Hoyt® Super Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Tape Back</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- spacer foam included for center-shot risers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Hoyt® Hunter Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Durable Rest Preferred by many beginners and hunters</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Tape Back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- spacer foam included for center-shot risers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Cartel Super Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Arrow Rest</td>
<td>$1.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Cartel Hunter Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Durable Rubber Rest</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Exe Super Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Arrow Rest</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Bearpaw Super Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Self-Adhesive Arrow Rest</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Bearpaw Hunter Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Made of Robust Plastic</td>
<td>$2.50 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self-Adhesive Arrow Rest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Available in RH or LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Easton® First Start Recurve Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Full Capture Design, Perfect for Beginners</td>
<td>$7.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Ambidextrous Design Works for Right and Left Handed Archers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 3-Pack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Cartel Super-102 Rubber Arrow Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Simple, durable rubber rest</td>
<td>$1.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Designed for beginner level archers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive foam tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Right hand only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Saber Two Holes Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Durable rubber rest, great for beginners</td>
<td>$2.79 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive Foam Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Specify Right or Left Hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>+ Bear® Weather Rest</strong></td>
<td>- Provides arrow support and fletching clearance</td>
<td>$4.49 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self Adhesive foam backing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Right hand only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Bear® Traditional Hair Rest**
- Traditional Arrow Rest
- Self-Adhesive Tape Backing
- "Rug Rest" with Rubber Plate
- Fits Either Right or Left Hand

1360084 $5.99 ea.

**Hoyt® Buffalo Shelf Rest**
- Replacement Rest for Hoyt Buffalo
- Standard on All Buffalo Risers
- Specify Right or Left Hand

2560048 $11.99 ea.

**Bearpaw Traditional Hair Rest**
- One Piece, Self-Adhesive Leather Rest Made of Fine Calf Hair
- Calf Hair Guarantees a Soft and Fast Gliding of the Arrow
- Specify Right or Left Hand

6140017 $4.49 ea.

**Bearpaw Bow Window Felt Rest**
- Protects the Arrow Plate Against Damages from the Arrow
- Equipped with a Strong Adhesive Film
- Material: Nylon

6140069 $3.99 ea.

**Bearpaw Bow Shelf Felt Rest**
- Protects the Shelf Against Damages from the Arrow
- Equipped with a Strong Adhesive Film
- Material: Nylon

6140070 $4.99 ea.

**Traditional Shelf Rest**
- Traditional Arrow Shelf Rest with adhesive back
- Provides a more natural rest for the true traditional hunter
- Includes: One (1) Leather Arrow Shelf Rest / Side Plate
- One (1) Self-Adhesive Strip of Arrow Shelf Rug
- Available Materials: Leather

2870041 $3.99 ea.

**Traditional Leather Arrow Shelf Rest**
- Traditional Arrow Shelf Rest
- Made of Leather
- Fits Either Right or Left Hand
- Available Colors: Natural, Black, Brown

8400003 $3.50 ea.

**Traditional Basic Rug Rest**
- Self-Adhesive Material Ideal for Traditional Rests
- Trim to Fit Rest
- Pre-Cut Side Plate Piece

2870060 $3.50 ea.

**Saunders Exprest Arrow Rest**
- Tape Mounted, Twin Arm Rest
- Draws Quietly and Smoothly without Skip
- Patented Arms Fold Down-and-Away for a Clean, Accurate Shot
- Works on Right or Left Handed Bows

3890071 $4.99 ea.

**Saunders Kwik-Lok™ Arrow Holder**
- Kwik-Lok’s™ Unique Composite of Soft Plastic and Spring Steel Holds the Arrow Firmly, Yet Swings Away Even Under the Coldest Conditions

3890064 $7.99 ea.

**GWS Pro Hunter Arrow Rest**
- Easy to Install, Durable, Inexpensive Beginner Rest
- Standard 5/16x24 Threads
- Adjusts for Center Shot

2260006 (RH Only) $2.99 ea.

**NAP Centerest Flipper**
- Spring Loaded Folding Arm
- Great for Beginning Archers
- Easy to Install and Tune
- Specify Right or Left Hand

3320065 (RH) $27.99 ea.
3320065 (LH) $27.99 ea.
3320065 (Repl. Head RH) $17.99 ea.
3320065 (Repl. Head LH) $17.99 ea.

**NAP Centerest**
- "No Frills" Durable Rest
- Great for Beginning Archers
- Easy to Install and Tune
- Specify Right or Left Hand

3320064 (RH) $19.99 ea.
3320064 (LH) $19.99 ea.
3320064 (Repl. Head LH) $9.99 ea.

**TradTech Stubby Plunger**
- Special Short Length for Traditional Recurve Risers
- Quality Machined from Stainless Steel & Aluminum
- Overall Length 1 3/4”, Max Tip to Nut Length 1”
- Comes with 2 Hex Wrenches
- 5/16” x 24 Threads

5580007 $19.99 ea.

**Beiter Plunger**
- Made from German Precision Machined Parts
- Threaded Cylinder is Made from High Grade Refined Stainless Steel, Springs from Stainless Harmanic Steel, Notching Scale Cylinder and Nut from Anodized Aluminum
- Micro-Click Spring Tension Adjustment Allows for Exact Settings, Time After Time
- Includes Plunger, Wrenches, Springs & Spare Pins
- Available Thread Sizes: 5/16 (Standard) M8 (Metric)
- Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red Gold Titanium Dark Blue Purple
- Available Lengths: 17.5-24.5 mm (Short for Stick Rests) Black Only
- 29.5-32.5 mm (Long for Bolt On Rests) All Colors

1370078 (Plunger) $129.99 ea.
1370058 (Pin Only) $5.49 ea.
1370048 (Wrench Only) $2.99 ea.
1370039 (Spring Only) $2.99 ea.

**AAE Gold Plunger**
- Compact Design, Carbon Stem & New Tip that won’t Damage Your Carbon or Aluminum Arrows
- Laser Etched for Easy Visual Adjustment
- New Extra Durable Supran Tip
- Replaceable/Adjustable Springs
- Available Colors: Black Silver Blue Red Gold Titanium Dark Blue Purple
- Available Lengths: 5/16 (Standard) Long
- Available Colors: Black Blue Silver Red Pink

1790124 (Black) $112.99 ea.
1790124 (Colors) $121.99 ea.

**AAE Master Plunger**
- A Replaceable Tip and Three Sizes of Tapered Springs
- Contribute to the Finest Micro Tune Possible
- Available Lengths: Standard Long
- Available Colors: Black Blue Silver Red Pink

1790028 (Standard) $33.99 ea.
1790074 (Long) $37.99 ea.
1790090 (Repl. Tips) $2.99 ea.

**AAE Master Lok Plunger**
- Specifically Designed for Wrap Around Rests
- Extra Long Stainless Steel Barrel with Smooth Action Sleeve
- Three Sizes of Tapered Springs for Accurate Tuning

1790060 (Plunger) $29.99 ea.
1790095 (Repl. Tips) $2.99 ea.
**Sights, Rests & Releases**

**+ Shibuya DX Plunger**
- Mirror Polished Barrel and Low Friction Solid or Brass Tip Ensures Smooth Action and Consistent Performance
- Thinner Locking Nut with Slot for Easy Installation
- Micro-Tune Spring Tension; Includes Two Size Springs
- 5/16-24 Standard Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Red

**+ X Spot Ball Click Cushion Plunger**
- Click Adjustments are Precise and Convenient
- Copper Infused Plunger Stem for Smoothness
- Includes 4 Springs, Spanner & Hex Wrenches
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Red
- $59.99 ea.

**+ Win&Win/SF Velocity Elite Click Cushion Plunger**
- Smooth Action and Neat Design
- Three Springs Allow for Tension Adjustment
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Red
- $47.99 ea.

**+ Spigarelli Secure Button**
- Calibrated Marks and Push Button Tension Adjustment for Easy Tuning
- Knurled Tension Adjusting Knob
- No Wrenches Needed for Tuning
- Replaceable Tip
- Available in Black Only
- $79.99 ea.

**+ Spigarelli Click Button**
- Excellent Quality at a Modest Price
- Micro-Adjust Spring Tension
- Simply, Turn the Barrel and Lock Into Position
- No Wrenches Needed for Tuning
- Available in Black Only
- $49.99 ea.

**+ Fivics SM540 Cushion Plunger**
- Steady Pressure Point
- BTX Coating to Reduce Friction
- 24.5mm Max Adjustable Length
- 5/16-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Red
- $69.99 ea.

**+ Fivics LEO Cushion Plunger**
- Precision Manufacturing for Zero Tolerance Error
- BTX Coating to Reduce Friction
- 5/16-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Silver
- $29.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Deluxe Plunger**
- SS Threaded Cylinder with Notched Scale & Aluminum Nut
- Micro-Click Spring Tension Adjustment Allows for Exact Settings
- Includes: 4 Springs, 2 Spare Rods & Wrench Set
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Silver
- $47.99 ea.

**+ Infitec Nexus Cushion Plunger**
- Micro-Click Spring Tension Adjustment
- Highly Protective Axial Washer to Connecting Section to Protect Your Riser
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Silver, Gold, Black, Blue, Red
- $49.99 ea.

**+ Infitec A1 Cushion Plunger**
- Finest Micro-Tuning Possible
- Smooth and Highly Dependable Performance
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Gold, Silver

**+ Infitec Challenger Plunger**
- Coated Inner Sleeve for Smooth Movement
- Strong Aluminum Body and Plunger Cap
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Silver
- $14.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Midas MX Cushion Plunger**
- Stainless Steel Barrel and Anodized Aluminum Body
- Micro Adjustable Spring Tension Provides Almost Infinite Adjustment
- Ideal for Archers Looking for Accurate Tuning and Smooth Action
- 5/16-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Silver, Red, Gold
- $44.99 ea.

**+ Cartel NX Cushion Plunger**
- Micro Adjustable Spring Tension
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Blue, Gold, Red, Silver, Black
- $44.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Midas Plus Plunger**
- Adjustable Length from 20-32 mm
- Rubber for Vibration Absorption
- 5/16-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Silver
- $29.99 ea.

**+ Cartel X-Pert Plunger**
- Smooth, Accurate, and Dependable
- Detachable Tightening Lever
- 5/16"-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Blue, Red
- $22.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Triple Cushion Plunger**
- High Quality at an Affordable Price
- 5/16"-24 Threads
- Available Colors: Black, Silver
- $29.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Supra Cushion Plunger**
- Ultra Smooth Action & High Quality at an Entry-level Price
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Silver
- $11.99 ea.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Win&Win Carbon Clicker**               | Made from Carbon Fiber Material  
|                                          | Provides a Clear Click with No Bounce  
|                                          | 6-32 Threads                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  | $29.99 ea. |
| **Win&Win/SF Magnetic Clicker**          | Enables the Use of Longer Arrows  
|                                          | Extend the Length Easily while Keeping Your Accuracy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | $24.99 ea. |
| **X-Spot Solo Clicker**                  | 6-32 Thumb Wheel for Easy Adjustments  
|                                          | Chrome Plated Spring Steel for Durability  
|                                          | Polymer Blade Tip for Accurate Shooting                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Beiter Clicker**                       | High Quality German Engineered and Manufactured  
|                                          | Specially Designed to Fit Most Handles  
|                                          | Available Models: 4-40 (GM, Elan)  
|                                          | 4-40R (Radial, Avalon)  
|                                          | 6-32A (Hoyt, W&W, PSE, Samick, Sky)  
|                                          | M4 (Yamaha, Nihizawa)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            | $4.99 ea.  |
| **Beiter Clicker Black Blade**            | Same High Quality Beiter Clicker with Black Blade  
|                                          | Available in .025” Thickness Only  
|                                          | Specially Designed to Fit Most Handles  
|                                          | Available Models: 4-40 (GM, Elan)  
|                                          | 4-40R (Radial, Avalon)  
|                                          | 6-32A (Hoyt, W&W, PSE, Samick, Sky)  
|                                          | M4 (Yamaha, Nihizawa)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            | $14.99 ea. |
| **Klickety Klick String Clicker**         | Mounts to Top Bow Limb  
|                                          | Used for Either Recurve or Compound  
|                                          | Easily Adjusted to Any Length  
|                                          | Simple, Durable Design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               | $15.99 ea. |
| **Merlin Mybo Clicker**                  | Unique Clicker with Crescent Design  
|                                          | Ensures Contact Accuracy with Arrow Point, No Matter what Angle the Clicker is Positioned                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             | $14.99 ea. |
| **Infitec Window Clicker**               | Stainless Steel Spring Clicker  
|                                          | Simple and Practical Design  
|                                          | Four Adjustable Height Positions  
|                                          | Length: 4”  
|                                          | Weight: .14 oz.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Target Clicker**                | Stainless Steel Spring Steel  
|                                          | Mounts to the Riser with a 6/32 Screw  
|                                          | Smooth Draw Tip Sleeve                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             | $8.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Clicker**                       | Stainless Steel Spring Steel  
|                                          | Fits Any Bow  
|                                          | Screw or Tape Fasteners  
|                                          | Economically Priced                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                | $4.99 ea.  |
| **Hoyt® Value Clicker Plate**            | Fits Formula Excel and Horizon  
|                                          | Ambidextrous Design  
|                                          | Available in Black  
|                                          | One per Pack                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | $19.99 ea. |
| **AAE Magnetic Clicker**                 | Dual Magnet System Designed for Lightweight Arrows  
|                                          | Very Light Side Pressure, Plus a Positive Sound and Feel  
|                                          | Mounting Plate Fits Under the Sight Block  
|                                          | Can Be Bent and Adjusted to Fit all Bows  
| **AAE Adjustable Magnetic Clicker**      | Easily Adjustable for Arrow Length or Positioning  
|                                          | Mounts Under Sight Mounting Block  
|                                          | Dual Magnet System Provides a Positive Sound and Feel  
|                                          | The Lower Positioning Reduces Visual Interference at Longer Distances  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $33.99 ea. |
| **AAE Magnetic Clicker**                 | Dual Magnet System Designed for Lightweight Arrows  
|                                          | Very Light Side Pressure, Plus a Positive Sound and Feel  
|                                          | Mounting Plate Fits Under the Sight Block  
|                                          | Can Be Bent and Adjusted to Fit all Bows  
| **AAE Extended Clicker**                 | Non-Slip Design Features a Solid One Piece Mounting Bracket  
|                                          | Incorporates Three Magnets, Working in Tandem to Help Eliminate Bounce Back and Vibration  
|                                          | Mounts on the Dovetail Extension  
|                                          | Available Colors: Black Pink                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $33.99 ea. |
| **AAE Gold Micro Clicker**               | The First and Only Micro-Adjustable Clicker  
|                                          | Precision .005” Per Click  
|                                          | Mounts Under the Sight with Complete Adjustability  
|                                          | Hard Anodized Aluminum, Brass & Stainless Components with Stainless Steel Clicker Blade  
|                                          | Completely Adjustable Up & Down and Straight & 15° Offset  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $43.99 ea. |
| **Cartel Magnetic Clicker**              | Magnetic Clicker Mounts Under Sight Mount  
|                                          | Vertical and Horizontal Adjustment  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $18.99 ea. |
| **Cartel Plate Mag Clicker**             | Magnetic Clicker Mounts Under Sight Mount  
|                                          | Vertical and Horizontal Adjustment  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Target Clicker**                | Stainless Steel Spring Steel  
|                                          | Mounts to the Riser with a 6/32 Screw  
| **Beiter Clicker**                       | High Quality German Engineered and Manufactured  
|                                          | Specially Designed to Fit Most Handles  
|                                          | Available Models: 4-40 (GM, Elan)  
|                                          | 4-40R (Radial, Avalon)  
|                                          | 6-32A (Hoyt, W&W, PSE, Samick, Sky)  
|                                          | M4 (Yamaha, Nihizawa)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            | $14.99 ea. |
| **Cartel Magnetic Clicker**              | Dual Magnet System  
|                                          | Mounts Directly to Bow Sight Window  
|                                          | Smooth, Small Arrow Contact Area  
|                                          | Adjustable for Length and Shape                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Beiter Clicker Black Blade**           | Same High Quality Beiter Clicker with Black Blade  
|                                          | Available in .025” Thickness Only  
|                                          | Specially Designed to Fit Most Handles  
|                                          | Available Models: 4-40 (GM, Elan)  
|                                          | 4-40R (Radial, Avalon)  
|                                          | 6-32A (Hoyt, W&W, PSE, Samick, Sky)  
|                                          | M4 (Yamaha, Nihizawa)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            | $14.99 ea. |
| **AAE Adjustable Magnetic Clicker**      | Easily Adjustable for Arrow Length or Positioning  
|                                          | Mounts Under Sight Mounting Block  
|                                          | Dual Magnet System Provides a Positive Sound and Feel  
|                                          | The Lower Positioning Reduces Visual Interference at Longer Distances  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $33.99 ea. |
| **AAE Gold Micro Clicker**               | The First and Only Micro-Adjustable Clicker  
|                                          | Precision .005” Per Click  
|                                          | Mounts Under the Sight with Complete Adjustability  
|                                          | Hard Anodized Aluminum, Brass & Stainless Components with Stainless Steel Clicker Blade  
|                                          | Completely Adjustable Up & Down and Straight & 15° Offset  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $43.99 ea. |
| **AAE Magnetic Clicker**                 | Dual Magnet System Designed for Lightweight Arrows  
|                                          | Very Light Side Pressure, Plus a Positive Sound and Feel  
|                                          | Mounting Plate Fits Under the Sight Block  
|                                          | Can Be Bent and Adjusted to Fit all Bows  
| **AAE Extended Clicker**                 | Non-Slip Design Features a Solid One Piece Mounting Bracket  
|                                          | Incorporates Three Magnets, Working in Tandem to Help Eliminate Bounce Back and Vibration  
|                                          | Mounts on the Dovetail Extension  
|                                          | Available Colors: Black Pink                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $33.99 ea. |
| **Win&Win Carbon Clicker**               | Made from Carbon Fiber Material  
|                                          | Provides a Clear Click with No Bounce  
|                                          | 6-32 Threads                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | $29.99 ea. |
| **Win&Win/SF Magnetic Clicker**          | Enables the Use of Longer Arrows  
|                                          | Extend the Length Easily while Keeping Your Accuracy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               | $24.99 ea. |
| **Cartel Magnetic Clicker**              | Dual Magnet System  
|                                          | Mounts Directly to Bow Sight Window  
|                                          | Smooth, Small Arrow Contact Area  
|                                          | Adjustable for Length and Shape                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Plate Mag Clicker**             | Magnetic Clicker Mounts Under Sight Mount  
|                                          | Vertical and Horizontal Adjustment  
|                                          | Specify Right or Left Hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Magnetic Clicker**              | Dual Magnet System  
|                                          | Mounts Directly to Bow Sight Window  
|                                          | Smooth, Small Arrow Contact Area  
|                                          | Adjustable for Length and Shape                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | $9.99 ea.  |
| **Cartel Black Blade**                   | Same High Quality Beiter Clicker with Black Blade  
|                                          | Available in .025” Thickness Only  
|                                          | Specially Designed to Fit Most Handles  
|                                          | Available Models: 4-40 (GM, Elan)  
|                                          | 4-40R (Radial, Avalon)  
|                                          | 6-32A (Hoyt, W&W, PSE, Samick, Sky)  
|                                          | M4 (Yamaha, Nihizawa)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            | $14.99 ea. |
| **Klickety Klick String Clicker**        | Mounts to Top Bow Limb  
|                                          | Used for Either Recurve or Compound  
|                                          | Easily Adjusted to Any Length  
|                                          | Simple, Durable Design                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               | $15.99 ea. |
| **Merlin Mybo Clicker**                  | Unique Clicker with Crescent Design  
|                                          | Ensures Contact Accuracy with Arrow Point, No Matter what Angle the Clicker is Positioned                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             | $14.99 ea. |
| **Infitec Window Clicker**               | Stainless Steel Spring Clicker  
|                                          | Simple and Practical Design  
|                                          | Four Adjustable Height Positions  
|                                          | Length: 4”  
|                                          | Weight: .14 oz.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | $9.99 ea.  |
+ **Carter 1st Choice Release**
  - Based on the Extremely Popular and Versatile Too Simple Release
  - Target-Quality Thumb Trigger Release
  - Comfortable and Extremely Universal Fit Handle
  - Suitable for Large Sizing Hands
  - Length of the Neck and Release Head Matches the Neck of Standard Target Models
  - Self-Closing Jaw And Set Screw Tension Adjustment System

  | 1770121 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Honey 2 Release**
  - Multi-Choice Safety Allows You to Switch between how you Want to Manipulate the Set Screw
  - Floating Hinge Design for Consistent Shot Execution
  - Positive Safety Function for Simple Safety Engagement, Disengagement and Re-Engagement for Letting Down
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770103 | $209.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Honey Release**
  - Floating Hinge Design for Consistent Shot Execution
  - Positive Safety Function for Simple Safety Engagement, Disengagement and Re-Engagement for Letting Down
  - Comes in Two Sizes, Large and Small
  - Adjustable Sear Engagement for Easy Speed Setting
  - Handle Designed for Consistent Finger Placement and Comfort

  | 1770100 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Honey-Do Release**
  - Designed with a Safety that Works Opposite of the Extremely Popular "Honey" Release
  - The Safety Design Allows the Archer to Hold in on the Safety while Drawing and Letting Down
  - While at Full Draw and Ready to Execute the Shot, the Archer Simply Needs to Let Off the Spring Assisted Safety to Disengage and Lock the Head for Shot Execution
  - Available in the Highly Universal Large Handle
  - Available in 4 Finger

  | 1770102 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Attraction Release**
  - Resistance Activated or Thumb Trigger Release All in One
  - Unique Trigger and Safety Mechanism Allows Archer to Execute the Same Shot Regardless of the Activation Method
  - Removable Pin Set-Up for Trigger Tension Customization
  - Safety Re-Cocking Lever for Ease on Let-Down and Features an Open Jaw Hook for Quick and Easy Loading to a D-Loop
  - Available in Small and Large Sizes
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770083 | $209.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Total Control Release**
  - Gives the Archer "Total Control" of the Release Adjustment
  - Hinge Style Release has Two Independent Moon Adjustments with Infinite Control of Both the Speed and Clicker Length Adjustments
  - Compact Head has Scribed Index Marks for Precise Position Referencing
  - Internal Hinge Incorporates Dual Magnets for Auto Loading of the Hook And Head
  - Open Index Hole and Silky Smooth Handle for an Extremely Universal Fit
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770108 (Standard) | $209.99 ea. |
  | 1770115 (Brass 3 Finger) | $209.99 ea. |
  | 1770120 (Brass 4 Finger) | $269.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Evolution+ Release & DVD**
  - Resistance Activated Release, Perfect for Teaching Proper Shot Execution
  - Truly Triggerless Design with Thumb Safety
  - Fires When You Increase the Resistance
  - Open Jaw Hook for Quick and Easy Loading to a D-Loop
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models
  - DVD is 20 minutes of Instructions and Shooting

  | 1770065 (3-Finger) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770076 (4-Finger) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770089 (DVD) | $24.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Mini Evolution Release**
  - All of the Same Features as the Evolution but Designed for Smaller Hands
  - Truly Triggerless Design with Thumb Safety
  - Fires When You Increase the Resistance
  - Open Jaw Hook for Quick and Easy Loading to a D-Loop
  - Available 3 Finger Model
  - DVD is 20 minutes of Instructions and Shooting

  | 1770088 (3-Finger) | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter 2 Moons Release**
  - Revolutionary Clicker System that has Adjustment Unlike anything on the Market
  - Split Moon Allows You to Micro Adjust the Length of Your Clicker in .005 Increments ranging from 0 to .050
  - Speed Can be Adjusted 2 Degrees at a Time with the New Clamping System
  - Available in 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models; Small & Large Size

  | 1770091 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter ONLY Release**
  - Angle Can be Adjusted Up to 35 Degrees with the Revolutionary Variable Crescent Technology (V.C.T.)
  - Three V.C.T. Crescent Cams that Range from 0 to 5 Degree of Radius Curvature Allow Customization of the Head Angle and Firing Speed
  - Self-Loading by Means of a Magnetic-Head-Return and Designed to be Shot from a D-Loop
  - Available Standard Sizes: Small and Large Sizes
  - Available Standard Models: 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models
  - Available Brass Sizes: Small and Large Sizes
  - Available Brass Models: 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770079 (Standard) | $129.99 ea. |
  | 1770117 (Brass 3 Finger Large) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770118 (Brass 3 Finger Small) | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Too Simple Release**
  - Features Carter Enterprises Unique “Double Sear” Trigger System for the Finest Trigger Travel Adjustment on the Market
  - Set-Screw Tension Adjustment Allows for a Super Micro Adjustable Trigger Tension by Simply Turning a Screw
  - Newly Improved, Self-Closing Jaw Allows for a Cleaner Release
  - Trouble Free Loading Onto a D-Loop with Just One Push of a Button
  - Extremely Comfortable Handle
  - Auto Locking Jaw with an Ultra Short Head to Help Increase Speed
  - Available in 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770101 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Just B-Cuz Release**
  - Designed by Jerry Carter and World Champion Dave Cousins
  - Unique Design Provides Amazing Comfort and High Accuracy with Every Shot
  - Closed Jaw, D-Loop Only Design
  - Great for Any Size Hands
  - Accommodates up to X-Large Sized Hands

  | 1770104 (Standard) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770112 (Brass) | $269.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Just Cuz + Release**
  - Designed by Jerry Carter and World Champion Dave Cousins
  - One of the Most Accurate Releases in the World
  - Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
  - Features a Tension Adjustment System for More Precise and Easy Trigger Tension Adjustment
  - Accommodates up to Large Sized Hands

  | 1770027 (Standard) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770113 (Brass) | $269.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Honey 2 Release**
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models
  - Handle Designed for Consistent Finger Placement and Comfort

  | 1770100 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Honey 2 Release**
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models
  - Open Index Hole and Silky Smooth Handle
  - Internal Hinge Incorporates Dual Magnets for Auto Loading of the Hook And Head
  - Open Index Hole and Silky Smooth Handle for an Extremely Universal Fit
  - Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770083 | $209.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Mini Evolution Release**
  - All of the Same Features as the Evolution but Designed for Smaller Hands
  - Truly Triggerless Design with Thumb Safety
  - Fires When You Increase the Resistance
  - Open Jaw Hook for Quick and Easy Loading to a D-Loop
  - Available 3 Finger Model
  - DVD is 20 minutes of Instructions and Shooting

  | 1770086 (3-Finger) | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter 2 Moons Release**
  - Revolutionary Clicker System that has Adjustment Unlike anything on the Market
  - Split Moon Allows You to Micro Adjust the Length of Your Clicker in .005 Increments ranging from 0 to .050
  - Speed Can be Adjusted 2 Degrees at a Time with the New Clamping System
  - Available in 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models; Small & Large Size

  | 1770091 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter ONLY Release**
  - Angle Can be Adjusted Up to 35 Degrees with the Revolutionary Variable Crescent Technology (V.C.T.)
  - Three V.C.T. Crescent Cams that Range from 0 to 5 Degree of Radius Curvature Allow Customization of the Head Angle and Firing Speed
  - Self-Loading by Means of a Magnetic-Head-Return and Designed to be Shot from a D-Loop
  - Available Standard Sizes: Small and Large Sizes
  - Available Standard Models: 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models
  - Available Brass Sizes: Small and Large Sizes
  - Available Brass Models: 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770079 (Standard) | $129.99 ea. |
  | 1770117 (Brass 3 Finger Large) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770118 (Brass 3 Finger Small) | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Too Simple Release**
  - Features Carter Enterprises Unique “Double Sear” Trigger System for the Finest Trigger Travel Adjustment on the Market
  - Set-Screw Tension Adjustment Allows for a Super Micro Adjustable Trigger Tension by Simply Turning a Screw
  - Newly Improved, Self-Closing Jaw Allows for a Cleaner Release
  - Trouble Free Loading Onto a D-Loop with Just One Push of a Button
  - Extremely Comfortable Handle
  - Auto Locking Jaw with an Ultra Short Head to Help Increase Speed
  - Available in 2, 3 and 4 Finger Models

  | 1770101 | $199.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Just B-Cuz Release**
  - Designed by Jerry Carter and World Champion Dave Cousins
  - Unique Design Provides Amazing Comfort and High Accuracy with Every Shot
  - Closed Jaw, D-Loop Only Design
  - Great for Any Size Hands
  - Accommodates up to X-Large Sized Hands

  | 1770104 (Standard) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770112 (Brass) | $269.99 ea. |

+ **Carter Just Cuz + Release**
  - Designed by Jerry Carter and World Champion Dave Cousins
  - One of the Most Accurate Releases in the World
  - Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
  - Features a Tension Adjustment System for More Precise and Easy Trigger Tension Adjustment
  - Accommodates up to Large Sized Hands

  | 1770027 (Standard) | $199.99 ea. |
  | 1770113 (Brass) | $269.99 ea. |
Sights, Rests & Releases

+ Carter Target 4 + Release
- Carter's Most Popular Four-Finger Release
- Closed Reversed Jaw
- Design is Very Comfortable for Medium Hands
- Rounded Corners Give You the Feeling it is Custom Made
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop

1770032 (Standard) $199.99 ea.
1770015 (Brass) $269.99 ea.

+ Carter Target 3 + Release
- Carter's Most Popular Three-Finger Release
- Very Comfortable for Small to Medium Hands
- Allows You to Drop Your Little Finger Off While Still Giving You all of the Preferred Features of the Target 4
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop

1770028 (Standard) $199.99 ea.
1770114 (Brass) $269.99 ea.

+ Carter Whisper Release
- The Quietest Hand Held Release Carter Enterprises has Ever Made
- Four Strategically Placed O-Rings Silence the Sear Mechanisms
- Features the Magnetic Adjustment Tension System (M.A.T.S.)
- Change Your Trigger Tension Faster and Simpler than Ever
- Open Hook Loads Quickly and Silently on a D-Loop
- Hook is Designed to Open Away from the Face to Minimize String and Loop Contact to Assure Perfect Arrow Flight
- Available Sizes: Small, Regular

1770085 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Chocolate Addiction Release
- One of Carter's Most Adjustable Releases
- Three External Trigger Adjustment Holes to Adjust the Trigger Tension & Travel
- The Tension & Travel Setting Options are Endless
- The Cocking Lever Closes the Hook all in One Motion
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
- Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

1770001 (3 Finger) $199.99 ea.
1770007 (4 Finger) $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Chocolate-Lite Release
- Discover How Sweet Your Shooting can be with the Chocolate Lite Auto Closing Jaw, Perfect for Hunters
- Adjustable Trigger Tension and Travel
- Designed for Medium to Large Hands
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
- Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

1770060 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Insatiable + Release
- Simple No Nonsense Release that Many Pros Rely on When the Shots Count
- Latest Design in Comfort and Control
- Smooth, Round Edges Disperse Pressure Evenly Across the Fingers
- The Arched Handle Helps Place the Elbow at a More Natural Position for Better Control
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
- Features a Tension Adjustment System for More Precise and Easy Trigger Tension Adjustment

1770052 (Standard) $199.99 ea.
1770110 (Brass) $269.99 ea.

+ Carter Insatiable 2 + Release
- A Slightly Straighter Handle than the Insatiable yet Still Allowing the Hand to Arch in a Comfortable Position
- The Finger Hole is an Added Attraction
- Accommodates a Larger Hand than the Insatiable 3
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
- Features a Tension Adjustment System for More Precise and Easy Trigger Tension Adjustment

1770048 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Insatiable 3 Release
- Long Anticipated by Insatiable Fans, at Last There is a Three-Finger Version of this Perennial Favorite
- Try It Once and You’ll Find This Accommodating Design Irresistible
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop

1770015 (Standard) $199.99 ea.
1770111 (Brass) $269.99 ea.

+ Carter Fits Me + Release
- Pick This One and You'll Shout "It Fits Me!
- With Its Smooth/Rounded Casing, it is One of the Most Comfortable Releases We Offer
- Designed to Fit Smaller Hands
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop

1770042 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Fits Me Too Release
- Same Index Finger Hole as the Fits Me but with a Straighter Handle
- Great Fit for Smaller Hands, but Also Accommodating to Medium Sized Hands
- Shoot with an Attached Rope or Off a D-Loop
- Available in 3 and 4 Finger Models

1770010 (3 Finger) $199.99 ea.
1770011 (4 Finger) $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Hammer Release
- The Hammer was Designed and Named After Tim Gillingham (The Hammer)
- Based Off the Proven Performance of the Original Carter Hole Thing
- Newly Shaped Casing That is More Form Fitting to the Hand
- Designed for Medium and Large Size Hands
- Closed Jaw, D-Loop Only Design

1770066 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Sensation Release
- Ergonomically Shaped Handle Based Off the Evolution Releases
- Open Hook Design
- Engineered to be a Thumb Trigger and Will Assure the Same Impact Point as any Evolution Model

1770075 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Simple 1 Release
- Self Loading & Self Closing with One Simple Push of a Button
- Shorter Head for Added Draw Length to Boost Precious Speed and Increase Accuracy
- Proven Sear Design Gives You a Travel Free Crisp Trigger Every Shot
- Dead Jaw Trigger Silencer Eliminates the Snap Upon Firing

1770090 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Plain 1 Release
- Self Loading & Self Closing with One Simple Push of a Button
- Shorter Head for Added Draw Length to Boost Precious Speed and Increase Accuracy
- Proven Sear Design Gives You a Travel Free Crisp Trigger Every Shot
- Dead Jaw Trigger Silencer Eliminates the Snap Upon Firing

1770089 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Easy 1 Release
- One Push Self Closing Dead Jaw with the Finger Position and Ergo fit Creates the Easiest and Most Comfortable Model yet
- Dead Jaw Cocks and Closes in One Smooth Quiet Motion
- Slotted Jaw Allows for Fast Easy Loading
- Universal Four-Finger Configuration

1770085 $199.99 ea.

+ Carter Trigger Shoes
- Machined Aluminum Trigger Attachments for Carter Releases
- Alternate Style of Trigger Thumb Knob
- Available Models: Thumb Shoe, Palm Shoe

1770021 (Thumb Shoe) $11.99 ea.
1770035 (Palm Shoe) $13.99 ea.
1770043 (Adajuto Trigger) $11.99 ea.

+ Carter ITS Spring Kit
- Makes Changing Springs to Modify the Trigger Tension a Breeze
- Remove the Lower Casing Screw, Remove the Plug, Insert New Spring, Insert Plug and Screw in the Casing Screw, and You are All Set
- Variety of Spring Weights to Choose from so You can Easily Find the Perfect Tension for Your Shooting Style
- Kits Include Four Thumb Spring Options and Two Hex Keys
- Available Kits: Chocolate Addiction Whisper Only Back Tension Quickie
- Ember/Sensation Lucky2 Moon Attraction

1770093 $9.99 ea.

+ Carter Anti Freeze Trigger
- Attaches to Most Standard Carter Thumb Trigger Models
- Provides an Allowance of Movement before Firing
- Simply Draw and Anchor then Smoothly Push into the Accessory without Fear of an Unexpected Shot, thus No Reason to be Tentative

1770087 $24.99 ea.
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**Carter Lucky Release**
- Features a shorter head and reduced body size
- Magnetic attraction tension system (M.A.T.S.) is a fully adjustable trigger tension system, using no springs
- Proven double rear design, equally consistent trigger fire regardless of bow weight
- Open hook design for quick loop loading
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap
- Available in black only

**Quickie+ Release**
- Quickie+ open, self-closing hook quickly relocks following each shot, providing easier, faster loading
- Silent loading, silent shooting without sacrificing accuracy
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter RX1 & RX2 Release**
- Simply the fastest, quietest and most accurate
- Features a magnetic hook return that closes with a simple squeeze of the finger
- Unique self-closing, open hook design is perfect from a D-loop
- RX2 features a reverse-pivoting hook which allows the string to exit away from the face without any interference
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap

**Carter 2 Shot Release**
- First ever triple rear design-allowing pressure to be spread out over six points instead of two
- Beefed up casing and larger harbor opening
- Designed for attaching directly to the bowstring or D-loop
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter Replacement Wrist Strap**
- Replacement wrist strap for Carter releases aids
- Available in black only
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter Strapless Release**
- Unique design, features of a hand held lightly mixed with the best of an index finger release
- Handle has a smooth swept back design with a peg on the thumb to assist in pulling
- Quickie+ head on a handheld handle
- Open jaw for added accuracy and quick loading

**T.R.U. Ball® Abyss Signature Series Release**
- Designed by the “Freakshow” Jesse Broadwater
- Thumb activated button release
- Weighted brass body, an enclosed smooth index finger and knurled second and third finger
- Simple, smooth and crisp head, using the new lever alignment system (LAS)
- Distractively reduce interference from string or vanes contact with their face at full draw
- Unique three stage tension adjustment system
- Simple locking travel adjustment screw
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Medium, Large

**T.R.U. Ball® Fulkrum Signature Series Release**
- Designed by the “Freakshow” Jesse Broadwater, FingerBack tension Shooters Dream
- Weighted brass body, an enclosed smooth index finger and knurled second and third finger
- Simple, smooth and crisp head, using the new lever alignment system (LAS)
- Distractively reduce interference from string or vane contact with their face at full draw
- Comes with the “regular” click speed dial installed
- Can be used with a click, flip the speed dial around 180 degrees
- Laser engraved marks on the moon
- Fulkrum speed dial clicker (used separately)
- Available models: Fast, Regular, Slow
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Medium, Large

**T.R.U. Ball® Honey Badger Claw**
- Designed by Reo Wilde, the most comfortable and shootable release you can put in your hand
- New machined grip pattern
- Option of click or no click
- Micro adjustable speed dial
- Increased taper ergonomic handle
- New location on the third and fourth finger for added leverage
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Small, Medium, Large
- Available model: 3 finger, 4 finger

**T.R.U. Ball® HBX Signature Series Release**
- Five different ways to activate
- Single micro-adjustment travel screw
- Option of click or no click
- Anti-fire design
- Decreases the likelihood of freezing up
- Spring changes can be made for different speeds of activation
- Machined grip pattern
- Same handle and length to bail configuration as the HBC
- Increased tapered ergonomic handle with a satin finish
- Multi-position thumb barrel and return bail spring
- 3 finger, available in brass only
- Available size: Small, Medium, Large

**T.R.U. Ball® HT Pro Release**
- HT Pro, Hot Tension Pro back tension release
- Fully micro-adjustable, set the heat, either faster or slower on the speed dial
- Both handles are tapered for an ergonomic field near the ring finger
- Available size: Medium, Large
- Available model: 3 finger, 4 finger
- Available in gold brass color only
- Reversible moon for option of click or smooth bear

**T.R.U. Ball® Inside Out X Release**
- Zero torque single screw head adjustment to remove the twist in D-loop at full draw
- Infinite 2-speed speed adjustment on the handle with engraved marks for quick, accurate and repeatable settings
- Easy 2-screw flip shear changes from “click” to “no-click”
- Fast shear/cage position, designed for minimal back-tension travel
- Rubber handle inserts in the finger portions of the handle
- Available in 2, 3, 4 and 4 finger smooth - medium or large
- Optional interchangeable handle - change your release configuration to a 2, 3, 4 and 4 finger smooth

**Carter Like Mike Release**
- Created by Michael Braden and Jerry Carter
- Ultra reliable double rear design for increased accuracy and repeatability
- While maintaining the least amount of trigger travel of any Carter release
- Trigger has minimal over travel to eliminate any spongy feeling when fired leaving you with a perfectly crisp feel and instant response
- Trigger has a 0 to 5 pound adjustment with a simple turn of a screw
- Open jaw design that loads quickly and silently on a D-loop
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap

**Carter RX1 & RX2 Release**
- Simply the fastest, quietest and most accurate
- Features a magnetic hook return that closes with a simple squeeze of the finger
- Unique self-closing, open hook design is perfect from a D-loop
- RX2 features a reverse-pivoting hook which allows the string to exit away from the face without any interference
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap

**Carter Squeeze Me Release**
- Innovatively designed pull through tension release
- Can help to cure even the toughest target panic
- Just draw to anchor, press the trigger and then pull to activate, your shot will fire as draw weight increases, no punching, no panic!
- To let down, release pressure on your index finger, engage safety with middle finger and let down
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap

**Carter Quickie+ Release**
- Quickie+ open, self-closing hook quickly relocks following each shot, providing easier, faster loading
- Silent loading, silent shooting without sacrificing accuracy
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter 2 Shot Release**
- First ever triple rear design-allowing pressure to be spread out over six points instead of two
- Beefed up casing and larger harbor opening
- Designed for attaching directly to the bowstring or D-loop
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter Replacement Wrist Strap**
- Replacement wrist strap for Carter releases aids
- Available in black only
- Available strap: Hook & Loop Buckle

**Carter Strapless Release**
- Unique design, features of a hand held lightly mixed with the best of an index finger release
- Handle has a smooth swept back design with a peg on the thumb to assist in pulling
- Quickie+ head on a handheld handle
- Open jaw for added accuracy and quick loading

**T.R.U. Ball® HT Pro Release**
- HT Pro, Hot Tension Pro back tension release
- Fully micro-adjustable, set the heat, either faster or slower on the speed dial
- Both handles are tapered for an ergonomic feel near the ring finger
- Available size: Medium, Large
- Available model: 3 finger, 4 finger
- Available in gold brass color only
- Reversible moon for option of click or smooth bear

**T.R.U. Ball® Honey Badger Claw**
- Designed by Reo Wilde, the most comfortable and shootable release you can put in your hand
- New machined grip pattern
- Option of click or no click
- Micro adjustable speed dial
- Increased taper ergonomic handle
- New location on the third and fourth finger for added leverage
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Small, Medium, Large
- Available model: 3 finger, 4 finger

**T.R.U. Ball® Fulkrum Signature Series Release**
- Designed by the “Freakshow” Jesse Broadwater, FingerBack tension Shooters Dream
- Weighted brass body, an enclosed smooth index finger and knurled second and third finger
- Simple, smooth and crisp head, using the new lever alignment system (LAS)
- Distractively reduce interference from string or vane contact with their face at full draw
- Comes with the “regular” click speed dial installed
- Can be used without a click, flip the speed dial around 180 degrees
- Laser engraved marks on the moon
- Fulkrum speed dial clicker (used separately)
- Available models: Fast, Regular, Slow
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Medium, Large

**T.R.U. Ball® Abyss Signature Series Release**
- Designed by the “Freakshow” Jesse Broadwater
- Thumb activated button release
- Weighted brass body, an enclosed smooth index finger and knurled second and third finger
- Simple, smooth and crisp head, using the new lever alignment system (LAS)
- Distractively reduce interference from string or vane contact with their face at full draw
- Unique three stage tension adjustment system
- Simple locking travel adjustment screw
- Available in brass only
- Available size: Medium, Large

**T.R.U. Ball® Inside Out X Release**
- Zero torque single screw head adjustment to remove the twist in D-loop at full draw
- Infinite 2-speed speed adjustment on the handle with engraved marks for quick, accurate and repeatable settings
- Easy 2-screw flip shear changes from “click” to “no-click”
- Fast shear/cage position, designed for minimal back-tension travel
- Rubber handle inserts in the finger portions of the handle
- Available in 2, 3, 4 and 4 finger smooth - medium or large
- Optional interchangeable handle - change your release configuration to a 2, 3, 4 and 4 finger smooth

**Carter Lucky Release**
- Features a shorter head and reduced body size
- Magnetic attraction tension system (M.A.T.S.) is a fully adjustable trigger tension system, using no springs
- Proven double rear design, equally consistent trigger fire regardless of bow weight
- Open hook design for quick loop loading
- Premium fully adjustable leather buckle strap
+ **T.R.U. Ball® Sweet Spot II 4 Finger Release**
  - Gives You the Same Amount of Travel Each Time You Shoot the Release
  - Push the Thumb Lever Forward to Draw Your Bow Safely and Release the Thumb Lever When You are Ready to Begin Back Tension and Shoot
  - The Finest Back Tension Training Device to Hit the Archery Market
  - Four Finger Swell Back Handle Design
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $159.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® Sweet Spot II Ultra 4 Release**
  - Gives You the Same Amount of Travel Each Time You Shoot the Release
  - Push the Thumb Lever Forward to Draw Your Bow Safely and Release the Thumb Lever When You are Ready to Begin Back Tension and Shoot
  - The Finest Back Tension Training Device to Hit the Archery Market
  - Four Finger Swell Back Handle Design
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $159.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® Sweet Spot II Ultra 3 Release**
  - Gives You the Same Amount of Travel Each Time You Shoot the Release
  - Push the Thumb Lever Forward to Draw Your Bow Safely and Release the Thumb Lever When You are Ready to Begin Back Tension and Shoot
  - The Finest Back Tension Training Device to Hit the Archery Market
  - Three Finger Swell Back Handle Design
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $159.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® HT Release**
  - HT - Hot Tension, Micro Adjustable Back Tension Release
  - Allows You to Set the Heat and Fine Tune To Your Preference
  - All Handles are Tapered Near the Ring and Pinky Fingers for an Ergonomic Feel
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available as a 3, 3.4 Finger in Medium or Large
  - A Smaller, Thinner Baby HT is Available in 3 Finger for Smaller Hands
  - $164.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® BT Gold 4 Finger Release**
  - Design Brings Balance Paint Over Index
  - Finger for New Relax Tension Style
  - Shoot Using Back Tension for Ultimate Accuracy
  - Three Different Thumb Rest Positions for a Personalized Handle
  - Use with a Rope or Hooked Directly to D-Loop
  - Four Finger Swell Back Handle Design
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $89.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® BT Gold Ultra 4 Release**
  - Design Brings Balance Paint Over Index
  - Finger for New Relax Tension Style
  - Shoot Using Back Tension for Ultimate Accuracy
  - Three Different Thumb Rest Positions for a Personalized Handle
  - Use with a Rope or Hooked Directly to D-Loop
  - Four Finger Swell Back Handle Design
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $89.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® BT Gold Ultra 3 Release**
  - Design Brings Balance Paint Over Index
  - Finger for New Relax Tension Style
  - Shoot Using Back Tension for Ultimate Accuracy
  - Three Different Thumb Rest Positions for a Personalized Handle
  - Use with a Rope or Hooked Directly to D-Loop
  - Three Finger Swell Back Handle Design - Black Only
  - $89.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® The Champ Release**
  - Designed for Smaller Hands
  - A Smaller Head and Jaws to Maximize Draw Length, Loading Speed and Silence
  - Pull Trigger to Open Jaws, Let Up to Close
  - Head Swivels 360 Degrees
  - Available in Black or Pink Passion
  - $79.99 ea.
  - $89.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U.® Ball Incredible Release**
  - Internal Trigger Stabilizer Mechanism to Provide the Most Crisp Zero-Trigger Available in the Industry Today!
  - Thumb Cocking Bar located Out of the Way, Not in the Palm of Your Hand Where it Could be Touched During the Shot Sequence
  - Includes the Absolute Model Accuracy Feature of the “In-Line Free Floating Head” Or H.C.T. with 360 Degrees of Rotation Settings
  - Fast Loading Hook
  - Machined Cut-Out for V-Lock Strap
  - Optional Interchangeable Handle Available in 3, 3.4 Finger and 4 Finger Strips
  - Available Colors: Black Red Blue
  - $199.99 ea.
  - $49.99 ea.
  - $29.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® Absolute 360 Release**
  - Features Head-Centric Technology (H.C.T.) Free Floating Head Improving Comfort and Down Range Accuracy
  - 360 Degree Rotating Lock-Down Head
  - Smaller, Quieter Cocking Lever
  - Crisper, Hardened Stainless Steel Firing Mechanism
  - Includes Separate Travel and Sensitivity Adjustments
  - Multi-Adjustable Thumb Trigger Positioning
  - Available Models: 3 Finger 4 Finger 4 Finger Thumb/Pinky
  - Available in Black or Titanium
  - $109.99 ea.
  - $109.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® Fang Release**
  - Features a Full Containment System (FCS) with a hook-style jaw that allows you to push the FCS slide forward to lock the release on the D-loop for Use in a Hands Free Hunting Situation or Pull the FCS Slide Back for Repetitive Shooting
  - Shoot with No Sensitivity Spring for the Lightest Possible Setting as well as a Medium and Heavy Spring (Included)
  - For Heavier Sensitivity Settings
  - Bigger Travel Adjustment Screw for Numerous Different Settings
  - Adjustable Thumb Barrel Positions can be Attained with the Large Knurled Thumb Peg And Teardrop
  - Pull the Trigger to Fire, then Pull Trigger Again after Firing to Reset the Hook
  - Available in 3 or 4 Finger
  - Available in Black or Splash
  - $119.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® Fang Mini Release**
  - Smaller Handle to provide a Perfect Fit for those Smaller Hands
  - Full Containment System (FCS) with a Hook-style Jaw
  - Shoot with No Sensitivity Spring for the Lightest Possible Setting as well as a Medium and Heavy Spring (Included)
  - Trigger Travel Adjustment Screw
  - Adjustable Thumb Barrel Positions can be Attained with the Large Knurled Thumb Peg
  - Available in 3 Finger
  - $119.99 ea.

+ **T.R.U. Ball® BOSSX Release**
  - Features a Tapered Handle and a No-Travel, Ultra-Crisp Hardened Stainless Steel Firing Mechanism
  - Provides the Most Consistent Trigger Pressure Shot After Shot
  - Use Shorter D-Loops with the Small Size Caliper Head, Which Includes an Improved 360 Degree Swivel to Remove Torque
  - Features a Smaller, Quieter Cooking Lever and Includes Separate Trigger Travel and Sensitivity Adjustments
  - Multi-Adjustable Thumb Trigger Positioning
  - Available in 3 or 4 Finger
  - Available in Black or Titanium
  - $169.99 ea.
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**+ T.R.U. Ball® T-Handle Pro Diamond Release**
- Shot by Bowhunting Legend Bob Foulkrod!
- T.R.U. Ball® T-Handle Pro Diamond Release
- 4 Finger Release
- Adjustable Sensitivity Screw
- Available in Black Only

4530048 $99.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® MAX4 Pro Release**
- Maximum Draw Length, Maximum Silence and Maximum Loading Speed!
- Completely Silent for Successful Hunting
- Easy Open and Close Jaws
- Head Swivels 360 Degrees
- Adjustable Sensitivity Screw
- 4 Finger Release
- Available in Black Only

4530171 $99.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® MAX3 Hunter Release**
- Maximum Draw Length, Maximum Silence and Maximum Loading Speed!
- Trigger Fires by Pushing Forward
- Completely Silent for Successful Hunting
- Easy Open and Close Jaws
- Head Swivels 360 Degrees
- Adjustable Sensitivity Screw
- 3 Finger Release
- Available in Black Only

4530170 $79.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® V-Lock Release Strap**
- Handle Must be Compatible - Must Have Cut-Outs w/ Stickers in Handle
- Available in a Camo Velcro or Black Leather Buckle
- Release Not Included, Strap Only
- Specify SS (Wide Handle) or TH (Thin Handle)

4530015 (Velcro) $29.99 ea.
4530016 (Buckle) $29.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® V-Lock Lanyard**
- Handle Must be Compatible - Must Have Cut-Outs w/ Stickers in Handle
- Keeps Your Release from Falling Out of Your Hand
- Release Not Included, Strap Only
- Specify SS (Wide Handle) or TH (Thin Handle)

4530024 $19.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Angled Thumb Knob**
- Fits only Truball Thumb releases
- Comes with Locking Screw

4530251 $14.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Diamond Thumb Knob**
- Fits only Truball Thumb releases
- Comes with Locking Screw

4530250 $9.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Thumb Knob**
- Primarily Used for Hinge Style Release Only, but will fit on Thumb Releases if they have the Locking Screw Needed
- Comes with Threaded Stud
- Available Sizes: Small 1/4” OD
- Large 1/2” OD

4530045 (Small) $9.99 ea.
4530023 (Large) $9.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Center X-S2 Release**
- Fully Micro-adjustable Wrist Strap Release
- Individual Micro Adjustment Screws for the Sensitivity and Travel
- Setting the Release Precisely where You want it is a Problem No More.
- Features the Web Connection to the Wrist Strap
- Open Hook Style Connection to the D-Loop, Fast & Accurate Attachment
- Includes a Swivel Back Comfort-plus Trigger
- Flip Seat Internal Trigger Mechanism Allows for Some of the Lightest Trigger Settings under Any Bow Weight
- Available Models: Camo Velcro 
  Black Buckle

4530182 $109.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Center X-G2 Release**
- Fully Micro-adjustable Wrist Strap Release
- Individual Micro Adjustment Screws for the Sensitivity and Travel
- Setting the Release Precisely where You want it is a Problem No More.
- Features Tubular Style “Globo-Swivel” Connection to the Wrist Strap
- Open Hook Style Connection to the D-Loop, Fast & Accurate Attachment
- Includes a Swivel Back Comfort-plus Trigger
- Flip Seat Internal Trigger Mechanism Allows for Some of the Lightest Trigger Settings under Any Bow Weight
- Available Models: Camo Velcro 
  Black Buckle

4530184 $119.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Fang Release**
- Superior Ergonomical Hook Style Release
- Features a Rubber Insert in the Trigger for Improved Feel
- Includes Two Trigger Options: Straight Version for More Draw Speed
  Relaxed Version for Greater Comfort
- Two Screw Trigger Sensitivity Setting, Provided by a Separate Trigger
- Travel Adjustment Screw and a Separate Trigger Pressure Setting Screw
- Setting Screw with Your Choice of Included Springs
- Black Anodized Heel with a Red Anodized Hook and Trigger
- Available Models: Velcro 
  Buckle

4530209 $99.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Fang GS Release**
- Incorporates the Globo Swivel Connection System Providing a Solid Tubular Design that Hooks Directly to the Wrist Strap
- Tucks Away Easily Into Sleeve When Not in Use
- Superior Ergonomical Hook Style Release
- Includes Two Trigger Options: Straight Version for More Draw Speed
  Relaxed Version for Greater Comfort
- Two Screw Trigger Sensitivity Setting, Provided by a Separate Trigger
- Travel Adjustment Screw and a Separate Trigger Pressure Setting Screw
- Includes 3 Varied Weight Springs for the Lightest Trigger Settings Available
- Buckle Wrist Strap: Junior 
  Large 
  X-Large

4530217 $109.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Fang RC Release**
- Incorporates the Red Rope Connection System Providing Quick and Easy Adjustments to Fit Any Anchor Point!
- Superior Ergonomical Hook Style Release, Featuring a Rubber Insert in the Trigger for Improved Feel and Traction
- To Adjust Draw Length in Seconds, Simply Pull a Rope Knot, Move the Red Rope Connector In or Out, then Pull the Head Tight
- Includes Two Trigger Options: Straight Version for More Draw Speed
  Relaxed Version for Greater Comfort
- Two Screw Trigger Sensitivity Setting, Provided by a Separate Trigger
- Travel Adjustment Screw and a Separate Trigger Pressure Setting Screw
- Includes 3 Varied Weight Springs for the Lightest Trigger Settings Available
- Available Wrist Straps: Velcro 
  Buckle

4530247 $79.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball® Bone Collector™ The Beast Release**
- The “High-Speed” Model with a Forward Trigger to Provide More Draw Length for Short Draw Archers
- Solid Rod Connection & a 3 oz. or 11 oz. Spring Choice
- Quick Lock Open Hook Design Allows Hunters to Hook the String Loop Without Taking Their Eyes Off the Game
- Includes the Drop-Away Solid Rod Globo-Swivel Connection with Length Adjustment
- Available Wrist Straps: Black Velcro 
  Black Buckle

4530160 $79.99 ea.
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+ T.R.U. Ball® Bone Collector™ The Beast II Release
- The “Comfort-Plus" Model with a Sweep Back Relaxed Trigger
- Solid Rod Connection and 3 oz. or 11 oz. Spring Choice
- Quick Load Open Hook Design Allows Hunters to Hook the String Loop Without Taking Their Eyes Off the Game
- Includes the Drop-Away Solid Rod Globo-Swivel Connection with Length Adjustment
- Available Wrist Straps: Black Buckle Black Velcro
4530161 $79.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Assassin SST Release
- Stainless Steel Version of the Best Buy-Winning Assassin
- Blends a 6061 Aircraft Aluminum Body with a Tough Stainless Steel Trigger and Jaws for the Crispest Release
- Pull the Trigger to Open Jaws, Let Up to Close
- Available Wrist Straps: Camo Velcro Black Buckle
4530172 $79.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Assassin Release
- Deadly, Silent and Accurate
- Small Size Caliper Release
- Includes the Drop-Away Solid Rod Globo-Swivel Connection with Draw Length Adjustment
- Pull the Trigger to Open Jaws, Let Up to Close
- Available Wrist Straps: Camo Velcro Black Buckle
4530159 $64.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Bone Collector™ Scout Release
- For Archers and Bowhunters who want their Release to Be Out of the Way Until it is Needed
- Designed from the Best Buy-Winning Assassin Caliper Head
- Features a New Web Strap with a Two Slot Connector that Allows for Short and Long Finger Lengths Alike
- Pull Trigger to Open Fully-Independent Standard Caliper Jaws, and Let Up the Trigger to Close
- Available Wrist Straps: Black Buckle Black Velcro
4530229 $49.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Shooter Release
- Designed Specifically with the Youth in Mind
- Pull the Trigger to Open Fully-Independent Standard Caliper Jaws, and Let Up the Trigger to Close
- Quick Lock Connection System to Provide Easy Adjustment for Any Anchor Point
- Rope Style Connection Between the Head and Strap Allows for Less Torque and Greater Accuracy, while also Allowing the Length of the Release to be Extremely Short to Fit Smaller Hands
- Tucks Away Easy into Sleeve when not in Use
- Black Leather Buckle Wrist Strap
- Available Sizes: Junior Large
- Available Colors: Blue Green Red Purple
4530216 $37.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Treasure Series Release
- Designed for Ladies who want to Tuck their Release in their Sleeve and Get the Release Out of the Way until Needed
- Features the Award-Winning Assassin Caliper Head with New Web Style Strap that Allows for Short and Long Finger Lengths Alike
- Adjust the Draw Length Easily with the New Two Slot Web Connector
- Available Models: Laguna - Turquoise Head with Gold Jaws and Trigger Malibu - Magenta Head with Gold Jaws and Trigger
- Black Leather Buckle Wrist Strap
- Available Sizes: Junior Large
4530214 (Laguna) $44.99 ea.
4530215 (Malibu) $44.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Short-N-Sweet S1 Release
- Feather-Light, Non Collapsing Trigger that is Closer to the Bowstring for More Draw Length and More Speed!
- Adjustable Web Strap Connection
- Open Hook Design Loads Quietly and Quickly
- Available Straps: Camo (Velcro) Black (Buckle)
4530087 (Velcro Strap) $69.99 ea.
4530088 (Buckle Strap) $69.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Short-N-Sweet S2 Release
- Swept Back Feather-Light, Non Collapsing Trigger for Shooters Who Do Not Need Extra Draw Length, but Prefer More Comfort
- Adjustable Web Strap
- Open Hook Design Loads Quietly and Quickly
- Available Straps: Camo (Velcro) Black (Buckle)
4530081 (Velcro Strap) $69.99 ea.
4530077 (Buckle Strap) $69.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Predator Release
- Dual Caliper, Pull Trigger to Open Let up to Close
- Features a 1/2" Sized Ergonomic Head and Jaws Attached to a Swivel to Completely Remove Torque
- Micro-Adjustable Wrist Strap Connection allows Infinite Length Settings
- Available Wrist Straps: Camo Velcro Black Buckle
4530193 $54.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Stinger Release
- The Number 1 Selling T.R.U. Ball Release
- Pull Trigger to Open, Let Up to Close
- Rigid Rod Keeps the Head Close and Ready
- Available Wrist Straps: Camo Velcro Black Buckle
4530060 (Velcro Strap) $39.99 ea.
4550008 (Buckle Strap) $39.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Bone Collector™ Bandit Release
- Designed especially for Michael Waddell and the Bone Collector Team
- Silent, Small-Sized Caliper Release
- Rope-Connection Covered in Weather-Resistant Flexible Tubing, Designed to Make Your Release Ready in Hunting Situations where Speed is Key
- Available with a Black Anodized Head Only
- Available Wrist Straps: Black Buckle Black Velcro
4530228 $49.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Bandit Release
- Features a Rope Connection Covered in Weather Resistant Flexible Tubing, Designed to Make Your Release Ready in Hunting Situations where Speed is Key
- Available with a Black Anodized Head Only
- Available Wrist Straps: Black Buckle Black Velcro
4530169 $37.99 ea.

+ T.R.U. Ball® Outlaw Release
- Economically-Priced to Stretch Your Hard-Earned Money a Little Farther!
- Features a Rope Connection Between Head and Strap for Less Torque and Greater Accuracy
- Available Wrist Straps: Camo Velcro Black Buckle
4530175 $37.99 ea.

+ Tru-Fire Hardcore Revolution 4 Finger Release
- Incorporates All the Great Features from the Hardcore 4 Finger
- Trigger Travel Adjustment
- Trigger Tension Adjustment Separate from Trigger Travel
- 360 Degree Head Rotation
- Rotates on 11 Ball Bearings
- Removable Loop Retainer
- Fits Both Right and Left Hands
- 16 Position Trigger
- Includes Adjustable, Removable Lanyard
- Available Colors: Carbon Camo
4550046 $159.99 ea.

+ Tru-Fire Hardcore 4 Finger Release
- Silent Auto-Closing Jaw and Zero Trigger Travel
- Three-Position Pin Location Adjusts Trigger Pressure from 6, 24 & 50 oz. without Changing Springs
- “Loop Retainer” Bolts onto the Handle in Seconds and Allows You to Leave your Release Attached to your D-Loop
- Includes Adjustable, Removable Lanyard
- Available Colors: Carbon Camo
4550042 $129.99 ea.
### Tru-Fire Thor Release
- Hammer Throw Release
- Convertible to Either a 3 or 4 Finger Release by Simply Removing a Screw
- Multiple Position Trigger for Customization
- Inside Noise Dampening Material
- Adjustable Trigger Pressure and Travel

4550050 $169.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Chicken Wing Release
- Ultra-small Hook Head Design with a Tru-Foward Trigger
- Tru-Centering Technology and Sound Dampening Technology
- Interchangeable Trigger Allows Either a Standard Single Finger Trigger or Dual Finger Trigger
- Buckle Strap
- Max Chicken Wing Features Max Release Strap, Added Padding
- Available Models: Chicken Wing, Max Chicken Wing

4550046 (Chicken Wing) $119.99 ea.
4550046 (Max Chicken Wing) $129.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Smoke Release
- Smoking Accuracy in a Compact Size
- Springhooked Dual Jaw Caliper Release
- Rugged Hurricane Jaws Matched with the Dime Size Head of the Edge
- 5/8" Length Adjustment
- Buckle Strap with Foldback Ring

4550036 $99.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Hardcore Release
- Over 1" Length Adjustment
- Fully Adjustable Trigger Travel
- Swept Back Trigger
- Guaranteed Not to Slip Off Loops
- Camo Nylon Fold Back Buckle Strap
- Available in Camo Only

4550038 $99.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Hardcore Buckle Black Foldback Max Release
- Hook Style Release with Tru Centering Technology (TCT)
- TCT Allows Head to Pivot 20 Degrees Side to Side
- Trigger Pressure Adjustment from 3 to Over 16 oz.
- Fully Adjustable Trigger Travel
- Swept Back Trigger
- Open Jaw Design for Quick, Easy Loop Attachment
- Lockable Length Adjustment Allows for Exact Fit (Over 1" Adjustment)
- 2.5x More Padding, Slightly Wider with Rolled Edges for Comfort

4550040 $99.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Hurricane Extreme Release
- Utilizes a Free-Floating, Self-Centering Roller
- Jaws are Coated for Prolonged Life
- Totally Adjustable to Fit Your Shooting Style
- 1/2" Wide Nylon Evolution Web Connection System That Won't Move or Stretch
- No-Tools, Infinite Length Adjustment Possibilities
- Swivel Head to Ensure Alignment

4550025 $37.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Patriot Release
- Smooth, Double Jaw Release
- Adjustable Length & Swivel Head
- Adjustable Trigger Travel
- Comfortable Nylon Velcro Power Strap

4550018 $21.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Patriot Junior Release
- Smooth, Double Jaw Release
- Adjustable Length & Swivel Head
- Comfortable Nylon Velcro Power Strap
- Guaranteed to Fit the Smallest Hands

4550019 $21.99 ea.

### Tru-Fire Bullseye Junior Release
- Economical and Comfortable Brushed Camouflage Power Strap with Fast and Simple Velcro Closure System
- Even Handle Thickness Throughout
- Fits Both Right and Left Hand
- Guaranteed to Fit the Smallest Hands
- Available in Camo or Pink Camo

4550043 $29.99 ea.
**+ Scott® Exsus BACKSPIN™ Release Levi Morgan Edition**
- Patent-Pending Rotating Pivot Bearing Design
- Enclosed, Self-Centering Index Finger
- Minimal Finger Separation for Feel, Control
- Optimal Engineered Pivot Point
- Ergonomic, Handle Design
- Interchangeable, Multi-Position Thumb Pegs Included
- Patented Interchangeable Weighted, Stainless Steel Finger Extensions
- Stainless Steel, Draw-Optimizing Bracket
- Auto-Locking Hook Design
- Available in Three-Finger Only
- In Levi Morgan Edition Green Only
- Available in Silver Only

**+ Scott® Longhorn Pro Advantage Release**
- Three Finger Solid Brass Release, Hand Polished for Unparalleled Durability
- Ergonomic Handle Design
- Reversible Moon for Click or Smooth
- Included Interchangeable Thumb Pegs

**+ Scott® Longhorn HEX Release with Wrist Strap**
- No Premature Misfiring, No Cumbersome Safety System
- Smooth, Tongue-Free, Floating Roller Design
- Ergonomic Finger Positioning
- Patented, Micro-Adjustable RCS System
- Draw-Optimizing Hook with Auto-Locking Band
- Bracket Stop for Quick and Easy Loading
- Available in Mossy Oak® Camo Black

**+ Scott® Rhino XT Release**
- Single-Sear Release with Open-Hook Design
- Extreme Forward, Knurled Trigger to Maximize Draw Length
- Streamlined Head Design for Comfort and Precision
- Spring-Loaded, Stainless Steel Hook for Quick and Easy Loading
- All Internal Components Machined from the Highest Grade Steel
- Available in Black

**+ Scott® Silverhorn Release**
- Spring-Loaded Hook Delivers Quick and Easy Loading
- Wide Roller-Sear Creates the Smoothest-Possible Trigger Pull
- Streamlined Head Design for Comfort and Precision
- Forward, Knurled Trigger to Maximize Draw Length
- Available in Black

**+ Scott® Samurai Release**
- Features SCOTT's Patented, Infinitely Adjustable Nylon Strap Connector System which Offers Tongue-Free Performance
- Nylon Strap Connector Offers Infinite Length Adjustment, Reduces Torque
- One-Piece Curved Trigger Fits the Contours of Your Finger
- Available Models: Buckle, Velcro

**+ Scott® Shark Release**
- Compact, Double-Caliper Design
- Roller Seat for Smoothest-Possible Trigger Pull
- Forward Knurled Trigger to Maximize Draw Length
- Improved Jaw Radius, Streamlined Design
- Stocked in Black Only

**+ Scott® Mongoose XT Release**
- Shutdown Self Closing Jaw
- Solid Swivel Connector with Patented 5-Hole Spiral Length Adjustment
- Trigger Enhancing Spring for Increased Range of Trigger Adjustability
- Ultra-Thin, Titanium-Coated Stainless Steel Jaw
- Exclusive Roller Seat Design for Clean, Crisp Triggering
- Zero Trigger Travel Design
- Available Models: Black - Buckle or Velcro
- RealTree AP® Buckle

**+ Scott® Little Goose Release**
- Longtime Favorite Among Archers and Bowhunters
- Smaller Version of the Mongoose Release
- In-Line Single Caliper Design
- Angled Jaw Design with Improved Jaw Radius
- Available Colors: Black (Adult & Youth Velcro & Adult Buckle)
- Camo (Adult Buckle Only)
- Available Strap Sizes: Youth Adult

**+ Scott® Caliper Release**
- Thinner More Ergonomic Head Design
- Dual-Jaw Design, Ideal for String Loop Shooters
- One Piece Trigger Design
- Trigger Provides Full Sensitivity Adjustment
- Roller Seat for Smooth, Consistent Trigger Pull
- Improved Jaw Radius
- Available in Black

**+ Scott™ Fox Release**
- Single, Angled Jaw Design and Five-Hole Length Adjustment
- Forward Knurled Trigger Maximizes Draw Length
- Slim-Line, Blackened, No-Rust Stainless Steel Jaw
- Proprietary Tooling Produces a Uniform, Smooth Jaw Radius
- Designed For Smaller Hands and Compact Short-Draw Bows
- Available Sizes: Youth Strap Small Buckle
- Available in Hot Pink

**+ Scott™ Replacement Wrist Straps**
- Replacement Wrist Strap for Scott Releases
- Available in Black

**+ Scott™ Knurled Trigger Post**
- Optional Trigger Post for Deluxe Models Only
- Larger Diameter, Positive Feel Trigger

**+ Scott™ Spring Trigger Post**
- Optional Trigger Post for Deluxe Models Only
- Spring Style for Softer Feeling and a Surprise Release

**+ Scott™ Slim Line Trigger Post**
- Optional Trigger Post for Deluxe Models Only
- Thin Diameter, Deeper More Consistent Release

**800-829-7408**
• **ErgoFit™ Cross Training Technology**

• JustX ™ Micro Adjustable Sears – Super Crisp and Accurate Double Searing System Featuring Zero Trigger Travel and a Huge Trigger Adjustment Window, Never have to Change a Spring!

• **Machined 440C Stainless Steel Components**
  - Hardened to Wear Proof 60 Rockwell
  - Tolerance Eliminating Technology, Zero Tolerance for Part Variation, Zero Tolerance for Defects, Zero Tolerance for 2nd Place

• Designed to Be Used with a D-Loop

• **Available Handle Sizes:**
  - Medium
  - Large

• Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger

**+ STAN® ShootOff! Blackout Release**

- Machined 440C Stainless Steel Components Hardened to Wear Proof 60 Rockwell
- Tolerance Eliminating Technology, Zero Tolerance for Part Variation, Zero Tolerance for Defects, Zero Tolerance for 2nd Place
- Features a Huge Trigger Travel and Tension Adjustment Window, Never have to Change a Spring
- SilkPath™ Micro Adjustable Sears - The Crispest and Most Accurate Double Sear System Ever
- MPT2 Knob - Multi Positional Trigger, the Final Touch on the Perfect Fit
- Designed to be Used with a D-Loop
- Heavy Metal, Made of Copper

- **Available Handle Sizes:**
  - Medium
  - Large

- Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger

**+ STAN® ShootOff! Heavy Metal Release**

- Machined 440C Stainless Steel Components Hardened to Wear Proof 60 Rockwell
- Z-Tol - Tolerance Eliminating Technology, Zero Tolerance for Part Variation, Zero Tolerance for Defects, Zero Tolerance for 2nd Place
- Features a Huge Trigger Travel and Tension Adjustment Window, Never have to Change a Spring
- SilkPath™ Micro Adjustable Sears - The Crispest and Most Accurate Double Sear System Ever
- MPT2 Knob - Multi Positional Trigger, the Final Touch on the Perfect Fit
- Designed to be Used with a D-Loop
- Heavy Metal, Made of Copper

- **Available Handle Sizes:**
  - Medium
  - Large

- Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger

**STAN® SX3 Release**

- STAN® Re-Invents the Super X, the Latest Entrant into the Thumb Trigger Release Category
- Incorporates the New, Patented Pending Trainer Lock Technology
- Features the First Multi-Positional Thumb Trigger, Adjustable for Projection, Tilt and Angle
- Handle Design Allows More Fingers to Pull the Weight
- Heat Treated 440 Sear has 62 Rockwell Hardness
- Internal Mechanisms are Lightning Fast
- Available in a Cool Shade and Hot Orange Color
- Available Handle Sizes: Medium
  - Large

- Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger

**+ STAN® Element Pull-Through Tension Release**

- Triggers on Increased Weight during Pull-Through Against Wall on Draw
- SmokinX Sears Guarantee Crisp, Consistent Shots
- ErgoFit Comfortable, Cross Training Handle
- MPT2 Thumb-Pulling Post Adjusts for Perfect Fit
- Open Hook makes D-Loop Connection Easy & Secure
- **Available Handle Sizes:**
  - Medium
  - Large

- Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger
  - Black and Red Anodized

**+ STAN® ShootOff! Element Release**

- ErgoFit Technology to Facilitate Cross Training Between Release Types
- MPT2 - Multi Positional Thumb Knob, Adjustable for Projection, Tilt & Thumb Angle
- Infinitely Adjustable Trigger Tension and Travel
- Lightning Fast and Crisp Internal Mechanism
- Features a Further Swept Third & Fourth Finger
- Specially Designed for Use with a D-Loop
- Machined Aircraft Grade Aluminum Handle
- 2 Color Release, One Side Black & One Side Blue Anodized
- **Available Sizes:**
  - Medium
  - Large

- Available Models:
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quatto- Four Finger

**+ STAN® ShootOff! Heavy Metal Release**

- ErgoFit™ Cross Training Technology
- **Available Models:**
  - Trio- Three Finger
  - Quattro- Four Finger

**STAN® Xtraordinary**

- 4 Finger Grooved, Medium Size Tension Release
- 4 Finger Grooved, X Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® Xtravagant**

- 4 Finger Grooved, Small Size Tension Release
- 4 Finger Grooved, Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® Xquisite**

- 3 Finger Grooved, Small Size Tension Release
- 3 Finger Grooved, Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® Xstatic**

- 3 Finger Grooved, Large Size Tension Release
- 3 Finger Grooved, X Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® Xclusive**

- 3 Finger Grooved, Medium Size Tension Release
- 3 Finger Grooved, X Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® Xceptional**

- 4 Finger Grooved, Medium Size Tension Release
- 4 Finger Grooved, X Large Size Tension Release

**STAN® XTreme**

- 4 Finger Grooved, Small Size Tension Release
- 4 Finger Grooved, Large Size Tension Release

**www.LancasterArchery.com**
Sights, Rests & Releases

+ STAN® MOREX™ BlackJack Release
  - Three Finger Grooved, Medium Size Tension Release
  - Mildly Swept Back ErgoFit Cross Training Handle
  - MPT2 Thumb-Pulling Post Adjusts for Perfect Fit
  - Over-Middle Hinge Position for Higher Weight Bows
  - MOREX Micro-Adjustable 62R Hardened, Polished Surface
  - TrainerLock Seat Locks allow Perfect Practice w/o Firing
  - Available Option of PosiClick Clicker Hook for Shot Timing
  - Available Models: Black Ice & Black Ice DS
  - Available Colors: Black, Red
  - Made in the USA
  - Available in Black or Realtree

+ STAN® MOREX™ JetBlack Release
  - Three Finger Grooved, Large Size Tension Release
  - Mildly Swept Back ErgoFit Cross Training Handle
  - MPT2 Thumb-Pulling Post Adjusts for Perfect Fit
  - Over-Middle Hinge Position for Higher Weight Bows
  - MOREX Micro-Adjustable 62R Hardened, Polished Surface
  - TrainerLock Seat Locks allow Perfect Practice w/o Firing
  - Available Option of PosiClick Clicker Hook for Shot Timing
  - Available Models: Black Ice & Black Ice DS
  - Available Colors: Black, Red
  - Made in the USA

+ STAN® MOREX™ BlackPearl & BlackPearl DS Release
  - Four Finger Grooved, Medium Size Tension Releases
  - Black Pearl has Mildly Swept Back ErgoFit Handle
  - Black Pearl DS has Deeply Swept-Back ErgoFit Handle
  - MPT2 Thumb-Pulling Post Adjusts for Perfect Fit
  - Over-Middle Hinge Position for Higher Weight Bows
  - MOREX Micro-Adjustable 62R Hardened, Polished Surface
  - TrainerLock Seat Locks allow Perfect Practice w/o Firing
  - Available Option of PosiClick Clicker Hook for Shot Timing
  - Available Models: Black Pearl & Black Pearl DS
  - Available Colors: Black, Red

+ STAN® MOREX™ Clicker Seat
  - Optional Clicker Hook for the MOREX Release Aids
  - Designed by Stanislawski Way Back in 2006, this Unique System Allows you to Go from a Click or Regular Style Without Changing your Release Setting!!!
  - Available Sizes: 0.008 or 0.010

+ Spot-Hogg Whipper Snapper Release
  - Features Unique, Contoured Levers Ergonomically Designed for Maximum Comfort
  - Extremely Crip Trigger Break Makes it the Fastest Trigger in the Industry
  - Single Screw Adjustment for both Tension and Travel gives Peace of Mind Knowing Your Settings won’t Change
  - Trigger Barrel is Adjustable to Fit Each Individual’s Hand Via Two Positions
  - Closed Jaw with Auto Relock Feature
  - Available in 3 & 4 Finger

+ Spot-Hogg Friday Night Delight Release
  - Open Face for Quick D-Loop Attachment
  - Smooth Contoured Handle
  - Only Compatible with Bows that have a D-Loop
  - Anodized Grey Aluminum Case, 3+ Finger Design

+ Spot-Hogg Saturday Night Special Release
  - Unique Trigger Design Lets You Fire as Hot as You Want
  - Without Any Fear of Misfire
  - Short Neck for Increased Draw Length and Speed
  - Smooth Contoured Handle, Fully Captures the D-Loop
  - Only Compatible with Bows that have a D-Loop
  - Anodized Black Aluminum Case, 3+ Finger Design

+ Spot-Hogg Wiseguy Release
  - Forward Trigger Design for Maximum Draw Length and Speed
  - Self-Reloading Hook
  - Open Jaw for Ultra Fast D-Loop Hook-Up
  - Rigid Fold Out-of-the-Way Design
  - Light Trigger Adjust with No Trigger Travel
  - Rigid Body Angled for Convenient Loading
  - Magnetic Breathable Velcro Wrist Strap
  - Available Models: 0.006 or 0.010

+ No Limit Archery Veracity Release
  - Designed to Teach Proper Form and have the Adjustability that Shooters Demand
  - Micro Adjustments in the Seat System and
  - Adjustments in the Handle Position
  - Seat Can be Changed to Function w/ or w/o a Click
  - Thumb Peg Included
  - Hot and Cold Adjustments are Easily with a .050 Hex Wrench
  - Made in the USA

+ No Limit Archery Ringer Release
  - Unique Ring Finger Trigger
  - Trigger Travel Adjustment
  - Trigger Tension Adjustment with 2 Springs Included
  - For a Wide Range of Adjustments
  - Wrist Strap and Thumb Peg Included
  - No Need to Switch Rests Between Hunting and Target Shooting
  - Available Colors: Black, Red

+ HTM InLine Release
  - Shrinks Your Groups with the Latest Design in Releases
  - Trigger is Positioned In-Line with the Hook
  - Adjustable Tension for Hunting or Back-Tension Use
  - Hook is Designed with a Relief 360° to Avoid Loop Interference
  - 3-Finger Model with Padded Nylon Buckle Wrist Strap

+ Merlin MAC Victory Release
  - Designed to Specifically Combat the Spiraling Cost of Thumb Releases without Compromising on Quality
  - Precision Machined 9082 Aluminum Case
  - Anodized Finish, Assorted Colors Cannot be Specified
  - Hardened Steel Internal Sear
  - Adjustable Trigger Travel and Tension

+ Hot Shot Nano™ Post Release
  - Compact, User Friendly Release
  - Micro-Adjustable Post will Never Slip
  - Post Folds Back and Side to Side to Tuck Out of the Way
  - Fully Adjustable Trigger Tension
  - Match Grade Trigger Crispness for Your Bow
  - Cat’s Eye Hook Equals a Tourque Free Release
  - Available Models: Buckle Velcro

+ Hot Shot Vapor™ Release
  - Fully Adjustable Thumb Barrel
  - Unique Zero Noise System that is Whisper Quiet
  - Automatic Closing Jaw and No Trigger Set Requirements
  - Ultra-Crisp, Adjustable Tension Trigger
  - Available in Black or Realtree®
  - Available in 3 or 4 Finger Models

+ Hot Shot X-Tacy™ Release
  - Designed for Perfect Ergonomic Fit
  - Bow Tie Moon® Features Three Click Speeds
  - Single Set Screw Moon Adjustment
  - Available Colors: Black Titanium-Diamond Nitride® Coating
  - Available Models:
    - Smooth 3 Finger
    - 4 Finger
    - 4 Finger Large
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+ Bernies Knuckle Under Back Tension Release
  - Beautiful Hand Polished Solid Brass
  - Back Tension Triggerless Release
  - .015 Click-Cam on One Side but can be Reversed to the Non-Clicker Side
  - Micro-adjustable Dial a "Cam" and Cam-Loc™
  - A.R.M. (Auto Reset Mechanism) which automatically Returns the Head to the ‘Ready to Load’ Position after Firing
  - Available Models: 3 Finger  4 Finger

  $129.99 ea.

+ Allen® Compact Thumb Release
  - Rugged Composite Construction
  - Easy to Use Thumb Trigger
  - Automatically Locks on the Bow String
  - Use on Bow String or String Loop
  - Available Colors: Hot Green  Hot Pink

  5060047  $12.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® SpeedShot™ XS Release
  - Comfort-Fit Strap Design
  - Torque-Free 360-Degree Rotating Head
  - Synchronized, Compact Dual-Jaw Design for Smooth Trigger Pull
  - Compact Dual-Jaw Design, Perfect for String Loops
  - Precision Wear-Free, No Friction
  - Over 1 Inch of Length Adjustment
  - Five Color Matching Covers Included
  - Field Tested for Trouble Free Shooting
  - Available Models: Standard  Junior
  - Available in Black Only

  4570157  $24.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Detonator™ Release with BOA Strap
  - Revolutionary Precision Stainless Steel Wear-Free Single-Jaw Design
  - Precision CNC-Machined Construction
  - Magnetic Hook Release for Quicker Shots
  - Open-Hook Design Perfect for String Loops
  - Ultra-Smooth Trigger Pull with a Crisp Feel
  - Unique Micro-Adjustable Trigger Tension and Travel
  - Forward Trigger Position Enables Faster Arrow Speeds
  - 360-Degree Rotating Head Eliminates String Torque
  - Rock-Solid Connection System for Ultra-Precise Length Adjustments
  - Available in Black Only with BOA® Closure System

  4570138  $79.99 ea.

+ Allen® FlatHead Release
  - Same Durability and Reliability as our Fletcheror but with a Forward Trigger Design
  - Self-Locking, Over-Center Design Provides a Smooth Fully Adjusted Trigger and Hook that Works Great with a String Loop
  - Available Colors: Toxic Green  Pink
  - Available Models: Deluxe Buckle  Velcro Wrist Strap

  2720015 (Green)  $54.99 ea.  2720022 (Pink)  $54.99 ea.

+ Fletcher Fletch Hook Release
  - Loop Only Release Features a Roller System for the Ultimate in Smooth Performance
  - Forward Trigger Helps Gain Lost Draw Length
  - Hook is Designed to Release the Loop Clearly
  - Infinity Adjusable Trigger with Removable Knurled Sleeve
  - Available with a Deluxe Velcro or Deluxe Buckle Strap
  - Anodized in Splatter Black and Gray

  2720016  $59.99 ea.
+ **Fletcher .44 Caliper Release**  
- Features the Interlocking Jaw System  
- Hardened Adjustable Trigger and Roller Design  
- Area for a Smooth Feel  
- Available with a Deluxe Nylon Hook and Loop Velcro or Leather Buckle Strap  
- Green Anodized Finish  
  2720020 $37.99 ea.

+ **Fletcher Fletchunter Wrist Release**  
- Designed Primarily for Hunting, but Doubles as First Rate Target Release  
- Opens with the Flick of a Finger and Stays  
- Open Until Placed on the Bowstring  
- Super Smooth, Over-Center Trigger System  
- Infinity Adjustable Trigger  
  2720014 (Standard Strap) $47.99 ea.

+ **Goat Tuff Equalizer Release**  
- Allows Up to 3” Increase in Draw Length  
- Increase Arrow Speed/Performance without Increasing Draw Weight  
- Increases Stored Energy for Greater Penetration  
- Ergonomic Straight Line Dynamics of Hand, Wrist, Arm and Trigger  
- Machined Aluminum Body with SS Internal Parts  
- Adjustable Plunger Style Trigger and Leather Wrist Strap  
  4420012 $179.95 ea.

+ **30-06 Mustang Nylon Connector Release**  
- Caliper-Style for D-Loops and Precision Trigger  
- Swivel Head Design for Right or Left Hand Use  
- Large Sized Adjustable Buckle Strap  
- Available in Camo or Pink Camo  
  0190032 $24.99 ea.

+ **30-06 Mustang Release**  
- Quiet, Adjustable Release with Precision Trigger  
- Features Instant-Lock Trigger  
- Precision Trigger  
- Adjustable Buckle Strap  
  0190025 $19.99 ea.

+ **Allen Nu Glove Release**  
- Full Wrap Design is Comfortable to Wear All Day  
- Suede Leather Lining  
- Adjust to Fit Hands from Medium to Extra Large  
- Head Rotates 360 Degrees  
- Symmetrical Release Jaws for Consistent String Clearance  
- Ergonomically Designed Trigger  
- T-Style Pivot Reduces Wrist Torque  
- Mosy Oak Break-Up® Camo Strap  
- Right Hand Only  
  5060014 $34.99 ea.

+ **Allen Pink Caliper Release**  
- Adjustable Padded Wrist Strap  
- 360 Degree Rotating Camo Head  
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Strap  
- Factory Tuned Trigger  
- Black with Pink Trim  
  5060035 $19.99 ea.

+ **Cobra Serengeti Release**  
- Single Ear Design for Lightning Quick Hook-Up  
- Polished Stainless Steel Hook and Trigger for A Smooth Shot with Minimal Trigger Travel  
- Web Strap Connection Offers Infinite and Easy Draw Length Adjustment for Less Torque and Greater Accuracy  
  1850088 $79.99 ea.

+ **Cobra Safari Release**  
- Compact Dual Caliper Design with Roller Sear for a Smooth and Consistent Release  
- Forward Mount Trigger Design to Maximize Draw Length and Arrow Speed  
- Release Set Screw to Adjust Trigger Sensitivity  
- Precision Machined Contoured Radius Jaw Design  
- Web Strap Connection  
- Release Head can be Easily Tucked Away while Climbing or While Not in Use  
- Brown Leather Buckle Strap Quiet and Consistent  
  1850069 $34.99 ea.

+ **Cobra Lady Serpent Release Muddy Girl Camo**  
- Streamlined Release Head  
- Thinner Weight Balanced Trigger  
- Machined Contoured Jaw Design is Ideal for D-Loop Shooters and Short Axle Bows  
- Forward Mounted Fully Adjustable Trigger to Increase Draw Length and Arrow Speed  
- Unique Pink Camo Loop Lock Strap, Curved Trigger  
  1850065 $42.99 ea.

+ **Cobra C-621 All Adjust Release**  
- Precision Machined Center Release Jaw  
- Padded Camo Nylon Strap and Adjustable Nylon Extension for a Custom Fit  
- Black Anodized Release Head with a Curved Trigger  
  1850049 $29.99 ea.

+ **X-Spot Caliper Release**  
- Precision Curved Trigger  
- 360° Swivel Caliper Head  
- Post-Push Lock for Quick String Attachment  
- Fully Adjustable Wrist Strap & Stem Length  
- Available Sizes: Adult Youth/Ladies  
  3980002 $37.99 ea.  
  3980001 (Finger Shooter Model) $79.99 ea.

+ **Tru-Fire Draw Check Tool**  
- Eliminates Accidents and Injuries from Dry Firing a Bow!  
- Simulates a Real Release in Your Hands  
- Can Be Used to Safely Exercise Drawing Muscles with Your Own Bow  
- Cannot Be Fired  
- Comfortable Leather Buckle Strap for Both RH and LH Shooters  
  4550006 $19.99 ea.  
  4550041 (Small) $19.99 ea.

+ **Tru-Fire Draw Check Tool**  
- Eliminates Accidents and Decreases Chances of Dry Firing of Bows  
- Allows Full Draw Without Release  
- Inexpensive Device to Safely Practice Drawing Muscles to Gain Bow Weight  
- Safety Card Strap Keeps Tool on Hand  
- For Both RH and LH Shooters  
  4390010 $7.99 ea.

+ **LAS Release Pouch**  
- Lancaster Archery Logo in 4 Colors  
- Securely Holds Releases & Other Accessories  
- Drawstring Closure and Belt Loop  
  5300212 $12.99 ea.

+ **Hoyt® Team Hoyt Release Pouch**  
- Holds Release and Other Accessories  
- Inner Diaoned Nylon Lined Pouch  
- Drawcords Closure  
- Includes Quiver Clip  
- Can be Used as a Drink Holder  
- Black with Embroidered Neon Nock On Logo  
  2560705 $17.99 ea.

+ **Nock On® Release Pouch**  
- Holds Release and Other Accessories  
- Drawstring Closure and Belt Loop  
- Includes Quiver Clip  
- Available in Black/Gray Only  
  8500115 $13.99 ea.

+ **Easton Release Pouch**  
- Extra Sturdy, Maintains Shape  
- Soft Fleece Lining  
- Holds Up to Four Releases  
- Draw String Top to Protect Against the Elements  
- Available in Black/Gray Only  
  2070393 $14.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
**Release Bags, Rope, Straps & Accessories**

---

**T.R.U. Ball Release Bag**
- Holds Release and Other Accessories
- Draw String Closure
- Embroidered T.R.U. Ball Logo
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Pink
  - Mt. Berry
  - Flo. Purple
  - Royal Blue

**BOC 23 Release & Loop Rope**
- 1.9mm (0.075") Diameter
- No. 23 Film Braided, Spectra Cover
- Available Lengths:
  - Linear Foot: $10.99 ea.
  - 100 ft. Spool: $44.99 spool

---

**Scott™ Release Pouch**
- Keep Your Scott Release Out of the Elements and In Perfect Condition
- Easy to Open Pouch Snap Closure
- Available in Black Only

---

**Bohning™ Release Bag**
- Draw String Accessory Bag
- Reinforced Top Stays Open for Quick Access
- Made from Durable Cordura
- A Great Place to Store Your Release
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Neon Green

**Black Hole Release Bag**
- Holds Release & Other Accessories
- Black Leather Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Keeps Your Nocks from Being Pinched
- Available Lengths:
  - Linear Foot: $1.25 ft.
  - 100 ft. Spool: $37.99 spool

---

**Fivics National Release Bag**
- Holds Release & Other Accessories
- Drawstring Closure
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Silver
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Purple

**Gibbs Super Flex 3D Loop Material**
- Strongest D-Loop in Archery
- Will not Stretch or Collapse
- 1.8 mm
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Lime
  - Pink
  - Red
  - Sold by the Linear Foot

---

**Fivics Release Bag**
- Holds Release & Other Accessories
- Drawstring Closure
- 2" Belt Loops
- Available in Black Only

**Brownell String Loop Rope**
- 100% Braided Nylon Melts to a Perfect Ball End!
- Rope Designed Specifically for Tying String Loops
- Maintains Round Shape
- Available Colors:
  - Camo
  - Red
  - White
  - Flo. Green

**TruGlo® TRU-FIT Universal BOA Replacement Release Strap**
- Fits Almost Any Connection System Using Your Existing Connector
- Includes Optional Nylon/Rope Connector
- Machined Aluminum Universal Joint
- Features the BOA® Closure System Providing a Glove-Like Fit and All-Day Custom Comfort
- Quick On and Off, One-Hand Adjustment
- Easy-To-Clean, Sheds Mud, Dirt and Even Ice
- Includes Optional Nylon/Rope Connector
- Fits Almost Any Connection System Using Your Existing Connector

---

**Reliner Release Wrist Strap**
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Black Leather Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases
- Available Adult Only

---

**Greene Nylon Release Wrist Strap**
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Black Nylon Web Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases
- Available Adult Only

---

**Greene Leather Buckle Wrist Strap**
- Black Leather
- Compatible with Most Releases

---

**Greene Leather Velcro Wrist Strap**
- Black Leather
- Compatible with Most Releases

---

**Reinforced Top Stays Open for Quick Access**
- Draw String Accessory Bag
- Available Colors:
  - Black
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Silver
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Purple

---

**Fivics Realtree® Camo Release Bag**
- Holds Release & Other Accessories
- Drawstring Closure
- 2" Belt Loops
- Available Models: U.S.A. Canada

---

**Brownell String Loop Rope**
- 100% Braided Nylon Melts to a Perfect Ball End!
- Rope Designed Specifically for Tying String Loops
- Maintains Round Shape
- Available Colors:
  - Camo
  - Red
  - White
  - Flo. Green

---

**Winner’s Choice Ultimate String Loop Rope**
- Made for Hardcore Hunters and Shooters
- Tightly Woven Braid Design that Provides Superior Life and is Also Stiffer for Faster Reloads
- Melts Exceptionally Well for Solid Knots and Also Bites and is Also Stiffer for Faster Reloads
- Tightly Woven Braid Design that Provides Superior Life
- Available in Camo Only

**Flex Archery Release Rope**
- Rope for Both String Loops and Release Rope - 1.8 mm
- Creates Perfect Ball End for Tying
- Available Colors:
  - White
  - Blue
  - Purple
  - Silver
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Red
  - Yellow
  - Black
  - Green
  - Brown
  - Flo. Orange
  - Sold by the Linear Foot or Spool

---

**REPLACE: 4750012**
- Available in Camo Only
- Drawstring Closure
- Holds Release & Other Accessories
- Available Colors:
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Pink
  - Mt. Berry
  - Flo. Purple

**Greene Leather Velcro Wrist Strap**
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Black Leather Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases

---

**TruGlo® TRU-FIT Universal BOA Replacement Release Strap**
- Fits Almost Any Connection System Using Your Existing Connector
- Includes Optional Nylon/Rope Connector
- Machined Aluminum Universal Joint
- Features the BOA® Closure System Providing a Glove-Like Fit and All-Day Custom Comfort
- Quick On and Off, One-Hand Adjustment
- Easy-To-Clean, Sheds Mud, Dirt and Even Ice
- Includes Optional Nylon/Rope Connector
- Fits Almost Any Connection System Using Your Existing Connector

---

**Greene Nylon Release Wrist Strap**
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Black Nylon Web Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases
- Available Adult Only

---

**Greene Leather Buckle Wrist Strap**
- Metal Buckle Fastener
- Black Leather Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases
- One Size Fits All

---

**Greene Leather Velcro Wrist Strap**
- Adjustable Hook and Loop Closure
- Black Leather Material with Comfortable Padded Backing
- Compatible with Most Releases

---

800-829-7408